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Executive Summary*
Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Regional Linguist Services
Contract Awarded to Conduit Language Specialists, Inc.

Objective

Audit Results

In October 2012, the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA) awarded two contracts to Conduit Language
Specialists, Inc. (Conduit), one of which was for analytic
linguist services for the DEA’s Denver and Phoenix Field
Divisions. The Department of Justice Office of the
Inspector General (OIG) conducted an audit of this
contract to assess the DEA’s administration of and
Conduit’s performance in compliance with the contract
terms and conditions in the areas of: (1) contractor
performance; (2) billings and payment; and (3) contract
management, oversight, and monitoring.

Our audit focused on contract number DJD-13-C-0004,
which is a time and materials contract that includes a
1-year base period with four 1-year option periods and a
contract ceiling of over $135 million. Actual contract
costs paid through December 2017 were approximately
$39 million. The contract is scheduled to end in
April 2018.
Linguist Requirements - We determined that some
linguists worked under the contract without valid
language proficiency results, completed background
investigations, or signed non-disclosure forms. After we
asked the DEA about this non-compliance, the DEA
issued blanket waivers for linguists, but the waivers
included no justification and only waived a portion of the
language proficiency requirement. We reviewed
documentation for 35 out of 490 linguists and
determined that 29 did not have valid language
proficiency results, 4 did not have completed
background investigations or waivers, and 13 did not
have signed non-disclosure agreements prior to starting
work on the contract. We found that the DEA paid
almost $2.9 million for linguists who did not meet these
essential prerequisites.

Results in Brief
We concluded the DEA failed to provide sufficient
administration and oversight of the contract, which
resulted in: (1) significant non-compliance with
applicable laws, regulations, and the contract terms and
conditions; (2) minimal quality assurance (QA);
(3) contractor performance deficiencies; and (4) poorly
defined contract requirements. We determined that
some linguists worked under the contract without valid
language proficiency results, completed background
investigations, or signed non-disclosure forms. As a
result, the DEA paid almost $2.9 million in net
unallowable costs for linguist services. After we asked
the DEA about this non-compliance, the DEA issued
blanket waivers for linguists, but the waivers included no
justification and only waived a portion of the language
proficiency requirement. The OIG issued a Management
Advisory Memorandum (MAM) to the DEA regarding
these issues in February 2017. However, the DEA’s
response did not adequately address our concerns.

In response to our MAM, the DEA stated that obtaining
the language proficiency test results was an
administrative detail; explained it would provide
additional guidance to both the DEA and Conduit; and
indicated it would take no action related to our
questioned costs. By not addressing these failures or
preventing these problems from reoccurring, the DEA
risks affecting its investigations and, therefore, its ability
to properly carry out its important mission.

The problems we identified may impact the DEA’s ability
to meet its mission to enforce the laws and regulations
governing controlled substances and to bring to justice
individuals and organizations involved in the growing,
manufacture, or distribution of controlled substances.

Delegation of Duties - The DEA appointed only
1 Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) and
22 Task Monitors (TMs) to oversee 8 regional linguist
contracts, including contract number DJD-13-C-0004.
The COR was not directly performing the majority of the
responsibilities identified in the COR delegation letter.
Instead, many of these responsibilities were completed
by other individuals that had not received COR-specific
training. This increases the risk that required duties will

Recommendations
Our report contains 11 recommendations to assist the
DEA in improving contract administration and oversight
of its linguist contracts.

* Redactions were made to this report to enable it to be issued publicly. The redactions are of company
proprietary information in the body of the report and the auditee’s response, and of individuals’ names and email
addresses in the auditee’s response. The redactions were made to protect proprietary information and individual
privacy, respectively.
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However, replacing linguists may risk disrupting and
impacting ongoing investigations.

not be sufficiently completed and that problems will go
unaddressed because a central person is not monitoring
the tasks.

We determined that Conduit was unable, on three
different occasions, to fully meet the DEA’s requirement
for two languages, Arabic and Bosnian. To fill this
unmet need, the DEA paid $33,421 more to another
linguist contractor than it would have paid under its
contract with Conduit. The DEA also had to use linguists
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation to satisfy its
needs when neither Conduit, nor any other linguist
contractor, could provide the requested linguists.

Further, we found that the TMs did not receive or review
required language proficiency testing results for any of
the linguists prior to a linguist working under the
contract, as required. The TMs also did not consistently
ensure that the required surveys and reports were
completed as part of their contract administration and
contractor performance assessment responsibilities.
Contract Reports and Deliverables - DEA did not
provide any documentation to support that it completed
annual contractor performance assessment reports in
accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR), which are crucial to effective contract
administration and oversight. Additionally, Conduit’s
monthly administrative reports were missing key
information, including expenditures and hours per
linguist by task order, the total number of hours worked
per month for each language, and a description of the
work performed during the reporting period for each
task order. The DEA did not identify these deficiencies
despite the importance of this information for monitoring
contractor performance.

Compliance with Labor Regulations - We identified
deficiencies with how Conduit paid fringe benefits to
some of its linguists as required by the Service Contract
Labor Standards (SCLS), as well as deficiencies with how
Conduit calculated its fixed billing rate, which was used
to bill the DEA for linguists’ hours. Additionally, we
determined that the DEA improperly approved and paid
price adjustments to Conduit that included unallowable
increases to profit and general and administrative costs.
The DEA does not provide any guidance or training to its
personnel on how to review contract price adjustments,
and DOJ does not have guidance to assist components in
complying with the SCLS. In other recent OIG audit
reports, we also identified SCLS compliance problems
related to other DOJ service contracts.

Quality Assurance - Despite the DEA’s responsibility
for QA, the DEA placed sole responsibility for QA on
Conduit. Although required by the contract, Conduit
officials acknowledged that they had not followed or
enforced Conduit’s QA plan to ensure adequate QA
throughout all areas of contract performance. The DEA
also did not properly review the plan on a regular basis
to ensure compliance by Conduit. Although the DEA’s
QA deficiencies affect the assurance that it is receiving
accurate and valid linguist work, the DEA failed to
address this issue in its response to our MAM.

Definition of Contract Requirements - The lack of
well-defined contract requirements can lead to problems
with contract administration and oversight, result in
contractor performance problems, and increase the risk
that the government will receive lesser quality services
that do not meet government needs. We found that the
DEA did not adequately define its need for this contract,
which ultimately hindered Conduit’s ability to keep
linguists actively working in certain locations. In
response to our MAM, the DEA acknowledged that there
are challenges related to the pricing of this contract.
However, the DEA has not provided procedures or its
methodology to develop the contract requirements for
the upcoming solicitation.

Contractor Performance - The DEA’s significant
failures related to linguist requirements, contract
administration and oversight, and QA contributed to the
contract performance deficiencies we identified. We
found that Conduit on occasion replaced linguists
classified as independent contractors with linguists
classified as employees without first consulting with DEA
TMs or DEA Special Agents. Conduit officials told us that
it’s staffing of linguists is based on multiple factors.
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INTRODUCTION
The mission of the Department of Justice (DOJ) Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) is to enforce the laws and regulations governing controlled
substances and to bring to the criminal and civil justice system those individuals
and organizations involved in the growing, manufacture, or distribution of controlled
substances appearing in or destined for illicit traffic in the United States. Much of
the DEA’s success is increasingly dependent on the rapid and thorough
understanding of languages other than English. The DEA requires highly-skilled
analytic linguists (linguists) to perform language-related services, including
analysis, monitoring, transcription, translation, interpretation, and validation for
DEA Title III wires.1 The DEA has used indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
(ID/IQ) contracts and blanket purchase agreements for linguist services nationwide
since 1995.2
In 2012, the DEA awarded eight regional ID/IQ contracts to four vendors for
linguist services in support of its Title III Wiretap Program, each with a base year
and four option periods. The 8 contracts were divided among DEA’s 21 Field
Divisions. The total contract ceiling for all eight regional linguist contracts was
approximately $1.8 billion. However, as of December 2017, the DEA had only
obligated approximately $350 million total for the eight contracts. The majority of
the contracts were scheduled to end in October 2017; however, the DEA extended
the contracts until April 2018.3 As such, the DEA has begun preparing for the
follow-on regional linguist contracts to replace the existing contracts.
The DEA Office of Acquisition and Relocation Management, located in
Arlington, Virginia, is responsible for contract administration. The Contracting
Officer identified in the contract with overall responsibility for the contract was
located in the Office of Acquisition and Relocation Management. Contracting
Officers in SOD issued the task orders under the contract. For the contract, the
DEA designated one Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), located in the DEA
Special Operations Division (SOD), with responsibility for performing contract
administration for all eight regional linguist contracts. The DEA also designated one
1 The federal electronic surveillance statutes (commonly referred to collectively as Title III)
are codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2510 and in Pub. L. No. 90-351 (1968). These statutes cover wire, oral,
and electronic interception orders.
2 An ID/IQ contract is used to acquire supplies and/or services when the exact times and/or
quantities of future deliveries are not known at the time of contract award. A blanket purchase
agreement is a simplified method of filling anticipated repetitive needs for supplies or services by
establishing charge accounts with qualified sources.
3

One of the eight contracts is scheduled to end in November 2018.
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Task Monitor (TM) per field division who were delegated responsibilities to assist
the COR with contract administration and communicate with the contractor on
technical matters within the scope of the contract.
Conduit Language Specialists, Inc. (Conduit) received two of the eight
regional linguist contracts, contract numbers DJD-13-C-0003 and DJD-13-C-0004.
The DOJ Office of the Inspector General (OIG) audited the DEA time and materials
contract number DJD-13-C-0004, awarded to Conduit on October 31, 2012, for
linguist services for the mountain region (the contract).4 DEA awarded the contract
with a contract ceiling of approximately $133 million, which the DEA subsequently
raised to over $135 million. As of December 2017, the DEA had obligated
approximately $39 million for the contract. The DEA exercised the final option year
in August 2016 and later extended the contract until April 2018.
as:

Linguists were required to perform a variety of tasks under the contract, such


Analysis: methodically examine intercepted information to decipher
codes, determine relationships, identify organizational hierarchies and
associations, and establish patterns;



Monitoring: listen or read foreign language communications and
perform immediate verbal summaries, and subsequently write or type
summaries in English;



Transcription: render spoken word of a language into the written
form of the same language;



Translation: render spoken or written word of a language into the
written form of another language; and



Interpretation: translate orally, either consecutively or
simultaneously, from one language to another.

Additionally, Conduit was required to maintain a minimum number of
linguists for four required languages. The languages included Spanish, German,
Vietnamese, and Chinese (Cantonese) for the Denver Field Division and Spanish for
the Phoenix Field Division. The contract also identified a list of 114 common or
exotic languages for which Conduit was required to provide linguist services on an
as needed basis. This list was not all inclusive and the DEA could require other
languages not listed.
Conduit Language Specialists, Inc.
Conduit is headquartered in Paris, Kentucky and was founded in 1999.
Conduit has contracted with the DEA for linguist services since 2005. Conduit, with
4 The mountain region covers DEA’s Denver and Phoenix Field Divisions. Contract
DJD-13-C-0003 is for the northwest region, which covers DEA’s Seattle and San Francisco Field
Divisions.
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a network of more than 4,000 language professionals, provides interpreting,
translation, and transcription services covering 250 languages and dialects.
Conduit’s customers include federal agencies and state and local law enforcement
entities.
OIG Audit Approach
The objective of this audit was to assess the DEA’s administration of and
Conduit’s performance in compliance with the contract terms and conditions in the
areas of: (1) contractor performance; (2) billings and payments; and (3) contract
management, oversight, and monitoring.
To assess Conduit’s performance on the contract, we interviewed DEA
personnel at the field divisions regarding Conduit’s achievement of the contract
requirements. We surveyed DEA Special Agents (Case Agents) from DEA’s Denver
and Phoenix Field Divisions who worked with linguists under the contract on their
cases to determine whether issues with linguist performance occurred and were
resolved. We also interviewed Conduit linguists and supervisory personnel at each
division to gain an understanding of the work that linguists complete under the
contract.
To evaluate compliance with contract requirements regarding billing and
payments, we reviewed the accuracy of Conduit’s invoices for task orders issued
under the contract and examined Conduit’s compliance with Service Contract Labor
Standards (SCLS) and regulations addressing price adjustments for service
contracts.
To assess compliance with contract management, oversight, and monitoring,
we examined the DEA’s Contract Administration Plan to determine how the DEA
administered the contract. We also reviewed Conduit’s Quality Assurance Plan to
determine how Conduit monitored the quality of linguist services and ensured that
contract requirements were met. We reviewed contract deliverables to determine
whether Conduit submitted them in accordance with the contract terms and
conditions.
Management Advisory Memorandum
On February 28, 2017, we issued a Management Advisory Memorandum
(MAM) to the DEA highlighting concerns we identified during our audit related to the
language proficiency and security requirements of linguists, the DEA’s and Conduit’s
quality assurance practices, and the DEA’s ability to adequately define its contract
need. We deemed these concerns significant enough to warrant the DEA’s
immediate attention and consideration in its planning for the follow-on regional
linguist contracts.
The DEA provided a response to our MAM and we incorporated the corrective
actions taken by the DEA that address our concerns throughout this report. The
DEA also noted that the actions taken to address our concerns will be implemented
3

for all eight DEA regional linguist contracts and for the upcoming solicitation for the
follow-on regional linguist contract awards. See Appendix 3 for a copy of the MAM
and Appendix 4 for a copy of the DEA’s Response to the MAM.
Prior OIG Reports
In December 2010, the OIG issued an audit report on the DEA’s language
services contract with a different contractor, contract number DJDEA-08-C-0047, to
support the DEA El Paso Field Division. The report concluded that the Contracting
Officer’s Technical Representative (COTR) was not effectively monitoring contractor
compliance with contract requirements, and the Contracting Officer was not
effectively overseeing the COTR’s performance of the contract administration
duties.5 The OIG found that linguists did not have the proper language proficiency
testing documentation or documentation to support successful background
investigations, as required by the contract.
In February 2012, the OIG issued an audit report on the DEA’s language
services contract with SOS International, Ltd (SOSI), contract number
DJDEA-05-C-0020, to support the DEA Dallas Field Division.6 The report concluded
that the COTR did not effectively monitor the contract to ensure compliance with
contract requirements or completion of contractor performance assessment reports,
the COTR did not complete the required continuous training, and the Contracting
Officer needed to improve monitoring of the COTR’s performance of the delegated
contract administration responsibilities.
Specifically, the OIG found that linguists worked under the contract without
DEA approval for access to DEA Sensitive information, the approval forms were
missing signatures or other information, and updates to marital status were not
reported, violating the contract terms and DEA’s own security procedures
documented in DEA 2852.204.84. The OIG also found that SOSI was not
submitting Monthly Administrative Reports in accordance with the contract and
linguists continued to conduct translations after their certifications had expired
under the 5-year time limit established by the contract. The OIG found that SOSI
failed to fully comply with the requirements in its Quality Control Plan, including
regular meetings between SOSI and the COTR and worksite inspections, and the
COTR was unaware of the SOSI Quality Control Plan since it was not contained in
the contract file.

5 As of September 2011, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy’s requirements for the
Federal Acquisition Certification for COTRs was replaced by the Federal Acquisition Certification for
CORs; the term COTR was changed to COR to align with the Federal Acquisition Regulation, which
incorporated a definition for a COR and included the designation of a COR as part of a Contracting
Officer’s responsibilities.

For information related to the December 2010 and February 2012 reports see
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s Language Services Contract with SOS International, Ltd. Contract Number
DJDEA-05-C-0020 Dallas Field Division, Audit Report GR-60-12-004 (February 2012).
6
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As a result of these findings, the OIG made 10 recommendations to the DEA
and questioned costs totaling $934,144 due to the lack of language proficiency
certifications and $45,000 related to SOSI’s failure to perform on-site inspections.
For example, the OIG made recommendations in the following areas:


Implementing procedures to ensure the Contracting Officer fully monitors
the activities of the COTR, contract administration, and contract
performance;



Implementing procedures to ensure requirements for periodic background
reinvestigation are tracked and accomplished timely, and approvals for
access to DEA sensitive information are completed and current, and the
files are maintained;



Implementing procedures to ensure linguists have been properly certified,
that certification are kept current, and only certified linguists work under
the contract;



Ensuring that for future contracts, the contractor’s Quality Control Plan is
included in the contract file and disseminated to appropriate personnel,
that the contract and Quality Control Plan requirements are reviewed and
updated periodically to eliminate, add or modify contents, and that
modifications to the contract and contractor Quality Control Plan are
properly authorized and approved;



Implementing procedures to ensure Monthly Administrative Reports and
Contractor Performance Reports are completed, submitted timely, and
maintained in the contract file;



Implementing procedures to ensure meetings between the contractor and
the DEA are regularly held, documented, and included in the contract file;
and



Evaluating the time required for the COTR to fulfill their requirements and
ensure enough time is allocated to accomplish all responsibilities.

The DEA concurred with all recommendations in this report. However, we
believe the corrective actions taken by the DEA have not fully addressed these
deficiencies or prevented them from reoccurring. As detailed in the Audit Results
section of this report, we found many of the same problems in this audit, such as
with linguist security background investigations, language proficiency, contract
administration and oversight, and quality assurance.
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AUDIT RESULTS
We identified numerous weaknesses in the DEA’s contract administration and
oversight of contract number DJD-13-C-0004 and determined that both the DEA
and Conduit failed to provide sufficient quality assurance over the contract. As a
result, this condition affects the assurance that the DEA received accurate and valid
linguist work. Of particular concern, the DEA paid nearly $2.9 million for linguists
who did not have proper language proficiency results, valid background
investigations, or signed non-disclosure agreements, which are required under the
contract. These issues have reoccurred at the DEA since 2010, as identified in two
previous OIG audits of DEA linguist contracts. Further, in the area of quality
assurance (QA), the DEA failed to develop a Quality Assurance Surveillance
Program (QASP) for the contract and relied on Conduit to conduct all QA activities;
however, Conduit could not provide documentation that the services it provided
met the contract requirements and its own quality standards. Additionally, the DEA
did not address Conduit’s non-compliance with contract requirements and paid an
extra $33,421 to another contractor since Conduit was unable to provide all the
favorably-adjudicated Arabic linguists that the DEA needed. Further, we found that
the DEA has no guidance on the administration of service contracts and its
contracting personnel were unfamiliar with the Service Contract Labor Standards
(SCLS). As a result, the DEA approved and paid Conduit price adjustments for the
contract, which included increases to profit and general and administrative
expenses (G&A) prohibited by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). We also
found that Conduit did not properly pay all fringe benefits to linguists in accordance
with the SCLS and the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Wage Determinations (WD).
Finally, the DEA’s definition of requirements for this contract lacked support and a
defined methodology, creating difficulties for both the DEA and Conduit with regard
to the linguists required by the contract.
Linguist Requirements
The translation and analysis of Title III wiretaps, often used in significant
drug cases, are important to the DEA’s efforts to bring to justice organizations and
individuals involved in the growing, manufacture, or distribution of controlled
substances. Additionally, given the sensitive nature and potential use of these
translations in investigations, it is of the utmost importance that contract linguists
are carefully screened, translations are verified, and contract terms are fully
enforced. However, despite the nature of this work, we found deficiencies in
compliance with linguist language proficiency testing, linguist security, and
adherence to contract terms that raise questions regarding the DEA’s management
of this contract and the contractor’s performance.
Language Proficiency
In order to establish the credibility and reliability of translation work, the
contract required linguists to complete language proficiency testing prior to working
under the contract. The contract stated that language proficiency testing in the
6

source language and English was required for all linguists in the four basic
communications skills of listening, reading, writing, and speaking. Upon completion
of testing, linguists were awarded certificates indicating sufficient proficiency in the
source language and English for translation work. Evidence of language proficiency
testing with acceptable results from testing organizations listed in the contract was
required to be submitted to the DEA Task Monitors (TMs) for all linguists prior to
working under the contract.
The DEA Contract Administration Plan also required that DEA TMs obtain,
track, and periodically review language proficiency certificates to ensure that the
certificates on file were current. However, despite this obligation and the
importance of using language-proficient translators, we determined the DEA TMs
were unaware of this requirement and never asked Conduit for proficiency testing
results. Additionally, Conduit never provided these results to the DEA for any
linguist who worked under the contract.
To assess the magnitude of this concern, we examined an initial sample of
30 out of 490 linguists who worked under the contract. We determined that 28 of
the 30, or 93 percent, of the linguists did not have the required language
proficiency testing completed prior to working under the contract.7 We tested an
additional five linguists who were responsible for administrative duties such as
scheduling and reviewing linguist work, bringing our sample to a total of 35
linguists. One of the five additional linguists did not have the required language
proficiency testing completed prior to working under the contract. Despite this
material non-compliance, Conduit billed and the DEA paid an estimated $2,493,784
for the 29 linguists without valid language certifications.8 According to DEA
officials, because the DEA accepted the services provided by Conduit related to
these 29 linguists it is their position that the DEA in essence waived the contract
requirement related to language proficiency. However, the DEA did not provide us
with any documentation supporting that the DEA was aware of the non-compliance
with the contract requirements when it accepted and paid for the services.
Therefore, we do not believe that the DEA has shown that it received what it
contracted and paid for and we question the $2,493,784 as unallowable.

The 490 total linguists is our estimate based on data provided by the DEA because Conduit
provided an inaccurate and incomplete listing of linguists who worked under the contract. Conduit
explained that a list of linguists who worked under the contract was not readily available and
developing the list would be very labor intensive.
7

8 This calculation was based on the approximate total hours worked for these 29 linguists and
the average cost per hour for each linguist. The average cost per hour was based on costs for both
field divisions for Spanish and common languages from all years of the contract. Due to limitations
related to price adjustments, which we discuss in the Service Contract Requirements and Contractor
Payments section of this report, we could not determine the exact amount Conduit billed DEA for
these 29 linguists because it would require review of all invoices for over 1,900 task orders.
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Language Proficiency Waivers
In December 2016 and January 2017, after we asked Conduit for the
language proficiency test results, the Contracting Officer signed waivers for the
writing portion of the test for 125 linguists. We believe the DEA’s approval of the
waivers occurred as a result of our audit work. This disregard for contract
requirements affects the credibility and reliability of linguist work, which increases
the risk of negatively impacting DEA investigations.9 We believe it is important that
the DEA exercises appropriate controls over linguists to ensure the credibility and
reliability of the language translations and transcriptions used by the DEA.
Specifically, the contract indicated that waivers were to be submitted and
approved along with a justification on an individual basis. According to DEA
officials, the justification for the 125 waivers was the result of a backlog in the
re-certification process at the third party testing vendor. We do not believe the
waivers or their justification meet the contract requirements. First, these waivers
were issued as a mass approval rather than on an individual basis. Second, a
backlog in the re-certification process at the third party testing vendor was not a
relevant justification for at least 29 of the 125 linguists.10 We found that 29 of the
35 linguists in our original sample never completed initial language proficiency
testing, meaning they were not in the re-certification process.
In addition, our review of the 35 linguists uncovered further evidence that
DEA did not have an adequate justification to approve these waivers, including:
(1) 6 linguists who received waivers had already received their language proficiency
certifications and did not need a waiver; (2) 10 linguists needed more tests than
only the writing portion to be fully certified and allowed to work under the contract;
and (3) 21 linguists were already working under the contract prior to receiving a
waiver. Finally, the DEA Contract Administration Plan stated an inordinate amount
of waivers may be indicative of substandard performance.11 We found no evidence
that the Contracting Officer questioned the large number of waiver requests before
approval. Overall, we believe the Contracting Officer did not adequately review or
justify the waiver requests, but rather approved 125 waivers due to our inquiry
during this audit.
As discussed previously under Prior Reports, in a February 2012 audit report
on another DEA linguist contract, the OIG identified similar problems with linguist
language proficiency certifications and recommended that the DEA implement
procedures to ensure linguists have been properly certified, that certifications are
kept current, and that only certified linguists work under the contract. Based on
9 We did not review, as part of this audit, how translations and transcriptions are used in
connection with legal proceedings.
10 Our analysis of language proficiency testing results was limited to 35 out of 490 linguists.
The DEA provided waivers for 125 linguists. Therefore, we did not assess the adequacy of DEA’s
blanket justification for all 125 linguists.
11 The DEA Contract Administration Plan does not define an “inordinate amount.” However,
125 linguists is 26 percent of the total 490 linguists that worked under this contract.
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the results of our testing in our audit of the Conduit contract, it appears this issue
was not adequately addressed despite our prior recommendations and may be a
systemic issue for the DEA affecting multiple contractors across multiple years. The
DEA’s corrective action for the lack of linguist language proficiency certifications, in
response to the February 2012 audit report, was to retroactively approve waivers
for language proficiency. Therefore, we believe that approving waivers is not an
effective form of corrective action and does not fully address the issue or prevent it
from reoccurring.
Conduit’s Language Proficiency Testing
According to Conduit officials, its language proficiency testing provider as
identified in the contract only tests proper grammar and language skills. However,
knowledge of slang, street vernacular, colloquialism, and idiomatic expressions is
critical to work as a linguist under the contract. According to Conduit, it uses two
tests to evaluate grammar and language skills in these areas: (1) Conduit’s
internally developed certification tests linguists in the skills of listening, writing,
reading, comprehension, translation, computer knowledge, slang-colloquialism,
typing, and speaking prior to being hired and (2) Conduit’s International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) Transcript/Summary proficiency assessment
re-tests the linguists in listening, writing, accuracy, comprehension, translation, and
slang-colloquialism on an annual basis. However, the DEA has not reviewed or
approved either test. Additionally, Conduit uses these two tests to assess
proficiency in Spanish only. Conduit uses a professional organization from the list
included in the contract to test languages other than Spanish.
While the contract required language proficiency results from a professional
organization, such as those listed in the contract, we believe the DEA should review
Conduit’s tests to determine whether they should be used to test Spanish linguists.
The DEA should also address whether using other testing would be better suited to
assess the skills linguists need to work under the contract.
DEA’s Response to the Language Proficiency Issue
In our February 2017 Management Advisory Memorandum (MAM), we
presented the language proficiency issues to the DEA. In its response, the DEA
stated that not obtaining language proficiency test results was an “administrative
detail” and to improve compliance, the Contracting Officer will provide additional
information to the COR and TM to ensure a complete understanding of contract
requirements. The Contracting Officer will also ensure that the requirements for
language proficiency are met and will retain authority to provide waivers for
language proficiency when sufficiently justified in writing by the contractor and
recommended by the COR/TM. However, as it relates to the estimated $2,238,077
paid for linguists without valid language certifications, the DEA stated that
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payments and work products were already accepted and approved.12 Therefore, no
further action would be taken.
We take exception to the DEA’s interpretation that the missing language
proficiency test results are an administrative detail because without the language
proficiency results, the DEA cannot ensure it received the required level of service
as stipulated in the contract. This disregard for contract requirements affects the
credibility and reliability of linguist work, which increases the risk of negatively
impacting its investigations. This is the third OIG audit to identify issues related to
language proficiency for contract linguists.13 However, the DEA’s actions have not
fully addressed the issues.
Additionally, the DEA did not provide details regarding what additional
information will be provided to the COR and TM to ensure complete understanding
of contract requirements or how the Contracting Officer plans to ensure the
requirements for language proficiency are met. The DEA also did not address what
constitutes a sufficient justification for a waiver for language proficiency testing.
Lastly, the DEA did not adequately address the estimated $2,238,077 the DEA paid
for linguists without valid language proficiency test results.14 The DEA stated in its
response to our MAM that the payments and work products were already accepted
and approved for payment. As mentioned previously, DEA officials told us it is the
DEA’s position that, by accepting the services, the DEA in essence waived the
contract requirement related to language proficiency. Again, however, the DEA did
not provide us with any documentation to support that the DEA was aware of the
non-compliance with contract requirements when it accepted and paid for the
services. We do not believe that the DEA has shown that it received what it
contracted and paid for. Therefore, we recommend the DEA remedy the
$2,493,784 paid for linguists without valid language proficiency testing results. We
also recommend the DEA establish procedures to ensure that linguists working
under a DEA linguist contract have the proper language proficiency test results;
evaluate the existing language proficiency testing to determine whether other
testing is better suited to assess the skills needed by linguists to perform the work
under the contract; and develop guidance for what situations warrant language
proficiency waivers.
Security Requirements for Linguists
Under the contract, all linguists and contractor personnel directly involved
with the management of linguists were required to receive a background
12 The $2,238,077 was our preliminary calculation identified in our MAM that was based on
the approximate total hours worked for the linguists and the average cost per hour for each linguist
for both divisions for Spanish and common languages from the base year of the contract.
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OIG, SOS International, Ltd.

14 As mentioned earlier, $2,238,077 was our preliminary calculation that we identified in our
MAM. However, $2,493,784 is our final calculation based on the average cost per hour across all
years of the contract.
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investigation and meet eligibility and suitability requirements. According to DEA
officials, for each prospective linguist, DEA Security Programs reviews a security
application consisting of the Standard Form 85P, criminal record check results,
credit reports, a Foreign Relatives Statement (if applicable), and a drug use
statement. If security concerns are not present or are mitigated, DEA Security
Programs schedules a background investigation.15 Once favorably adjudicated, a
linguist’s background investigation is valid for 5 years as long as the linguist is
continuously working and there is no break in employment greater than 2 years. A
DEA official told us that prior to July 2016, all linguists with background
investigations in process received waivers, valid for 6 months, to allow them to
start working under the contract.
According to the DEA Security Clause in the contract, if a contractor’s
employee does not perform any work under the contract for a period of 24 months
after DEA Security Programs has issued a favorable adjudication, the contractor’s
employee is required to submit a new security application to the COR or TM and
requires a new favorable adjudication before he or she can perform any work under
the contract.16 The DEA modified the contract in July 2016 to require a series of
National Agency Checks for linguists who have a lapse of employment greater than
6 months, but less than 24 months to ensure that security concerns do not exist
before the linguist can work under the contract. This modification also shifted the
responsibility for the security applications from the TMs in the field divisions to the
COR at SOD. As a result of this change, DEA Security Programs would only grant
waivers, valid for 6 months, for linguists with background investigations in process
and an actual need for the linguist to work. An SOD official stated that, before this
change, linguist security applications were submitted and background investigations
scheduled even when there was not a need for those additional linguists. According
to DEA Security Programs, SOD can now ask for an expedited review for approving
linguists to work under the contract, based on an operational need. As of
April 2017, the DOJ granted DEA temporary authority to grant waivers, for
unclassified contracts, after a linguist submits the Standard Form 85P electronic
questionnaire for investigative processing, but before the linguist’s background
investigation has been scheduled. According to a Conduit official, Conduit was
unaware of the option for expedited reviews or waivers for linguists in order to
meet contract requirements.
We reviewed documentation from DEA Security Programs for our sample of
35 linguists that we previously discussed and found that:


The Regional Program Manager (who also worked as a linguist) never had a
completed background investigation prior to working or during the years he
worked under the contract, from 2012 to 2014;

15 As of January 2016, the National Background Investigations Bureau under the Office of
Personnel Management is responsible for conducting background investigations.
16 DEA Security Clause, DEA-2852.204-83, Public Trust Positions-DEA Contractor Security
Requirements for Access to Sensitive But Unclassified Information/U.S. Citizenship Required.
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The Denver Field Division Supervisor (who also worked as a linguist) never
had a completed background investigation until 4 years after she started
working under the contract; and



Two linguists, in addition to not having the required language proficiency
testing, had approved waivers that lapsed while their background
investigations were in process, but they continued working under the
contract.17

Despite this non-compliance, the DEA paid an estimated $505,717 for
linguists and a Regional Program Manager without valid background investigations.
DEA officials told us that, because the DEA accepted the services provided by
Conduit related to these linguists, it is their position that the DEA in essence waived
the contract requirement related to security. Once again, however, we were not
provided with any documentation to support this conclusion, and we remain
concerned by the DEA’s disregard for contract requirements. Therefore, we
question the $505,717 as unallowable and recommend that the DEA remedy the
$505,717 paid for linguists and the Regional Program Manager without valid
background investigations.
In the Prior Reports section, we discussed similar OIG findings in a
February 2012 audit report for another linguist contractor, where the OIG found
that the DEA violated its own security procedures and allowed linguists to work
under the contract prior to receiving approval for access to DEA Sensitive
information. The OIG recommended that the DEA implement procedures to ensure
requirements for periodic background investigations are tracked and accomplished
timely, approvals for access to DEA Sensitive information are completed, current,
and maintained. During the course of our audit, we found that the DEA no longer
conducts the security background investigations for linguists. In addition, the DEA
did not implement procedures until July 2016 to prevent linguists from working
under the contract prior to receiving a completed background investigation, or to
ensure the necessary steps are taken to request a waiver, when justified, while a
linguist’s background investigation is in process.
DEA's Contract Administration Plan states that the COR is responsible for
tracking and ensuring that all linguists assigned to the contract have successfully
completed security background investigations in accordance with the contract
terms. Additionally, the COR is required to maintain a list of names of all linguists
who are assigned to perform under the contract and is required to notify Conduit in
writing that a linguist has been cleared to begin work under the contract. However,
the COR does not track individual background investigations. According to the

17 Conduit provided documentation indicating that it received approval from the DEA via email
for the linguists to work on the contract. However, the email correspondence was not sufficient
evidence to support that the linguists in our sample, prior to working on the contract, had received
favorably-adjudicated background investigations or approved waivers while the investigation was in
process. The DEA was unable to provide this documentation.
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COR, in the Linguist Security Team at SOD maintains this information.18 In
addition, Conduit officials told us they have never had any communication with the
COR and did not receive any notification in writing from the COR when linguists
were cleared to work.
Further, the contract required that all linguists complete a non-disclosure
agreement which prohibited the loss, misuse, or unauthorized disclosure of
sensitive information, prior to working under the contract. The non-disclosure
agreement stated that disclosure of information could result in the impairment of
national security, place human life in jeopardy, result in the denial of due process to
a person who is the target of an investigation, or prevent the DEA from effectively
discharging its responsibilities. We found that the DEA did not have signed
non-disclosure agreements on file for 13 of the 35 linguists, in our sample, prior to
working under the contract. The DEA paid an estimated $661,885 for linguists
without signed non-disclosure forms. DEA officials told us that, because the DEA
accepted the services provided by Conduit related to these linguists, it is their
position that the DEA in essence waived the contract requirement related to
non-disclosures. However, we were not provided documentation to support this
conclusion, and we remain concerned by the DEA’s disregard for contract
requirements. Therefore, we question the $661,885 as unallowable and
recommend the DEA remedy the $661,885 in unallowable costs for linguists without
signed non-disclosure agreements on file prior to working under the contract.
We also found that the non-disclosure agreements we reviewed did not
contain the language set forth in 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(13) prohibiting their
application to limit whistleblower disclosures. Thus, we recommend the DEA ensure
that all linguists sign a non-disclosure agreement prior to working under the
contract and consider including the language identified in 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(13) in
all non-disclosure agreements.
In its response to our MAM, the DEA stated that before April 2014, the
Division Security Officers at the field divisions managed the linguist contract,
including communication with the linguist contractors and tracking linguist hours
and availability. Due to logistical and communication challenges resulting from this
decentralized approach, linguists were occasionally allowed to work without
appropriate vetting and approval by DEA Security Programs. In April 2014, the
COR centralized management of the contract and modified the contract in July 2016
to identify the COR as the sole point of contact for all security packages. The COR
now centrally coordinates the vetting process and manages linguist work hours and
availability. As a result, DEA now consistently tracks all security applications from
the date received to approval or disqualification; time, attendance, and location of

The Linguist Security Team is comprised of SOD personnel who assist the COR, maintain a
centralized database for all languages, and track the approval status for each linguist working for the
DEA. Individuals on the team are not part of DEA Security Programs, which is responsible for
enforcing the security requirements under the DEA Security Clause 2850.204-83.
18
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all approved linguists; waiver expirations; and due dates for periodic
reinvestigations.
Also in response to our MAM, DEA Security Programs conducted an audit of
all linguists who worked under this contract in the Phoenix and Denver Field
Divisions from September 2016 through January 2017 and determined that each
linguist had been approved before receiving access to DEA information.19 For the
non-disclosure agreements, the COR has begun the process of verifying that
agreements are in place for all linguists working under the contract and will
maintain a copy of the agreement as part of the approval package maintained for
each linguist.
Finally, the DEA stated in its response that the Contracting Officer will
provide additional guidance to all parties regarding verification of security
clearances and non-disclosure agreements as a result of the concerns we raised in
the MAM regarding security requirements for linguists. However, the DEA did not
provide the guidance or procedures recently implemented as indicated in its
response.
Therefore, we recommend that the DEA formalize procedures to ensure that
all linguists who work under the contract have favorably-adjudicated background
investigations and ensure that waivers are tracked to confirm that no lapses occur
while background investigations are in process. Additionally, we recommend that
the DEA develop procedures to inform Conduit about security developments,
including issuance of waivers and the status of linguist background investigations.
Compliance with HSPD-12
In August 2004, the Department of Homeland Security issued Homeland
Security Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12). HSPD-12 is a directive that
established requirements for an identity credentials standard issued to government
employees and contractors, including contractor employees, who require access to
federal facilities. HSPD-12 defined secure and reliable identification as identification
that:


is issued based on sound criteria for verifying an individual’s identity;



is strongly resistant to identity fraud, tampering, counterfeiting, and terrorist
exploitation;

19 According to the DEA, approval includes reviewing a security application containing a
Standard Form 85P completed by the linguist; criminal record check results; credit reports; a Foreign
Relatives Statement, if applicable; and a Drug Use Statement. If security concerns are reflected in
any of these documents, DEA Security Programs makes efforts to mitigate the concerns or disqualifies
the prospective linguist. If security concerns are not present or are mitigated, DEA Security Programs
schedules a background investigation with the National Background Investigations Bureau. After the
background investigation is completed and submitted, DEA Security Programs reviews it and if the
background investigation does not reflect derogatory information or such information is mitigated,
DEA Security Programs grants full approval to the linguist for access to DEA information or facilities.
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can be rapidly authenticated electronically; and



is issued only by providers whose reliability has been established by an
official accreditation process.

Additionally, HSPD-12 directed the Department of Commerce to develop a
Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) publication that defined a common
identity credential. FIPS Publication 201-2 identified the personal identity
verification (PIV) card as the government-wide identity credential to be used by
government employees and contractors accessing federal facilities and information
systems. FIPS Publication 201-2 also defined requirements for PIV cards and
expressly stated that the requirement for PIV cards cannot be waived. According to
FIPS Publication 201-2, PIV cards are required to have the following information on
the front or back of the card:


photo (top of head to shoulder);



full name;



employee affiliation (i.e., contractor);



agency, department, or organization;



card expiration date;



color-coding for employee affiliation (green-contractor);



agency card serial number; and



issuer identification number.

The contract stated that linguists required physical access to DEA facilities.
According to the DEA’s response to our MAM, DEA Security Programs must approve
all linguists for access to DEA information or facilities before they can work under a
DEA linguist contract. We found that linguists with access to DEA information or
facilities received a facility access badge that only included the linguist name.
These badges were not PIV cards and did not include a picture or other biometric
data as required by FIPS Publication 201-2. According to DEA Security Programs
officials, the Division Security Officers decided whether linguists received PIV cards.
The Division Security Officer at each field division confirmed that linguists were not
provided PIV cards. However, we determined the DEA’s decision to not provide
linguists PIV cards violated HSPD-12 and FIPS Publication 201-2.
Additionally, the contract required Conduit to submit to the DEA Contract
Personnel Reports, which report all linguists assigned to work under the contract, in
order to comply with HSPD-12. The contract stated that Conduit was required to
update the reports quarterly and include any additions, updates, or changes in the
status of personnel, such as whether a linguist was actively working and thereby
required access to DEA facilities. DEA Security Programs was responsible for
ensuring that Conduit submitted the reports and maintaining the information in DEA
Security Programs’ files. In our efforts to determine whether Conduit complied with
this requirement, it took several attempts to determine the group in DEA Security
15

Programs that monitors the email account where Conduit was required to send the
reports. However, once we identified the group responsible, we found that the
group does not track or review the reports submitted by Conduit because of staffing
limitations. Although Conduit submitted the reports, we believe that because the
DEA does not track or review reports submitted by Conduit, the DEA has no
assurance that the reports are in accordance with the contract terms and HSPD-12.
Therefore, we recommend that the DEA ensure linguists working under DEA
linguist contracts are issued PIV cards that meet the requirements defined in FIPS
Publication 201-2 and HSPD-12. Further, we recommend that the DEA develop
procedures to ensure that the Contract Personnel Reports Conduit is required to
send to the DEA are reviewed, tracked, and maintained in accordance with
HSPD-12 and the contract terms and conditions.
Contract Administration and Oversight
Title III wiretap translation work performed by linguists is used to support
the DEA’s drug investigations and, therefore, its ability to properly carry out its
important mission to bring to justice individuals and organizations involved in the
manufacture or distribution of controlled substances destined for or in the United
States. Sufficient contract administration and oversight is essential to ensure
sensitive information is properly safeguarded, translation services meet the quality
standards for use in federal investigations, and contract terms and conditions are
fulfilled. Despite the importance of these translations to the DEA’s mission, we
identified a lack of contract administration and oversight by the DEA that led to
contract performance violations.
DEA Contract Administration Plan
The Office of Acquisition and Relocation Management developed a Contract
Administration Plan for the contract. The purpose of the plan was to provide a
framework and guide for the effective management and control of the contract to
ensure successful performance of the requirements. The Contracting Officer has
the ultimate responsibility and authority for contract administration. The Contract
Specialist provides acquisition support to the Contracting Officer and functions as
an intermediary between the Contracting Officer, the COR, TMs, and the
contractor.20 We found that the plan contained Contract Administration Checklists
for TMs, CORs, and Contract Specialists to complete each month, which the
Contracting Officer periodically reviews. The checklists required that the
Contracting Specialist and COR review the contract file on a monthly basis to
ensure that mandatory documentation was included in the file, such as the
Customer Satisfaction Surveys, Contractor Performance Assessment Reports,
Contract Administration Reports, and Performance Evaluation Meeting notes.
However, we did not find these checklists in the contract file.

20

The Contracting Specialist is not given a delegation letter.
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According to DEA officials, since the checklists were not included in the
contract file with the plan, they were not required to be completed. However, this
explanation does not eliminate the requirement set forth in the Contract
Administration Plan. As such, we recommend the DEA ensure that the Contract
Administration Plan is enforced in its entirety and ensure completion of the Contract
Administration Checklists as identified in the plan.
Delegation of Duties
For the 8 regional linguist contracts, the DEA appointed only 1 COR and
assigned 22 TMs. The Contracting Officer provided the COR and TMs each with a
delegation letter that identified specific authorities and responsibilities delegated to
the COR or TMs. The authority conferred upon each individual was not to be
re-delegated.
Contracting Officer’s Representative
We found that the COR was not performing the majority of the
responsibilities as identified in the COR’s delegation letter, and that many of the
responsibilities were completed by other individuals. For example, according to the
COR delegation letter and the contract, the COR is responsible for reviewing and
approving or disapproving invoices for payment. The contract specifically states
that the COR is responsible for final approval of invoices. However, the COR did not
review or approve invoices, which were instead reviewed by others in the
Accounting Division at SOD. We examined all 47 invoices related to a sample of
15 task orders totaling $608,848, out of 1,977 task orders totaling approximately
$31 million. We found 4 of the 47 invoices included travel expenses. We
determined that Conduit improperly billed some travel expenses, yet all of these
invoices were still approved by the DEA. Based on this review, we identified
$924 of unallowable travel costs due to incorrect mileage and mileage rates,
incorrect per diem rates, and costs not associated with official business travel.
Thus, we recommend the DEA remedy the $924 in unallowable travel costs for
incorrect mileage, mileage and per diem rates, and costs not associated with official
business travel. We also recommend the DEA review all task orders issued under
the contract where the DEA reimbursed Conduit for travel costs to ensure the travel
costs were properly reimbursed.
The DEA has specific training requirements for CORs; however, if other
individuals are performing the COR duties, there is an increased risk that the duties
will not be sufficiently completed, will be done improperly, or issues will go
unaddressed since a central person, who has completed COR training requirements,
is not responsible for the COR duties. As noted in the Prior Reports section, in a
February 2012 audit report the OIG identified deficiencies with the COR’s
responsibilities for another DEA linguist contract and recommended the DEA
evaluate COR responsibilities for linguist contracts. However, it does not appear
that the corrective action taken by the DEA to address the issue were applied to its
other linguist contracts because in this audit we found that some of the COR
responsibilities were completed by other individuals.
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Additionally, in its response to our MAM, the DEA stated that in April 2014
the COR centralized the linguist program by taking over management of all regional
linguist contracts. The DEA stated that each regional linguist contract was modified
to identify the COR as the sole point of contact for all security packages and
linguist-related information. However, the DEA did not modify the regional linguist
contracts until July 2016 to reflect that the COR was the point of contact for
security package processing. Further, the modification did not state that the COR
was the sole point of contact for linguist-related information and the DEA did not
provide a revised delegation letter for the COR reflecting this change. The DEA
stated in its response that the COR now centrally coordinates the vetting process,
manages linguist work hours and availability, and works directly with the linguist
companies to ensure they meet requirements of the contract, such as the minimum
linguist-per-office requirement. However, the DEA provided no documentation to
support these changes and according to Conduit officials they have had little to no
contact with the COR during the contract period. We are also concerned about
whether it is feasible for one individual to effectively manage eight regional linguist
contracts in addition to serving as COR for other DEA contracts.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA review the COR delegation letter and
revise as necessary to ensure the COR’s responsibilities are properly documented.
We also recommend the DEA evaluate whether more than one COR for the eight
regional linguist contracts would result in better management and oversight,
develop policies and procedures to ensure the COR performs the responsibilities as
delegated, and ensure that other responsibilities assigned to SOD for the linguist
program are documented and followed.
Unmet Contract Requirements that Impacted COR Responsibilities
According to the contract, Conduit was responsible for notifying the COR
upon task order completion. As discussed earlier, during our review of task orders
in our sample, we found that Conduit did not notify the COR when a task order was
completed. This notification and understanding is important for DEA to best
manage the deobligation of unexpended funds authorized for each task order.
Additionally, the contract required that Conduit have an automated task order entry
and tracking system with the capability to capture and track the status of
subsequent task orders. In November 2016, when we initially asked Conduit
officials about this requirement, they explained that Conduit was testing a pilot of a
fully automated system, but the system was not fully operational. In
October 2017, Conduit officials updated their response by explaining that Conduit
had this system in place since December 2015. However, Conduit did not provide
any documentation to support its use of this system.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA ensure that Conduit notifies the COR
when a task order for the contract is completed. We also recommend the DEA
ensure Conduit developed and implemented an automated task order entry and
tracking system as required by the contract.
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Task Monitors
For the regional linguist program, the DEA assigned 22 TMs total — with one
TM per field division for the Conduit contract — and delegated specific contract
administration duties to them, including contract performance. Specifically, the
contract stated that TMs were responsible for:


receiving all deliverables;



inspecting and accepting services provided;



evaluating performance;



certifying acceptance of services prior to payment; and



approving invoices.

We found the Denver Field Division had the same TM throughout the life of
the contract; however, the Phoenix Field Division’s TM changed three times during
the contract period. The DEA Contracting Officer was not aware that the Phoenix
TM had left until we asked to speak with the individual during our audit. We
determined that this Phoenix TM also never had a signed delegation letter. Due to
our inquiry during this audit, the Contracting Officer assigned a new TM for the
Phoenix Field Division, and issued a delegation letter.
We found that the TM at the Denver Field Division completed a Verification of
Receipt and Acceptance form, which includes the statement “…the goods or services
rendered on the invoices below have been accepted and meet the specifications…”
However, this form is connected to the invoices and does not include any language
on the actual work performed by the linguists. The TM only reviews hours worked
by linguists when completing this form. The TM does not review the translations or
other work performed by the linguists, and does not evaluate actual contractor
performance for each task order. Thus, the TM only accepts the services Conduit
provided based on their review of the invoice Conduit submitted. We found the
same form is used at the Phoenix Field Division, but was being completed by other
field division personnel instead of the TM.
The DEA Contract Administration Plan also identified additional
responsibilities for TMs, such as:


At least monthly, obtain completed Customer Satisfaction Survey forms from
Case Agents to document the agents level of satisfaction with the contractor;



Complete Contractor Performance Assessment Reports monthly to document
the contractor’s compliance with the contract;



Complete the COR/TM Contract Administration Report bi-annually;



Track contract requirements, such as ensuring delegation letters, linguist
security access approvals or waivers, and linguist language proficiency
results are up to date and in the file;
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Ensure that customer satisfaction surveys, contractor performance
assessment reports, and approvals for overtime and travel are retained in
the file;



Ensure that the COR completes the contractor performance rating in the
Contractor Performance Assessment System; and



Meet regularly with the contractor and retain notes from these meetings.

Based on these responsibilities, each TM should submit at least 26 forms or
reports each year. At the Denver Field Division, we found that the TM did not
submit any of the required forms or reports in 2013 and submitted a limited
number in 2014 and early 2015. The Denver TM was generally consistent in
submitting the Customer Satisfaction Survey, Contractor Performance Assessment
Report, and Contract Administration Report from July 2015 through April 2017.
However, the Denver TM completed the Customer Satisfaction Survey instead of
the Case Agents. In addition, the Denver TM’s forms or reports were often
submitted months after the reporting period, and many of the Contractor
Performance Assessment Reports were not signed by the contractor as required.
At the Phoenix Field Division, we found that the TM did not submit any of the
required forms or reports in 2013 and 2014, and only submitted five forms or
reports during 2015 and early 2016. However, the Phoenix TM was generally
consistent in submitting the required forms or reports from January to March 2017.
We found neither TM in the Denver or Phoenix Field Divisions met regularly with
Conduit or kept meeting notes and the COR never completed the Contract
Administration Report.
As we discussed earlier in the Prior Reports section, a prior OIG audit found
that the DEA did not hold and document performance meetings with the contractor
and the OIG recommended that the DEA implement procedures to ensure meetings
between the contractor and the DEA are regularly held, documented, and included
in the contract file. However, it does not appear that the corrective actions the DEA
took to address this discrepancy were applied to its other linguist contracts because
in this audit we found the DEA did not hold regular meetings with Conduit and did
not document the meetings in the contract file for this contract.
As we previously discussed, we identified 29 linguists out of our sample of
35 that worked on this contract without the required language proficiency. Conduit
was required by the contract to submit language proficiency testing results to the
TM for all linguists prior to working under the contract. Neither TM in the Denver
nor Phoenix Field Divisions received the language proficiency testing results for any
linguist who worked under the contract. When we asked Conduit about the
language proficiency results, we were told no one from the DEA requests them so
Conduit does not send them to the DEA.
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Task Monitor Training
According to an Office of Management and Budget Memorandum on the
Federal Acquisition Certification for CORs, the term COR not only refers to positions
technically designated as CORs, but also to TMs and others who ensure proper
development of requirements and assist the Contracting Officers in managing their
contracts. The memorandum requires these TMs and other individuals to complete
training based on their level of experience and the contracting vehicle used.
However, the DEA did not require the 22 TMs assigned to the regional linguist
program to receive training before serving in the TM position, even though they
were delegated responsibilities related to contract administration and performance.
In its response to our MAM, the DEA stated it implemented a new pilot
program that will require all TMs to complete Federal Acquisition Certification
(FAC)-COR training and receive FAC-COR Level I certification. In its response, the
DEA also stated that 8 of the 22 TMs assigned to the linguist contracts have
successfully completed the requisite level of training, another 9 TMs are in the
process of completing it, and the Contracting Officer continues to work with the
remaining 4 TMs for completion of the training.21 On April 26, 2017, the DEA
provided documentation of the FAC-COR certifications for the TMs. DEA provided
documentation for every TM. However, the documentation showed that only eight
TMs received certificates confirming they received at least the FAC-COR Level I
certification.22 The documentation for the remaining 14 TMs supported that the
TMs completed the DEA designated course necessary for FAC-COR Level I
certification.
Additionally, we found that the DOJ has agency specific requirements for all
levels of FAC-CORs. According to the Federal Acquisition Institute website, the
DOJ requires that all levels of FAC-CORs complete the following three additional
Federal Acquisition Courses (FAC) or proof of their equivalents: FAC 018 Green
Purchasing for Civilian Acquisition, FAC 031 Small Business Programs, and FAC 043
Ethics and Procurement Integrity for the Acquisition Workforce. The DEA did not
address or provide documentation to support whether the TMs or COR completed
these additional courses.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA ensure that the TMs and COR complete
the three Federal Acquisition Courses required by the DOJ for all levels of FAC-COR
and provide documentation to support completion of these courses. We also
recommend the DEA ensure that TMs complete documentation as required by the
contract and the DEA Contract Administration Plan and communicate regularly with
the COR and Contracting Officer, including notifying the Contracting Officer prior to
any change in the TM assignments.

21 In its response to our MAM, the DEA stated that there were 21 TMs assigned to its linguist
contracts; however, based on documentation provided by the DEA, the correct number is 22 TMs.
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Two of the 22 TMs had FAC-COR Level II certifications.
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Contract Reports and Deliverables
As noted previously in this report, both the DEA’s Contract Administration
Plan and the contract identified reports or other documentation that DEA personnel
were required to complete as part of the administration and oversight of the
contract. The contract also identified specific deliverables that Conduit was to
submit to the DEA on a recurring basis. We found that the DEA and Conduit were
not completing this documentation correctly or at all and we detail these issues
below.
Contractor Performance Assessment Reports
FAR subpart 42.1502 states that for contracts, agencies should prepare
evaluations of contractor performance for each contract that exceeds the simplified
acquisitions threshold.23 DEA contract clause 2852.242-70, Contractor Performance
Assessment further states that for contracts with a performance period exceeding
18 months, inclusive of all options, the DEA will perform annual interim
performance assessments and a final performance assessment upon contract
completion; and the DEA will assess the contractor’s performance in the areas of
quality of service, schedule, cost control, business relations, management of key
personnel, and any other appropriate areas under the contract. The clause further
states that the DEA will prepare the contract performance assessments reports
electronically using the Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System
(CPARS).
However, the DEA did not provide any documentation to support that it
completed contractor performance assessment reports for the contract. According
to DEA officials, the contract was mistakenly archived in CPARS and CPARS did not
generate any email requests to the appropriate personnel to submit the assessment
reports. As a result, the DEA did not complete these reports for the contract in
accordance with the FAR. While the contract may have been archived in the system
erroneously, it was still the responsibility of the Contracting Officer, per the DEA
Contract Administration Plan, to complete these assessments in accordance with
the FAR and the contract terms and conditions. Had the DEA been tracking this
requirement, the error could have been identified prior to our request for the
CPARS assessments and more quickly than 5 years into the contract. Additionally,
we highlighted previously in the Prior Reports section that the OIG found in a
previous audit of another DEA linguist contract that the DEA did not complete the
performance assessment reports in CPARS for that contract and the OIG
recommended the DEA implement procedures to ensure the reports were
completed, submitted timely, and maintained in the contract file. However, it
appears the corrective action taken by the DEA neither fully addressed this issue,
nor prevented it from reoccurring. Thus, we recommend the DEA ensure the
Contracting Officer completes a performance assessment report in CPARS for the
FAR Part 2, Definitions, defines the simplified acquisition threshold as $150,000. The DEA
awarded the contract with a maximum value of nearly $133 million.
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current year of the contract and completes a final performance assessment report
in CPARS upon completion of the contract next year. We also recommend the DEA
develop procedures to ensure the Contracting Officer completes the performance
assessment reports in CPARS regardless of whether a notification is received from
CPARS.
Customer Satisfaction and End of Case Surveys
According to the DEA Contract Administration Plan, the Customer Satisfaction
Surveys were to be completed at least monthly to document the Case Agents’ level
of satisfaction with the contractor’s performance. Conduit officials told us that they
also provide separate surveys to the agents at the end of cases to receive
feedback. However, we found inconsistencies with the completion of both types of
surveys by Case Agents; some agents completed them, while other agents did not
or were not aware of them.
Because the Case Agents work so closely with the linguists, it is important
that Case Agents complete Customer Satisfaction Surveys and End of Case Surveys
to provide feedback on the linguists’ performance, for use in completing contractor
assessments, and to identify any issues that may need to be addressed by the DEA
or Conduit. We recommend the DEA ensure that Customer Satisfaction Surveys are
provided to and completed by the Case Agents, and are collected by the TMs on a
monthly basis. We also recommend the DEA coordinate with Conduit to ensure
Case Agents complete and submit End of Case Surveys to the DEA and Conduit to
provide feedback and identify any areas of improvement.
Administrative Report
DEA identified specific deliverables that Conduit was required to complete
and send to the DEA as part of the terms and conditions of the contract. One of
these deliverables was the Administrative Report, which Conduit was required to
prepare and send monthly to the Contracting Officer, COR, and TM.
According to the contract, the Administrative Report was to include three
sections: Financial Statement, Personnel Status, and Miscellaneous Comments.
The contract identified specific information Conduit was to include for the Financial
Statement and Personnel Status sections.
The Financial Statement was required to include:
a. total expenditures for the reporting period, for each task order, and
breakdown by specific tasks;
b. expenditures and hours of effort used by each individual by task order
during the reporting period;
c. cumulative task order expenditures through the reporting period; and
d. a summary of total number of hours worked during a specific month in
a specific language and a year-to-date running total in order to
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determine if the contractor will be reaching the maximum number of
hours stated in the contract.
The Personnel Status was required to include:
a. a brief description of the work performed during the reporting period
for each task order, including times of inactivity, and any recruitment
by the contractor, training of new personnel by the contractor, or
changes to company policies; and
b. any changes in personnel during the reporting period.
In the contract, the DEA included a sample Administrative Report. However,
we found the sample report did not include all the information that was required by
the contract. We reviewed an Administrative Report submitted by Conduit and
found it followed the sample report included in the contract. As a result, Conduit’s
report was also missing required information. The report we reviewed did not
contain expenditures and hours per linguist by task order for the month reported, a
summary of the total number of hours worked during the month per language, a
year-to-date running total, a brief description of the work performed during the
reporting month for each task order, or any recruitment by Conduit or changes in
Conduit’s policies.
We asked Conduit about the missing information from the financial statement
section and for a list of linguists who worked under the contract and the hours
worked by each individual, but Conduit did not provide this data. Conduit officials
explained that its systems do not track that information and, therefore, it is not
readily available. According to FAR 52.222-41, Service Contract Labor Standards
(SCLS), contractors performing work subject to the SCLS are to keep and maintain
a record for each employee, subject to the SCLS, including daily and weekly hours
worked by each employee for 3 years from the completion of the work.
We found neither the Contracting Specialist nor the COR performed a
detailed review of the reports to identify the missing information. We believe the
missing information is important for tracking contractor performance and ensuring
contract oversight, especially since the contract has over 1,900 task orders and
hundreds of linguists working under it.
As previously mentioned in the Prior Audits section of this report, in an OIG
report issued in February 2012, we found that another DEA linguist services
contractor with the same Administrative Report contract deliverable also failed to
submit the reports in accordance with the contract terms and conditions, and the
OIG recommended that the DEA implement procedures to ensure the monthly
Administrative Reports were completed, submitted timely, and maintained in the
contract file. However, it appears the action taken by the DEA in response to the
previous audit has not corrected this issue.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA develop controls for contract
management to ensure contract requirements are met and applicable laws and
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regulations are followed. We also recommend that the DEA require Conduit to
submit Administrative Reports that contain all the data required and develop
procedures to ensure deliverables are submitted and reviewed for accuracy and
completeness in accordance with the contract terms and conditions.
Contract Quality Assurance
As previously discussed, we identified deficiencies with linguist language
proficiency testing, security requirements, and the DEA’s contract administration
and oversight. Given these deficiencies, we believe it is imperative that the DEA
have an established quality assurance (QA) program to ensure linguist services
meet all contract requirements and that linguist work used by Case Agents is
accurate, consistent, and contains the necessary information because linguist work
is used to support the DEA’s drug investigations. Despite the importance of
effective government QA, we determined the DEA relied solely on Conduit to
perform all QA under the contract and failed to ensure Conduit adequately
performed QA in accordance with its QA Plan. Consequently, substandard linguist
work could negatively impact the success of the DEA’s mission to bring to justice
individuals and organizations involved in the manufacture or distribution of
controlled substances destined for or in the United States.
Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan
FAR Subpart 46.4, Government Contract Quality Assurance, states that
quality assurance surveillance plans (QASP) should be prepared in conjunction with
the statement of work and agencies should ensure government contract quality
assurance (QA) is conducted by or under supervision of government personnel.
Additionally, FAR 16.601, Time and Materials Contracts, emphasizes the importance
of government QA of contractor performance due to the increased risk to the
government when using time and materials contracts.
According to the DEA, the use of linguists is critical to the accomplishment of
the DEA’s mission. However, while the transcripts linguists produce are used in
most investigations, we determined that the DEA did not develop a government
QASP for the contract and performed limited QA for the contract. According to their
delegation letter, TMs were responsible for establishing a surveillance plan that
would ensure receipt of the quality and quantity of services required by the
contract. DEA’s Contract Administration Plan for the contract also stated that TMs
were responsible for reviewing and accepting work products; receiving, inspecting,
or approving interpreting session notes; and delivery of translations and
transcriptions. Additionally, the TMs could have arranged for validation of original
translation work on an as-needed basis. We found no evidence that the TMs
completed any of these items, including reviewing translations.
Instead, we found that the Case Agents at the field divisions perform the
only review of linguist work by the DEA. However, Case Agents only review the
English summary provided by the linguists as most agents do not speak the
languages from the intercepted calls. According to a Case Agent, the linguists
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listen to the intercepted calls and summarize the calls into English. According to
DEA officials, if the summary indicates that the communications contain information
of investigatory interest, it is marked for detailed transcription. The agents will use
the information from the translated calls to make decisions about the current case.
Therefore, because the work of its linguists are relied upon by agents in the course
of carrying out their investigations, the DEA should exercise sufficient QA
procedures to ensure the reliability of its language translations and transcriptions.
In its response to our MAM, the DEA stated it intends to negotiate a revised
quality control plan and QASP with the contractor. However, the QASP is a
requirement that the government is responsible for, not the contractor, and
therefore would not be a subject for negotiation. The QASP is the government
counterpart to a contractor’s quality control plan and is used to manage contract
performance by ensuring that the government identifies the QA methods it will use
to ensure the contractor’s quality control efforts are timely and effective. The QASP
directly corresponds to the performance requirements specified in the Statement of
Work and details how, when, and by whom the government will survey, observe,
test, sample, evaluate, and document contractor performance results to determine
whether the contractor performed in accordance with the Statement of Work.
FBI’s Foreign Language Program
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Foreign Language Program
provides quality language solutions, analysis, and cultural expertise to the FBI and
its partners. The program is composed of four translation departments that cover
languages in specific regions of the world (e.g., Middle East, Europe, Asia, etc.).
The FBI has over 1,200 linguists with proficiency in over 96 languages/dialects.
The FBI Foreign Language Program develops the foreign language skills of its
employees through on-going language testing, assessment, and multi-tiered
training strategies designed to build and sustain a high performance workforce. To
determine what QA standards and controls the FBI has over linguist work, we
interviewed FBI officials from the Foreign Language Program. We found that the
FBI has established standards and systematic monitoring of translations. All
linguists are required to pass proficiency testing developed by the FBI and linguist
work is regularly reviewed. The FBI also uses an internally developed system to
assist reviewers in identifying errors with translations. According to the FBI, other
agencies have shown interest in using its system.
The FBI is the executive agent of the National Virtual Translation Center
(NVTC), which was created to serve the government’s translation needs. The NVTC
was established by Congress in 2003 to provide timely, accurate, and cost effective
translations. According to the FBI, the NVTC complements federal agencies foreign
language translation capabilities and provides translation support ranging from high
volume surges to immediate needs for language translation. The NVTC offers
foreign language translation service for more than 120 foreign languages and
dialects.
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While the FBI’s Foreign Language Program is larger than the DEA’s Title III
Wiretap Program, we believe that agency-developed testing for linguists could be
beneficial to the DEA, especially because of the unique work that linguists perform
and the need for knowledge of slang and terminology in the source language
beyond just reading and writing comprehension. Additionally, the DEA may find
that utilizing a system like the FBI’s may also be beneficial when reviewing work by
linguists. Therefore, the DEA should consider evaluating the FBI’s QA approach and
determine if this approach would enhance its quality control over contract linguist
translations.
The work linguists perform is vital to the DEA’s ability to meet its mission and
to its investigations. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the work performed
by linguists is reliable, consistent, and accurate. Because the DEA’s response to
our MAM did not adequately address our concern, we recommend the DEA develop
its own QASP for the contract to assess the quality and timeliness of services
performed by the contractor. We also recommend the DEA develop a QA program
and procedures for reviewing and validating linguist work to ensure the work is
reliable, consistent, and accurate.
Conduit’s Quality Assurance Plan
Despite the DEA’s responsibility for QA under the FAR, Conduit was solely
responsible for QA for the contract. The DEA required that Conduit develop a plan
to ensure adequate QA throughout all areas of contract performance and assure
reliability and effective performance. The DEA’s Contract Administration Plan stated
that the COR and TMs should review Conduit’s plan periodically, at least annually,
and request updates if needed. We found the plan the DEA incorporated into the
contract did not match the plan Conduit provided to us. The plan incorporated into
the contract was only 7 pages; however, the page numbers indicated the full plan
was actually 60 pages. The plan Conduit provided to us was 26 pages and was
dated February 30, 2012; which is not a valid date and was well before the
solicitation was issued on May 3, 2012. We reviewed the plan Conduit provided to
us because it was the only plan provided in its entirety.
Conduit’s plan emphasized that it was responsible, not the government, for
conducting management and QA to: ensure compliance with the terms of the
contract; minimize the level of the government’s involvement; and allow Conduit
the responsibility to perform to, or exceed, contract standards. Conduit highlighted
that any non-conformance by Conduit, in whole or in part, with contract
requirements is a defect and noted that their failure to meet performance measures
or failure to comply with regulations may result in contract remedies that could
include suspension or termination for cause, reduced payment, or a decision not to
exercise contract options. Any non-compliance and appropriate remedy would be
determined by the Contracting Officer. When we spoke with Conduit officials in
November 2016 about QA for the contract, they told us they had not been enforcing
their plan. They also stated they were in the process of reviewing and revising the
plan with the goal of having a revised version completed by April 2017, even
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though, at the time, the contract was set to expire in October 2017.24 The DEA
required the COR and TM to periodically review Conduit’s QA plan; however, we
found the COR and TM never reviewed Conduit’s plan during the contract period.
Conduit’s lack of enforcement of its QA plan would likely have been found by the
COR or TM had they conducted the required reviews of the plan.
As referenced previously in this report, the OIG found in a February 2012
audit on another DEA linguist contract that a different linguist contractor failed to
fully comply with the requirements in its QA Plan and the COR was unaware of the
contractor’s QA Plan since it was not contained in the contract file. The OIG
recommended the DEA ensure that for future contracts, the contractor’s QA Plan is
included in the contract file and given to the appropriate personnel, the plan
requirements are periodically reviewed and updated, and the contractor meets the
requirements as established in its plan. However, it appears the DEA’s corrective
actions in response to this issue were not implemented for future contracts since we
found significant, similar concerns related to Conduit’s QA Plan.
Concerns with Conduit's Quality Assurance Plan
We identified deficiencies with the QA procedures and positions Conduit
detailed in its QA Plan. First, the plan stated that on a daily basis the site
supervisor or delegated case leader would conduct quality inspections and report
them on the same day to the Quality Manager.25 Conduit officials stated these
required inspections were not completed because of the perceived burden of too
much paperwork.
Next, Conduit had a Regional Program Manager responsible for:
(1) overseeing the administrative duties for the entire region, which included all
reporting requirements for funding, task orders, personnel, security, caseload
information, and quality control; (2) serving as the local Operations Manager; and
(3) conducting regular meetings with the TMs, COR, site supervisors, and case
leaders to ensure smooth operations and to receive updates on case progress.
Conduit officials stated the Regional Program Manager left the position after
20 months because he believed the responsibilities became too much for one
person. Our analysis revealed that the Regional Program Manager worked almost
400 hours as a linguist, in addition to working as the Regional Program Manager.
Conduit officials could not provide an adequate justification for why the Regional
Program Manager also worked as a linguist when he had several significant
responsibilities related to contract administration.
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The DEA extended the contract period from October 2017 to April 2018.

Conduit changed the names of the site supervisor to division supervisor and case leader to
point of contact (POC), but did not update their plan to reflect this change. We use site supervisor
and case leader in this report since that language was used in Conduit’s QA Plan. The Quality
Manager was responsible for ensuring that quality requirements were effectively established and
maintained, ensuring any recommended corrections to performance and operations were successfully
implemented, and that each site functioned as detailed in their QA Plan.
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Conduit never identified a new Regional Program Manager. Conduit
explained that the duties were assigned to a supervisor in each field division.
However, despite Conduit’s explanation regarding the assignment of duties to other
personnel, Conduit did not revise its QA plan to reflect its removal of the Regional
Program Manager position or identify how and to whom the Regional Program
Manager’s responsibilities would be reassigned. Conduit did not provide evidence
to demonstrate that the QA duties of the Regional Program Manager position were
being completed, such as the Monthly QA Checklist discussed below. Further, we
found Conduit kept the Regional Program Manager position in its calculation of fixed
billing rates even though the position was vacant; thus, Conduit’s fixed billing rates
included costs associated with the position. These costs were included in the
invoices submitted to the DEA and were reflected in the price adjustments Conduit
received under the contract. We discuss this issue in more detail under the Service
Contract Requirements and Contractor Payments section later in this report.
We also found that Conduit was not completing several quality control tasks
listed in the plan, including:


the Monthly QA Checklist26;



the Translation Department QA Checklist27;



the Monthly QA Report;



the Weekly QA Summary; and



random sampling.28

According to Conduit’s QA Plan, the Monthly QA Checklist along with the
monthly random sampling are the critical components of its QA program. When
asked about the Monthly QA Report, Conduit officials stated that the reports came
from the TMs, but its QA Plan clearly identifies that the reports are to be completed
by the Regional Program Manager and submitted to the TM. We found Conduit had
not completed the Monthly QA Checklists until we asked Conduit about their QA
Plan in November 2016. Conduit required the field division staff to start completing
the Monthly QA Checklist in November 2016. Additionally, Conduit officials told us
the Translation Department QA Checklist was part of the annual inspection.
However, their QA Plan stated that supervisors were to use that checklist to review
transcriptions, translations, and validation services. We did not find any evidence
that supervisors were using the Translation Department QA Checklist and Conduit
officials did not provide any further details on the Translation Department, even
26 The Monthly QA Checklist was to be used by the Regional Program Manager to inspect the
quality of the translations, transcriptions, summaries, and the validations and interpreting services. It
contains over 40 quality points that can be tracked, measured, and changed to meet target goals set
by the DEA. In November 2016, after the initiation of our audit, Conduit reinstated the checklists.

The Translation Department QA Checklist was to be completed by the site supervisors when
they reviewed transcriptions, translations, and validation services.
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Conduit’s plan did not identify a specific individual who was responsible for completing the
QA weekly summary, and random sampling.
28
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though their QA Plan showed a site supervisor from the Translation Department
was responsible for reviewing validation services.
Finally, Conduit’s QA plan referenced several forms that were to be used in
the performance of QA, including the Inspection Report for Monitoring and
Interception; the Inspection Report for Translation and Transcriptions; the Synopsis
Evaluation Procedure; the Random Sampling Summaries; the Random Sampling
Transcriptions; and the Cumulative Hours per Pay Period per Case Template. We
asked about the additional forms referenced in their plan, but Conduit officials could
not provide any details on the forms or confirm whether they were ever prepared.
In our judgment, Conduit failed to enforce and follow its QA Plan and the DEA
also failed to properly review the QA Plan on a regular basis to ensure compliance
by Conduit. Therefore, we believe that because the DEA improperly placed full
responsibility for QA on Conduit and Conduit failed to comply with their QA Plan,
the DEA cannot ensure it is receiving the required level of service, which affects the
assurance that the linguist work the DEA received was credible and reliable. We
recommend the DEA establish procedures to ensure the COR and TMs review, on a
regular basis, Conduit’s QA Plan, including any updates or revisions, and ensure
that Conduit is completing QA responsibilities in accordance with its plan.
Contractor Performance
We identified significant deficiencies related to insufficient linguist security
screening and language proficiency, a lack of proper contract administration and
oversight, and a lack of government QA for the contract. We believe these
deficiencies could result in contractor performance problems. As discussed
throughout this report, the DEA was made aware of similar deficiencies in two prior
audit reports on other DEA linguist contracts. The DEA’s failure to fully address
these deficiencies early and its lack of substantive action increases the risk of
negative impact on its investigations and, therefore, its ability to properly carry out
its important mission.
To assess Conduit’s performance under the contract we interviewed DEA
personnel with responsibilities related to contract oversight and Conduit personnel,
including supervisors and linguists, at each field division. We also surveyed a
sample of 50 Case Agents from the Denver and Phoenix Field Divisions who worked
with Conduit linguists on their cases to determine how the agents used linguist
work and whether they had any concerns with linguist performance. Overall, we
found that the Case Agents were generally satisfied with services performed by
Conduit; however, we identified an issue related to Conduit’s ability to meet the
contract requirements.
According to the contract, Conduit was required to provide minimum
numbers of qualified linguists for four languages: German, Vietnamese, Chinese
(Cantonese) and Spanish, at any given time. However, the contract also identified
114 languages as either common or exotic, and noted that the list was not
all-inclusive. Conduit was required to provide qualified linguists for these languages
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to meet the DEA’s requirements, on an as needed basis. For example, the list of
languages included Arabic and Serbo-Croatian. Arabic was identified as common
and Serbo-Croatian as exotic. According to the contract, Conduit had 15 calendar
days to meet the requirement for common or exotic languages.
Contract Requirements
Based on the 34 survey responses, the majority of the Case Agents indicated
they were satisfied with the linguists’ performance and the quality of their work.
However, one Case Agent we surveyed from the Phoenix Field Division highlighted
that Conduit had difficulties providing enough qualified Arabic linguists to support
their need, especially when they needed to have more than one wire surveilled at
the same time. The same Case Agent noted that on at least three occasions the
DEA had to use other DEA linguist contractors to fulfill the need for additional
Arabic linguists. We discussed this with the Phoenix TM who confirmed this
happened because Conduit did not have Arabic linguists available and the DEA had
to use one of the other linguist contractors to provide the Arabic linguists necessary
to support the case. Conduit officials explained that Conduit had at least one Arabic
linguist available; however, the linguist did not have a current background
investigation. According to the Phoenix TM, SOD handled the funding and task
orders to obtain the additional Arabic linguists from other linguist contractors.
Task Orders Issued to Other Linguist Contractors
We requested and the DEA provided the 12 task orders issued in support of
the case where, according to the Case Agent, Conduit was unable to provide Arabic
linguists. According to Conduit officials, Conduit could not provide the number of
favorably adjudicated Arabic linguists needed by the DEA for the field divisions
under the contract. As a result, the DEA issued 3 of the 12 task orders to 2 other
linguist contractors to fulfill the need for Arabic linguists. We found that the rates
for the two other linguist contractors were higher than the rates in Conduit’s
contract. Despite the difference in pricing, the DEA did not provide documentation
or support to indicate that the Contracting Officer determined that the other linguist
contractors’ quoted rates were fair and reasonable. In fact, on one occasion the
Contracting Officer and Case Agent expressed concerns over the higher prices. We
asked SOD how the Contracting Officer reviewed the quoted rates to determine that
the rates were fair and reasonable, but received no response from the Contracting
Officer or SOD officials. Thus, we believe the DEA did not ensure that the
Contracting Officer adequately reviewed the quoted rates for the task orders or that
the Contracting Officer determined that the quoted rates from the two other linguist
contractors were fair and reasonable.
Ultimately, we determined the DEA paid $33,421 more than it would have
paid for the linguists under its contract with Conduit; we consider this additional
cost to be unreasonable and thus unallowable. Therefore, we recommend the DEA
remedy the $33,421 in unallowable costs the DEA paid to another linguist
contractor for Arabic linguists. We also recommend that the DEA ensure the
Contracting Officer adequately reviews contractor rates to ensure that the rates are
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fair and reasonable for any order issued to another linguist contractor, which could
include using GSA FSS contracts to meet the DEA’s needs.
Usage of FBI Linguist
The Phoenix TM also noted that Conduit was not able to provide Bosnian (a
variant of Serbo-Croatian) linguists to support a case. According to Conduit
officials, Conduit had a Bosnian linguist available, but the linguist did not have a
current background investigation. We asked the Contracting Officer and COR about
Conduit’s inability to provide linguists to meet the DEA’s requirement for Arabic and
Bosnian linguists, but only received a response from the COR. According to the
COR, the need for linguists for languages such as Arabic or Serbo-Croatian are
sporadic in nature. As such, the biggest challenge for these type of languages, is
maintaining approved linguists who meet the DEA security requirements established
under the DEA Security Clause DEA-2852.204-83.29
The COR explained that when the requirement for Bosnian linguists became
known, Conduit asked the DEA Linguist Security Team at SOD whether one of its
linguists, fluent in Bosnian, was approved to work under the contract.30 However,
the DEA Linguist Security Team told Conduit that its linguist did not have a
completed background investigation and could not work under the contract. As a
result, Conduit had no Bosnian linguists with approved background investigations
who could work under the contract; thus, Conduit could not fulfill the DEA’s
requirement for a Bosnian linguist. The COR stated the DEA Linguist Security Team
contacted the other DEA linguist contractors to inquire whether they had Bosnian
linguists available to work, but they did not. The DEA Linguist Security Team
reached out to the FBI to find a linguist fluent in Bosnian to satisfy the DEA
requirement. The COR explained the Bosnian linguist was an FBI employee and the
DEA and the FBI were in the process of creating a reimbursable agreement where
the FBI would provide the linguist to the DEA at no cost, but the DEA would be
responsible for paying any overtime for the linguist.31
Contracting Officer’s Responsibilities
Ultimately, if Conduit is unable to meet the contract requirements, they are
non-compliant with the contract terms and conditions. According to Conduit’s QA
Plan, failure to meet performance measures or failure to comply with regulations
We previously discussed the effects of the DEA Security Clause DEA-2852.204-83 and its
impact on the contract and Conduit in the Security Requirements for Linguists section of this report.
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The Linguist Security Team is comprised of SOD personnel who assist the COR and
maintain a centralized database for all languages and tracks the approval status for each linguist
working for the DEA. The individuals on the team are not part of DEA Security Programs, which is
responsible for enforcing the security requirements under the DEA Security Clause 2850.204-83.
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31 The DEA did not provide the timeframe for when the Bosnian linguist was needed;
according to a Conduit official the timeframe was March 20, through April 18, 2017, and the wire was
pending renewal. According to a DEA official, as of May 2017, the DEA and the FBI are still working
on the agreement between the two components for linguist services.
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may result in contract remedies that could include suspension or termination for
cause, reduced payment, or a decision not to exercise contract options. It is the
responsibility of the Contracting Officer to enforce the contract requirements and
address non-compliance to mitigate any risk that such non-compliance could create
for the DEA. In a previous OIG audit report from February 2012 on another DEA
linguist contract, the OIG found that the DEA needed to improve the Contracting
Officer’s monitoring of the contract and recommended that the DEA implement
procedures to ensure the Contracting Officer fully monitors the activities of the
COR, contract administration and contract performance. We determined that the
DEA did not ensure the Contracting Officer followed the procedures detailed in the
contract and the DEA Contract Administration Plan for monitoring the contract. It is
especially concerning that the DEA’s position is that the Contracting Officer does not
need to be involved if a contractor is unable to meet contract requirements.
We identified at least three instances where Conduit was unable to meet the
DEA’s contract requirements for languages that were requested on an as-needed
basis. We also asked whether the Contracting Officer was notified of Conduit’s
inability to meet the contract requirements, but we received no response from the
Contracting Officer. The DEA stated that if a contractor is unable to quickly provide
linguists, then it is a fair and reasonable practice to solicit another regional linguist
contractor without further action by the Contracting Officer. We disagree. The
Contracting Officer has overall responsibility for the contract, including acceptance
of services on behalf of the government. If Conduit cannot meet the contract
requirements, it is the Contracting Officer’s responsibility to determine what
corrective action is necessary. Additionally, if the DEA chooses to use another
contractor to meet the requirements, the Contracting Officer should be made aware
of how those requirements will be satisfied and determine whether Conduit should
be required to reimburse the government for the additional costs.
Further, if the DEA believes the requirements, as defined in the contract, are
not realistic or achievable by the contractor, then the DEA should determine
whether another alternative should be used to obtain linguists for languages that
are requested on an as-needed basis, address the issues created by the DEA
security requirements, and modify the contract accordingly. Therefore, we
recommend the DEA ensure that the TMs notify the Contracting Officer whenever
Conduit is unable to satisfy a language requirement and that the Contracting Officer
enforce the contract requirements and address any issues of non-compliance,
including documenting the non-compliance in CPARS. We also recommend that the
DEA determine whether other methods should be used to obtain linguists for
languages it requires that are not the main languages required by the contract and
develop policies and procedures for obtaining linguists fluent in those languages if
contractors are unable to meet language requirements, such as utilizing the NVTC
to reduce the risk of the DEA’s requirements not being met.
Conduit’s Scheduling of Linguists
Conduit classified linguists as either employees or independent contractors.
Linguists we interviewed explained that Conduit gives preference to their employee
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linguists over their independent contractors to work on task orders. Independent
contractors only work when needed and Conduit does not guarantee a specific
number of hours per week.
We interviewed and surveyed Case Agents from the Denver and Phoenix
Field Divisions and found agents encountered issues with Conduit replacing linguists
on their cases, sometimes only to ensure that employee linguists were working
40 hours per week. While not every agent had this concern, those that did
explained that replacing linguists can create unnecessary risk for their cases.
Conduit officials told us that its staffing of linguists is based on multiple factors,
including linguist availability, agents requesting reassignments, logistics, activity of
new wires, and case activation.
According to a Case Agent, when a new linguist replaces another linguist who
had been working on a case, the incoming linguist is not familiar with the details of
the case and it creates a learning curve for the new linguist. There is an analytic
aspect to linguist work on each case that requires an understanding of the case in
the aggregate, which is lost when assigning employees temporarily to a task order.
Additionally, the Case Agent highlighted, if a linguist new to the case is unclear
about case details, it can cause Case Agents to go to the wrong location or follow
the wrong vehicle, impacting the case and work already done. Adding a new
linguist introduces unnecessary risk to the case, especially when Case Agents are
attempting to conduct time sensitive law enforcement operations. While Conduit
explained that replacement of linguists is a last resort, we believe that increased
coordination with the DEA and formal procedures will help fulfill Conduit’s goal of
minimal disruption to a case.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA ensure that Conduit consults with the
DEA TMs and Case Agents prior to changing linguist assignments, and puts in place
procedures to limit these changes as much as possible to prevent disruption to law
enforcement investigations and ensure continuity of services.
Service Contract Requirements and Contractor Payments
Service contracts are subject to specific requirements for wage and fringe
benefits to ensure that workers are paid fairly. These requirements are defined in
the Service Contract Labor Standards (SCLS), formerly known as the Service
Contract Act, and U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Wage Determinations (WDs).
Failure to follow this guidance can result in potential underpayment of workers.
Additionally, the DOL updates its WDs to reflect changes in the wage and fringe
benefit rates and contractors can receive price adjustments to account for these
changes. It is important that agencies understand and follow the SCLS and the
DOL WD requirements in order to ensure that contract price adjustments are
accurate and allowable by a contractor or the government can end up paying more
than necessary for the services it needs.
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Compliance with Service Contract Labor Standards and Wage Determinations
We reviewed the SCLS and the DOL WD incorporated into the contract to
determine whether Conduit complied with SCLS and the DOL WD and whether the
DEA approved accurate price adjustments for the contract in accordance with FAR
requirements. The SCLS applies to every contract entered into by the federal
government where the principal purpose is to furnish services through the use of
service employees. 29 C.F.R. § 4.150 states the SCLS provisions apply generally to
all service employees performing work on a covered contract entered into with the
federal government.
The DOL Wage and Hour Division issues SCLS WDs, which establish the
minimum wages and fringe benefits a service contractor must pay its employees
performing work on covered contracts. The DOL revises the WDs on occasion to
reflect the current prevailing wage and fringe benefit rates. The most current DOL
WD is incorporated into new contracts and revised DOL WDs are incorporated into
existing contracts when options are exercised. The DEA’s contract with Conduit for
linguist services was subject to the SCLS and incorporated the DOL WD Number
2012-0012, which established the minimum wage rate and fringe benefits Conduit
was required to pay linguists who worked under the contract. The DOL WD
identified specific wage rates for 10 regions in the U.S. and standard fringe benefits
for all linguists regardless of the region in which they worked. Table 1 below shows
the hourly wage for the mountain region and fringe benefit rates Conduit was
required to provide to linguists working under the contract.
Table 1
DOL WD Number 2012-0012
WD Number
2012-0012
Revisions

Hourly
Wage Rate

Hourly Fringe
Benefit Rate

Revision 1

28.08

3.59

Revision 2

28.08

3.71

Revision 3

28.08

3.81

Revision 4

28.08

4.02

Revision 6

28.08

4.27

Revision 8

28.81

4.27

a DEA did not incorporate Revision 5 and 7 in the contract
because Revision 6 and 8 were issued prior to the next option
year being exercised.

Source: DOL

According to 29 C.F.R. § 4.6 (k)(1), the term “service employee” includes all
persons, regardless of any contractual relationship, engaged in the performance of
a contract other than persons employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or
professional capacity as defined in 29 C.F.R. § 541. Further, 29 C.F.R. § 4.155
states that a person’s status as an independent contractor is immaterial in
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determining coverage under the SCLS. Thus, Conduit was required to pay wages
and provide fringe benefits (including holidays and vacation) in the amounts
identified in the DOL WD Number 2012-0012 to all individuals working as analytic
linguists under the contract, regardless of their classification.
Linguist Vacation and Holiday Pay
Conduit provides employee linguists fringe benefits, including holidays and
vacation, but we found that the fringe benefits did not meet the requirements of
DOL WD Number 2012-0012. According to the WD, Conduit was required to
provide linguists 2 weeks paid vacation after they worked for Conduit for 1 year,
3 weeks after 5 years, and 4 weeks after 15 years. Conduit was also required to
provide a minimum of 10 paid holidays per year. However, we found that for
employee linguists, Conduit’s policy did not address paid vacation for employees
with over 15 years. In addition, we found that, to receive a paid holiday, Conduit
required employee linguists to work 32 hours during the week of the holiday, as
well as work the day prior to and the day after a paid holiday. 29 C.F.R. § 4.174
states that unless specified otherwise in a DOL WD, an employee who performs any
work during the workweek in which a named holiday occurs is entitled to the paid
holiday. The paid holiday cannot be denied because the employee did not work the
day before or the day after the holiday, unless such qualifications are specifically
included in the DOL WD.
Further, Conduit’s independent contractor linguists do not earn any vacation,
which is not in compliance with DOL WD Number 2012-0012. Additionally,
independent contractors were only paid for holidays at 1.5 times the wage rate if
they worked the holiday, rather than 2 times the wage rate or another day off, as
required. According to 29 C.F.R. § 4.174, an employee who is eligible to receive
payment for a holiday must receive the appropriate amount of pay up to 8 hours.
If the independent contractor worked on the holiday, in addition to the amount the
linguist is ordinarily entitled to, they should receive the cash equivalent of a full
day’s pay or be furnished with another day off with pay. As a result, we believe
that Conduit failed to properly provide full fringe benefits to 233 independent
contractor linguists and potentially to 257 employee linguists in accordance with the
DOL WD Number 2012-0012 and the SCLS.32
Conduit Employee Records
We also found concerns related to employee records maintained by Conduit.
29 C.F.R. § 4.6 (g)(1) states that contractors performing work subject to the SCLS
shall keep and maintain records containing information for each employee subject
to the SCLS. The required information included the correct work classification, rate
of wages paid and fringe benefits provided, rate of fringe benefit payments in lieu
thereof, and total daily and weekly compensation of each employee. Conduit did
not provide us with a complete and accurate list of all the linguists who worked
Conduit could not readily provide an accurate list of linguists who worked under the
contract; thus, we used information provided by the DEA to calculate these numbers.
32
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under the contract. Conduit officials explained that a list of linguists who worked
under the contract was not readily available and developing a list would be very
labor intensive. As an alternative, we used data obtained from the DEA as the
basis of our identification of employees and independent contractors that worked
under the contract.33 However, this data did not include the other information
Conduit was required to record and maintain, such as the worker classification,
wage and fringe benefit rate paid, total daily and weekly compensation, and daily
and weekly hours worked by each linguist, which is necessary to properly determine
what linguists are actually being paid and the benefits they receive.34
According to the DOL, violations of the SCLS may result in the withholding of
contract payments in sufficient amounts to cover wage or fringe benefits
underpayments, contract termination, and debarment from future contracts for up
to 3 years. We referred these matters to the DOL Wage and Hour Division for
further review and potential action. Therefore, we recommend the DEA ensure
Conduit works with the DOL to calculate the fringe benefits Conduit should have
paid to linguists in accordance with the SCLS and DOL WD Number 2012-0012 and
ensure that Conduit pays those benefits to the affected linguists who worked under
the contract.
The DEA also awarded contract number DJD-13-C-0003 to Conduit for
regional linguist services for the northwest coast region. Thus, we recommend the
DEA ensure Conduit work with the DOL to ensure it properly paid fringe benefits to
linguists who worked on contract number DJD-13-C-0003. We also recommend the
DEA ensure Conduit keep adequate records in compliance with 29 C.F.R. § 4.6
(g)(1) and work with Conduit to verify the correct total of employees linguists and
independent contractor linguists who worked under the contract.
Task Orders
Under the contract, the DEA paid Conduit a fixed billing rate per hour for
linguist services based on language and location.35 This fixed billing rate included
all costs associated with contract performance, including wages, overhead, general
and administrative expenses (G&A), and profit. The DEA SOD issued task orders
for the required languages needed for Title III wires under the Denver or Phoenix
Field Division. We reviewed a sample of 15 task orders, totaling $608,848, out of a
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We did not test the reliability of the data the DEA provided as part of our audit.

Conduit provided data for all of its linguists in response to our data request. However,
Conduit could not identify which linguists worked under contract number DJD-13-C-0004.
34

35 FAR 16.601(2)(1) specifies that agencies using time and materials contracts shall specify in
the contract separate fixed hourly rates that include wages, overhead, G&A and profit for each labor
category; in this report we refer to the contract’s fixed hourly rates as fixed billing rates.
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total 1,977 task orders issued under the contract, which totaled approximately
$31 million as of September 27, 2016.36
For each task order in our sample, we reviewed the requisition form from the
field division requesting the timeframe, languages, number of linguist hours, and
amount of funding needed for the linguist work on the wire; the task order and any
modifications; the invoices; and closeout documentation to de-obligate any unused
funds.37 We reviewed the invoices for each task order to determine whether
Conduit prepared the invoices correctly and the invoices were supported by
timesheets or printouts from Conduit’s timekeeping system.38 Other than the
issues relating to the incidental travel costs discussed earlier in the report and
problems with the calculations of Conduit’s fixed billing rates which we discuss in
the following section, we found that Conduit generally prepared invoices correctly
and the invoices were supported by timesheets or other documentation.
Conduit’s Billing Rates
The contract is a time and materials contract. FAR 16.601(2)(i) requires
time and materials contracts to specify fixed billing rates that include wages,
overhead, G&A, and profit for each category of labor. Conduit’s labor hour rates for
linguists were the main component of Conduit’s calculation of its fixed billing rates
for each contract item for regular or overtime hours.
We found Conduit’s labor hour rate calculations used
hours, which
included 10 holidays and 10 vacation days per year, to calculate the direct labor
cost for linguists. However, as previously explained, Conduit did not always pay its
employee linguists for 10 holidays and the number of vacation days varied per
linguist because it was based on years worked. For independent contractor
linguists, Conduit did not pay any vacation or holidays (unless worked). See
Table 2 for Conduit’s labor hour rate calculation for the Spanish Linguist contract
item for the base year of the contract.

36 While the DEA issued over 1,900 task orders, as of September 27, 2016, the amount of the
average task order for contract number DJD-13-C-0004 was approximately $15,400 and the task
order amounts varied from $348 to over $100,000. For our sample, we selected task orders with high
and low dollar amounts.

Title III wires are valid for only 30 days, but can be renewed if necessary upon approval by
the court. Thus, the period of performance for the majority of task orders was 30 days.
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Conduit submitted invoices in 2 week increments during the 30 day timeframe for each
task order. The task orders we reviewed had two or three invoices per task order.
38
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Table 2
Conduit’s Labor Hour Rate for the
Denver Spanish Linguist Contract Item
Wage Rate
Hours
Total Wages
Fringe Rate
Total Fringe
Wages + Fringe
Taxes
Total
(Wages+Fringe+Taxes)
Labor Hour Ratea
(Total/
Hours)
Conduit bills the DEA only for linguist hours worked and not for non-productive
hours (i.e., holiday and vacation time). Conduit estimates
total direct hours
for each linguist in a year.
a

Source: Conduit

Conduit’s labor hour rate calculation applied payroll taxes to the total amount
of wages and fringe benefit costs paid for linguists. However, only independent
contractor linguists received cash payouts for their fringe benefits. According to
Conduit officials, fringe benefits for employee linguists are paid to a third party for
health insurance. According to the Internal Revenue Service Publication 15B,
employer paid health insurance for employees is not considered wages and is
exempt from federal withholding, social security and Medicare, and federal
unemployment taxes. Thus, we question whether it is appropriate to apply payroll
taxes to health insurance payments for employee linguists.
Table 3 below, shows that Conduit calculated a separate labor hour rate for
linguists, case leaders, site supervisors, and the Regional Program Manager.
Conduit multiplied these labor hour rates by the estimated total hours it expected
to determine its total labor cost. Conduit applied a percentage to the total labor
cost to calculate applicable G&A; applied a separate percentage to calculate profit;
and then divided the sum of its labor costs, G&A, and profit amounts to determine
its fixed billing rates.39 These calculations are shown in Table 3.

39 The contract specifically stated that fixed billing rates were to include wages (including
apportioned supervisory and management labor), overhead, G&A, and profit. According to Conduit
officials, Conduit used a combined overhead pool, which is reflected as G&A in its billing rate
calculations.
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Table 3
Conduit’s Fixed Billing Rate Calculation for the
Denver Spanish Linguist Contract Item for the Base Year
Labor
Category

Percentage

Estimated
Hoursa

Labor
Hour
Rate

Totalsb

Linguist Wages
Apportioned Case
Leader Wages
Apportioned Site
Supervisor Wages
Apportioned Regional
Program Manager
Wages
Total Labor
G&A
Subtotal
Profit
Total Cost
Fixed Billing Rate
Conduit used its own historical data to calculate the number of
estimated hours it used in its fixed billing rate calculations.
a

b

Differences in totals are due to rounding.

Source: DEA, Conduit

The contract included 14 contract items, therefore, Conduit used this same
methodology to calculate its fixed billing rates for 12 contract items, the other
2 contract items were for travel and the DEA estimated the amounts for those
items.40 Conduit’s calculated fixed billing rates were the rates the DEA incorporated
into the contract for each contract item and were the rates Conduit used to bill the
DEA for linguist hours worked on each task order.
We determined Conduit’s fixed billing rates were inflated because Conduit
inappropriately calculated its labor hour rates using a total of
hours, which,
as we previously explained, included holiday and vacation hours that Conduit did
not pay to all of its linguists. Conduit also included apportioned supervisory and
management labor costs in its fixed billing rates for each contract item, except for
those for travel. According to Conduit, the Regional Program Manager was
responsible for overseeing administrative duties for the Phoenix and Denver Field
Divisions and acting as the Operations Manager. However, as mentioned earlier in
this report, the Regional Program Manager left after almost 2 years and Conduit
never identified another Regional Program Manager nor notified the DEA of this
The contract included 14 contract items: Denver Spanish Linguist, Denver Overtime
Spanish Linguist, Denver Common Languages, Denver Overtime Common Languages, Denver Exotic
Languages, Denver Overtime Exotic Languages, Denver Travel, Phoenix Spanish Linguists, Phoenix
Overtime Spanish Linguist, Phoenix Common Languages, Phoenix Overtime Common Languages,
Phoenix Exotic Languages, Phoenix Overtime Exotic Languages, and Phoenix Travel. All contract items
except for the travel had a specific fixed hourly rate.
40

40

change. According to Conduit officials, Conduit divided the responsibilities of the
Regional Program Manager amongst existing management employees. We were
never provided evidence to demonstrate that the responsibilities of the Regional
Program Manager position were being completed. Nevertheless, Conduit continued
to apply a portion of the labor costs for the Regional Program Manager to its fixed
billing rate calculations even though the position was not filled for 3 out of 5 years
of the contract.
Overall, we determined that Conduit incorrectly calculated its labor hour
rates and, as a result, the fixed billing rates that were based on those labor hour
rates. Conduit used the incorrect fixed billing rates to bill the DEA for linguist hours
worked under the contract. Thus, we recommend the DEA work with Conduit to
review its fixed billing rate calculations and ensure its calculations are accurate. We
also recommend that the DEA ensure that Conduit notifies the DEA of staffing
changes that affect management and quality control of the contract.
Contract Price Adjustments
As previously explained, the DOL revises the WDs on occasion to reflect the
prevailing wage and fringe benefit rates. Revised DOL WDs are incorporated into
existing contracts when options are exercised through price adjustments. Under
FAR 52.222.43, Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract Labor Standards
Price Adjustment (Multiple Year and Option Contracts), price adjustments must be
the result of increased costs caused by a contractor’s compliance with the revised
DOL WD, and not due to other factors. FAR 52.222-43(d) also states that fixed
billing rates will be adjusted to reflect the contractor’s actual increase in applicable
wage and fringe benefits to the extent that the increase is made to comply with a
DOL WD revision. FAR 52.222-43(e) further states that any adjustment will be
limited to increases in wages and fringe benefits and the accompanying increases in
social security and unemployment taxes and workers’ compensation insurance. The
adjustment should not otherwise include any amount for general and administrative
costs, overhead, or profit.
Since Conduit’s contract is a time and materials contract, its fixed billing
rates included wages, fringe benefits, G&A, and profit. Thus, consideration by
Conduit must be taken when calculating price adjustments for time and materials
contracts, to separate the components of the fixed billing rates for which an
adjustment is allowed, such as wages and fringe benefits, from those for which it is
not, such as the general and administrative expenses, overhead, and profit.
For the five price adjustments Conduit requested and the DEA incorporated
into the contract, Conduit adjusted the labor hour rates in its fixed billing rate
calculations to match the wage and fringe benefit rate identified in the revisions to
DOL WD Number 2012-0012. Table 4 shows the differences between each of the
six DOL WD Number 2012-0012 revisions for linguist wage and fringe benefit rates
that Conduit was entitled to receive through a price adjustment.
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Table 4
WD Number 2012-0012 Revisions
Difference
Between
Old and
New Rate

Hourly
Fringe
Benefit Rate

Difference
Between
Old and
New Rate

Revision
Number

Hourly Wage
Rate

1

$28.08

2

28.08

-

3.71

$0.12

3

28.08

-

3.81

0.10

4

28.08

-

4.02

0.21

6

28.08

-

4.27

0.25

8

28.81

$0.73

4.27

-

3.59

Source: DEA, DOL

In its fixed billing rate calculations, Conduit applied its G&A and profit as a
percentage of total labor as shown in Table 3. When updating its fixed billing rates
to incorporate the revised wage or fringe benefit rates, Conduit reapplied the
original percentage of G&A and profit to a higher dollar value of labor costs, as
shown in Table 5. This increased the fixed costs for G&A and profit amounts
included in its fixed billing rates. Ultimately, the result was updated fixed billing
rates that included unallowable increases to G&A and profit.
Table 5 shows Conduit’s fixed billing rate calculations for DOL WD
Number 2012-0012 Revisions 2 and 3, for the Denver Spanish Linguist contract
item.41

41 DOL WD Number 2012-0012 Revision 1 was the DOL WD the DEA incorporated into
contract number DJD-13-C-0004 when DEA awarded the contract. DEA incorporated DOL WD Number
2012-0012 Revision 2 in a modification to the contract in December 2012; incorporated Revision 3
when exercising Option Year 1; incorporated Revision 4 when exercising Option Year 2; incorporated
Revision 6 when exercising Option Year 3; and incorporated Revision 8 when exercising Option Year 4.
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Table 5
Conduit’s Fixed Billing Rate Calculations for the
Denver Spanish Linguist Contract Item for
DOL WD Number 2012-0012 Revisions 2 and 3
Labor Category

Percentage

Estimated
Hoursa

WD Rev 2
Totalsb

WD Rev 3
Totalsb

Total Labor
G&A
Subtotal
Profit
Total Cost
Fixed Billing Rate
Conduit used its own historical data to calculate the number of estimated
hours it used in its fixed billing rate calculations.
a

b

Differences in totals are due to rounding.

Source: DEA, Conduit

Using the DOL WD rates shown in Table 1, we calculated the difference
between the increases in Conduit’s fixed billing rate for the contract items for
regular and overtime hours for each price adjustment Conduit received and the DEA
incorporated into the contract. See Table 6 below for Conduit’s fixed billing rates
for each contract year and the differences we identified between the previous and
new rates.
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Table 6
Conduit’s Fixed Billing Rates with
Approved Price Adjustments
Contract
Item

Base
Yr.
(Rev 1)

Base Yr.
(Rev 2)

Option
Yr. 1
(Rev 3)

Option
Yr. 2
(Rev 4)

Option
Yr. 3
(Rev 6)

Option
Yr. 4
(Rev 8)

DEN
Spanish
DEN OTa
Spanish
DEN
Common
DEN OT
Common
DEN
Exotic
DEN OT
Exotic
PHX
Spanish
PHX OTb
Spanish
PHX
Common
PHX OT
Common
PHX
Exotic
PHX OT
Exotic
a

Denver Overtime (DEN OT).

b

Phoenix Overtime (PHX OT).

Source: DEA

We found the price adjustments Conduit requested, and the DEA
incorporated into the contract, exceeded the allowable increases for wages or fringe
benefits in the WD revisions. This is attributable to Conduit’s method of
recalculating its updated fixed billing rates, which included unallowable increases to
G&A and profit. We believe this also translated into fixed billing rates that were
inflated from the inclusion of the Regional Program Manager position because
Conduit never identified another individual as the Regional Program Manager after
the original individual left and Conduit did not provide documentation to support the
Regional Program Manager QA responsibilities were actually being completed, which
we discussed earlier in this report. The rates became further inflated each time an
option was exercised that incorporated any revision to wages or fringe benefits
from the WD. Conduit’s calculations for each price adjustment updated the wage or
fringe benefit rate to match the WD revision, but Conduit never adjusted its labor
hour rate to reflect the difference between how it actually paid its independent
contractor and employee linguists for fringe benefits. Therefore, we determined
that DEA Contracting Officials did not properly review Conduit’s price adjustment
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requests because each price adjustment included these unallowable increases to
G&A and profit, but were nonetheless approved by the DEA.
Additionally, as shown in Table 6, the contract included six items for overtime
hours. Overtime premiums are not required under the SCLS. While all hours
worked on the contract were subject to price adjustments for changes in wages due
to WD revisions, such adjustments should not include the overtime premium of
additional half time for the hours over 40 per week. We found for one of the five
price adjustments, when Conduit incorporated the WD revision to increase wages it
also improperly adjusted the overtime premium for the six contract items. Again,
DEA Contracting Officials approved Conduit’s price adjustment without proper
review to identify this non-compliance.
Support for Price Adjustments
In addition to the unallowable increases to G&A and profit, FAR 52.222-43(g)
states that the Contracting Officer shall have access to the necessary
documentation from the contractor to support the contractor’s request for a price
adjustment. The types of documentation useful when reviewing a price adjustment
request include: actual wage records, documents supporting accompanying costs
(such as payroll taxes and workers compensation costs), and documents supporting
fringe benefit costs. Again, cash payouts for fringe benefits are subject to the
various payroll taxes. However, employer payments to fringe benefit plans are not
subject to payroll taxes. Thus, documentation to support the allowability of any
accompanying payroll taxes for fringe benefit increases is essential.
We found that DEA Contracting Officials only reviewed Conduit’s adjusted
fixed billing rate calculations. Conduit did not provide, and the DEA did not
request, relevant data such as payroll or fringe benefits payout information, which
is critical for the DEA to validate and verify whether Conduit should have received
the price adjustment. Conduit’s request for a price adjustment also did not identify
the breakdown of employee linguists and independent contractor linguists paid
under the contract. Since independent contractor linguists receive their fringe
benefits as a cash payout, this impacts the amount of payroll taxes Conduit could
include in their price adjustment. As a result, we could not calculate the correct
price adjustment amount Conduit should have received or the dollar value of the
overpayment.
Given the numerous concerns we identified related to the price adjustments
for the contract, we recommend the DEA work with Conduit to determine the
proper price adjustments Conduit should have received, remedy any excess costs
paid to Conduit for improperly approved increases to G&A and profit, and ensure
Conduit consults with the DOL on the payment of health insurance benefits to its
linguists and the related payroll taxes associated with such benefits. We also
recommend the DEA ensure that Conduit submit the necessary documentation to
support requests for price adjustments.
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Adjustments to Contract Ceiling
When the DEA modified the contract to incorporate new fixed billing rates
with the price adjustments, the contract ceiling was also raised. According to
FAR 16.601(e), prior to an increase in the ceiling price of a time and materials
contract, the Contracting Officer shall conduct an analysis of pricing and other
relevant factors to determine if the action is in the best interest of the government
and document the decision in the contract file. We found DEA Contract Specialists
completed the memorandum to increase the ceiling price and included them in the
contract file. However, the memorandum did not address how the DEA determined
that the increase Conduit proposed was accurate, and that the increases approved
were only for wages or fringe benefits and applicable accompanying costs.
Therefore, we recommend the DEA ensure the memorandum to the file for the price
adjustments includes the Contracting Officer’s methodology for determining how a
price adjustment is accurate and valid, and in accordance with the DOL WD and the
FAR.
Guidance for the Administration of Service Contracts
We determined that the DEA does not have any guidance on how to
administer service contracts or review price adjustments for applicable service
contracts and does not provide any training to its contracting personnel on this
topic. The Wage Determinations OnLine website includes a Price Adjustment
Calculation Tool (PACT).42 The PACT is an automated method of accurately
calculating price adjustments, specifically designed to streamline the price
adjustment process and timeline. The website includes a PACT User Guide that
includes sections on government and contractor use of the tool. While usage of the
PACT is not required and is generally not suitable for time and material contracts
with fixed billing rates; the principles laid out in the guide are still applicable
regardless of whether the tool is used.
Additionally, the PACT User Guide provides specific guidance for compliance
with the SCLS and price adjustments. The guidance includes a Department of Navy
Desk Guide for Service Contract Price Adjustments (Desk Guide). The Desk Guide
includes interpretation, guidance, and examples of how to properly calculate price
adjustments under the FAR 52.222-43 clause. While the DEA is not required to use
the PACT or follow the Desk Guide, we believe the principles included for SCLS price
adjustments may be useful to DEA personnel responsible for analyzing price
adjustments.
Thus, we recommend the DEA review the PACT User Guide and Department
of Navy Desk Guide for Service Contract Price Adjustments to identify best practices
and use them to develop DEA-specific guidance for use by contracting officials

The Wage Determinations OnLine website is a collaborative effort of the Office of
Management and Budget, DOL, Department of Defense, GSA, Department of Energy, and Department
of Commerce.
42
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administering DEA service contracts, including reviewing and approving price
adjustments.
Addressing SCLS Compliance Department-Wide
In our judgment, the complexity of SCLS price adjustments significantly
increases the importance of good guidance and understanding of the SCLS and its
principles. We found that the DOJ does not have its own guidance for components
with responsibility for SCLS contracting activities to ensure compliance with
applicable rules, regulations, and guidelines. Further, over the last 3 years the OIG
has completed audits of four other DOJ service contracts that the Federal Bureau of
Prisons and the U.S. Marshals Service awarded to either operate detention or
correctional centers or to provide dental assistants at a Federal Correctional
Complex. In these reports, the OIG found that the contractors or the components
failed to comply with the SCLS.43 While not required, we believe that developing
guidance on resources and training could prevent further non-compliance related to
the SCLS and improve compliance with the SCLS on service contracts
Department-wide.
Therefore, we recommend the Justice Management Division develop guidance
on resources and training available to ensure compliance and accurate enforcement
of the SCLS on DOJ service contracts.44
Definition of Contract Requirements
Contract requirements define the products or services a contractor is
responsible for providing to the government in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the contract. The lack of well-defined requirements can lead to
problems with contract administration and oversight, result in contractor
performance problems, and increase the risk that the government will receive
services that do not meet the needs of the government and could result in the
government paying more for a lesser quality of service.

43 U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons Contract No. DJB1PC007 Awarded to Reeves County, Texas to Operate the Reeves County
Detention Center I/II Pecos, Texas, Audit Report 15-15 (April 2015), U.S. Department of Justice Office
of the Inspector General, Audit of the Federal Bureau of Prison’s Contract with CoreCivic, Inc., to
Operate the Adams County Correctional Center in Natchez, Mississippi, Audit Report 17-08 (December
2016), U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Federal Bureau of
Federal Prisons’ Contract No. DJBP0616BPA12004 Awarded to Spectrum Services Group Inc.,
Victorville, California, Audit Report 17-20 (March 2017), and U.S. Department of Justice Office of the
Inspector General, Audit of the United States Marshals Service Contract No. DJJODT7C0002 with
CoreCivic, Inc., to Operate the Leavenworth Detention Center, Leavenworth, Kansas, Audit Report
17-22 (April 2017).

The Justice Management Division provides senior management officials with advice relating
to basic DOJ policy for budget and financial management; personnel management and training;
procurement; ethics; equal employment opportunity; information processing; telecommunications;
security; and all matters pertaining to organization, management, and administration.
44
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FAR Part 37, Service Contracting, states that agency officials are responsible
for accurately describing the need to be filled through service contracting that
ensures full understanding and responsive performance by contractors. For this
contract, the DEA used historical costs to estimate a total contract cost of over
$39 million. However, the DEA awarded the contract with a contract ceiling of
nearly $133 million that was later increased to approximately $135 million. The
DEA offered no explanation for why such a high ceiling was necessary. As of
April 2017, the DEA had only obligated nearly $35 million and the contract was
scheduled to end in October 2017.
We believe the primary factor affecting the contract need was the estimated
quantity of hours, which resulted in an unrealistic and inflated number of required
linguists, per language, for the 11 locations identified in the contract. Table 7
shows the DEA’s estimated quantity of hours for each contract item per division for
the base year of the contract.
Table 7
Estimated Quantity of Hours per Contract Item
for the Base Year of the Contract
Contract
Item
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014

Supplies/Services
Denver Field Division
Spanish Linguist
Overtime Spanish
Common Languages
Overtime Common Languages
Exotic Languages
Overtime Exotic Languages
Travel
Phoenix Field Division
Spanish Linguist
Overtime Spanish Linguist
Common Languages
Overtime Common Languages
Exotic Languages
Overtime Exotic Languages
Travel

Estimated
Quantity
307,200 Hours
15,360 Hours
23,040 Hours
1,152 Hours
23,040 Hours
1,152 Hours
As Needed
153,600 Hours
7,680 Hours
23,040 Hours
1,152 Hours
23,040 Hours
1,152 Hours
As Needed

Source: DEA contract number DJD-13-C-0004

According to the DEA, the estimated quantity of hours identified in the
solicitation and the contract were the maximum number of hours per language that
the DEA could order. However, the estimated quantities were not what the DEA
calculated it would actually need. In response to the solicitation, interested
contractors requested clarification whether the DEA’s estimated quantity of hours
was an accurate portrayal of actual hours that would be utilized per field divisions,
but the DEA did not provide any further explanation for the hours identified.
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The estimated amount of hours identified in Table 7 resulted in an unrealistic
and inflated number of linguists per location in the contract. Table 8 shows the
minimum number of linguists required for the four main languages per location in
the contract. Conduit was required to have these linguists available at any given
time.
Table 8
Minimum Required Linguists Per Location
Languagea

Estimated
Number of
Linguists

Travel
Authorized

German
Vietnamese
Chinese (Cantonese)
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

5
5
5
40
40
20
25
25
20
75
20

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

150
80
50

No
No
No

Denver Field Division

Salt Lake City Office
Colorado Springs Office
Grand Junction Office
Cheyenne Office
Casper Post of Duty
Billings Office
Centennial Office
Larimer/Weld Offices
Phoenix Field Division
Phoenix Field Division Office
Tucson Office
Yuma Office
a

The contract did not identify a specific location for the number of German, Vietnamese, and
Chinese linguists; only that the requirement was under the Denver Field Division.
Source: DEA contract number DJD-13-C-0004

Table 8 above also shows that travel was not authorized for linguists, unless
the number of linguists the DEA required substantially exceeded the minimum
number listed in Table 8 and the DEA deemed that travel costs were necessary for
those linguists. Historically, the DEA has paid significant travel costs for the
linguists it required. However, for this contract the DEA changed its procurement
strategy for linguist services to reduce the amount of travel costs it pays for
linguists. Despite this change, the DEA included $500,000 for travel for each
division, for each year of the contract, totaling $5 million. During the contract
award process, interested linguist contractors questioned the high travel amount,
but the DEA only replied that the amount was the “not to exceed” amount and
would be used on an as needed basis. We found that the DEA has paid nominal
travel costs for the contract and the number of linguists the DEA required under the
task orders for this contract never exceeded the minimum required number of
linguists listed per language per location identified in Table 8.
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We also found that the Larimer and Weld locations identified in Table 8 were
small offices that did not have a wire room or did not have a consistent need for
Title III wires. However, the DEA included a requirement for a minimum number of
linguists for those offices to be available at any given time. As a result, the
minimum number of linguists required for these locations has challenged Conduit’s
ability to keep linguists actively working at those locations. This issue has been
exacerbated by the difficulties related to obtaining background investigations, which
we discussed previously.
For example, Conduit officials highlighted the Grand Junction office, which
had a minimum requirement of 20 linguists. Because there is not a consistent need
for Title III wires in Grand Junction, there is a higher probability of lapses of
employment for linguists. Conduit has had to continuously find linguists with
completed background investigations to meet the staffing requirement when the
office has an active wire. Additionally, Conduit is not allowed to charge travel costs
to DEA for bringing linguists from other locations to work. In one instance, Conduit
officials explained that even though they had linguists who were active and ready to
work in Grand Junction, a DEA official at that office wanted more experienced
linguists. Because the number of linguists needed did not exceed the 20 linguists
identified in the contract, Conduit had to provide more experienced linguists from
Denver to satisfy the DEA’s request and travel costs for those linguists were not
reimbursed by the DEA.
The DEA stated in its response to the MAM that through this contract, the
DEA intended to obtain and require that the contractor maintain a regional pool of
qualified linguists that could respond at a moment’s notice to government
requirements at the rates specified in the contract. Further, the DEA explained that
the solicitation required contractors to propose labor rates that included all indirect
costs, estimated travel, and profit in order to reduce or eliminate the government’s
administrative responsibility for processing excessive numbers of travel vouchers.
In its response, the DEA acknowledged that, in practice, the nature of the business
has not readily lent itself to maintain such pre-priced linguist pools, which has been
a challenge for the contractor as well as the government. As a result, the DEA
explained in its response that, for the new follow-on regional linguist contracts, the
Contracting Officer will require field divisions to provide sufficient rationale for
DEA’s development of the independent government estimate. Additionally, the DEA
stated that it is resolved to collaborate with stakeholders to design effective
procedures to address our concerns.
While it appears the DEA has acknowledged that there are challenges related
to the pricing of this contract, we do not believe DEA’s response adequately
addressed our concerns. In its response, the DEA explained that the OIG’s MAM
was focused on administrative inputs to the contract and the need for linguist
services was demonstrated when the final product effectively enabled Case Agents
to build solid investigative cases. We consider compliance with the FAR and
contract requirements to be more than just administrative details. We agree that
the final service provided by the contractor is important. However, it is the FAR
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and the contract requirements that define and identify how a contractor is expected
to perform in order to ensure that the final service meets the needs of the DEA and
provides assurance to taxpayers that the government has received the services it
has paid for. Without a proper methodology for determining requirements and
proper enforcement of those requirements, it creates undue challenges to
contractors when developing pricing for contracts and ultimately increases the risk
that the government will receive lower quality services. As stated in FAR
37.102(e), agency officials are responsible for accurately describing the need to be
filled through service contracting that ensures full understanding and responsive
performance by the contractor. Responsive performance is not limited to the end
service performed but to the full performance of all contract requirements. Overall,
the DEA did not provide any procedures or the methodology it intends to use to
determine the contract need for the upcoming solicitation and beyond.
As a result, we recommend the DEA develop a methodology and procedures
for solicitation development that accurately describes the need to be filled through
service contracting. This may include a review of the contract terms for each
location to determine whether: (1) the minimum linguist numbers are accurate,
(2) the minimum linguist numbers reflect the actual need of the locations, (3) the
contract terms should allow for reimbursement of travel costs for certain situations,
and (4) there is a more efficient method to provide linguist services to smaller
locations.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite repeated findings and recommendations from prior OIG reports on
the DEA’s linguist contracts, we concluded that the DEA failed to provide sufficient
contract administration and oversight of its contract with Conduit for linguist
services. This failure resulted in significant non-compliance with the contract terms
and conditions and the SCLS, a lack of QA, and performance issues, which may
negatively impact the DEA’s drug investigations and, therefore, its ability to
properly carry out its important mission to bring to justice individuals and
organizations involved in the manufacture or distribution of controlled substances
destined for or in the United States.
Of particular concern, the DEA relied on Conduit to perform all QA for the
contract, but Conduit could not provide documentation to assure that the services it
provided met the contract requirements or its own quality standards. The lack of
QA by the DEA and Conduit not only increases the risk to the DEA’s drug
investigations that rely on the linguist work, but provides no assurance that the
services the DEA paid for satisfied the requirements as defined under the contract.
We also found that the DEA paid $33,421 more to another linguist contractor for
Arabic linguists than it would have paid under its contract with Conduit. Further,
while Conduit’s performance under the contract was generally satisfactory, we
determined that Conduit on occasion replaced linguists on DEA cases. According to
Conduit, its staffing of linguists is based on multiple factors, including linguist
availability, agents requesting reassignments, logistics, activity of new wires, and
case activation.
Both the DEA and Conduit were not familiar with the SCLS. As a result, the
DEA approved and paid inaccurate price adjustments for the contract and Conduit
failed to provide some of its linguists with the correct fringe benefits identified in
the DOL WD. Further, failure to comply with the SCLS or a DOL WD is not limited
to the DEA — over the last 3 years the OIG has found similar concerns in four audit
reports on DOJ service contracts awarded by the Federal Bureau of Prisons or the
U.S. Marshals Service.
Ultimately, the DEA’s definition of contract requirements could be improved.
The contract’s estimated quantity of hours resulted in unrealistic and inflated
numbers of required linguists per language and location. Consequently, both the
DEA and Conduit experienced challenges related to ensuring linguists were kept
working and compliant with the contract terms and the DEA’s security
requirements.
Due to the importance and repeated occurrences of some of these
deficiencies, these weaknesses should be promptly addressed to ensure that the
DEA’s drug investigations are not adversely affected.
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We recommend the Justice Management Division:
1.

Develop guidance on resources and training available to ensure compliance
and accurate enforcement of the SCLS on DOJ service contracts.

We recommend the DEA:
2.

Remedy $3,695,731 in unallowable costs associated with:
a. $2,493,784 paid to linguists without valid language proficiency
testing results.
b. $505,717 paid for linguists and a Regional Program Manager without
valid background investigations.
c. $661,885 paid for linguists without signed non-disclosure
agreements on file prior to working under the contract.
d. $924 in travel costs for incorrect mileage, mileage and per diem
rates, and costs not associated with official business travel.
e. $33,421 in unreasonable costs the DEA paid to another linguist
contractor for Arabic linguists due to the Contracting Officer’s
inadequate review of contractor rates and failure to ensure the rates
were fair and reasonable.

3.

Ensure corrective actions are taken to address deficiencies related to
language proficiency and security requirements for linguists:
a. Establish procedures to ensure that linguists working under a DEA
linguist contract have the proper language proficiency test results;
evaluate the existing language proficiency testing to determine
whether other testing is better suited to assess the skills needed by
linguists to perform the work under the contract; and develop
guidance for what situations warrant language proficiency waivers.
b. Ensure that all linguists sign a non-disclosure agreement prior to
working on the contract and consider including the language
identified in 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(13) in all non-disclosure agreements.
c. Formalize procedures to ensure that all linguists who work under the
contract have favorably adjudicated background investigations and
ensure that waivers are tracked to confirm that no lapses occur while
background investigations are in process.
d. Develop procedures to inform Conduit about security developments
including issuance of waivers and the status of linguist background
investigations.
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e. Ensure that linguists working under DEA linguist contracts are issued
PIV cards that meet the requirements defined in FIPS Publication
201-2 and HSPD-12.
f. Develop procedures to ensure that the Contract Personnel Reports
Conduit is required to send to the DEA are reviewed, tracked, and
maintained in accordance with HSPD-12 and the contract terms and
conditions.
4.

Ensure corrective actions are taken to address weaknesses related to
contract administration and oversight:
a. Ensure that the Contract Administration Plan is enforced in its
entirety and ensure the completion of the Contract Administration
Checklists as identified in the plan.
b. Review all task orders issued under the contract where the DEA paid
travel costs to ensure the travel costs were properly reimbursed.
c. Review the COR Designation Letter and revise as necessary to ensure
the COR’s responsibilities are properly documented.
d. Evaluate whether more than one COR for the eight regional linguists
contracts would result in better management and oversight, develop
policies and procedures to ensure the COR performs the
responsibilities as delegated, and ensure other responsibilities
assigned to SOD for the linguist program are documented and
followed.
e. Ensure that Conduit notifies the COR when a task order for the
contract is completed.
f. Ensure that Conduit developed and implemented an automated task
order entry and tracking system as required by the contract.
g. Ensure that the TMs and COR complete the three Federal Acquisition
Courses required by the DOJ for all levels of FAC-COR and provide
documentation to support completion of these courses.
h. Ensure that TMs complete documentation as required by the contract
and the DEA Contract Administration Plan and communicate regularly
with the COR and the Contracting Officer, which includes notifying
the Contracting Officer prior to any change in the TM assignments.
i. Ensure the Contracting Officer completes a performance assessment
report in CPARS for the current year of the contract and completes a
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final performance assessment report in CPARS upon completion of
the contract next year.
j. Develop procedures to ensure that the Contracting Officer completes
the performance assessment report in CPARS regardless of whether
a notification is received from CPARS.
k. Ensure that Customer Satisfaction Surveys are provided to and
completed by Case Agents, and are collected by TMs on a monthly
basis.
l. Coordinate with Conduit to ensure Case Agents complete and submit
End of Case Surveys to the DEA and Conduit to provide feedback and
identify any areas of improvement.
m. Develop controls for contract management to ensure contract
requirements are met and applicable laws and regulations are
followed.
n. Require Conduit to submit Administrative Reports that contain all the
data required and develop procedures to ensure deliverables are
submitted and reviewed for accuracy and completeness in
accordance with the contract terms and conditions.
5. Ensure corrective actions are taken to address contract quality assurance:
a. Develop its own QASP for the contract to assess the quality and
timeliness of services performed by the contractor.
b. Develop a QA program and procedures for reviewing and validating
linguist work to ensure the work is reliable, consistent, and accurate.
c. Establish procedures to ensure the COR and TM review Conduit’s QA
plan on a regular basis, including any updates or revisions, and
ensure that Conduit is completing QA responsibilities in accordance
with its plan.
d. Ensure that the TMs notify the Contracting Officer whenever Conduit
is unable to satisfy a task order requirement and that the Contracting
Officer enforce the contract requirements and address any issues of
non-compliance, including documenting the non-compliance in
CPARS.
e. Determine whether other methods should be used to obtain linguists
for languages it requires that are not the main languages required by
the contract, and develop policy and procedures for obtaining
linguists fluent in those languages if contractors are unable to meet
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language requirements, such as utilizing the NVTC, to reduce the risk
of the DEA’s requirements not being met.
6.

Ensure Conduit consults with the DEA TMs and Case Agents prior to
changing linguist assignments, and puts in place procedures to limit these
changes as much as possible to prevent disruption of law enforcement
investigations and ensure continuity of services.

7.

Ensure corrective actions are taken to address compliance with the SCLS:
a. Ensure Conduit works with the DOL to calculate the fringe benefits
Conduit should have paid to linguists in accordance with the SCLS
and DOL WD number 2012-0012 and ensure that Conduit pays those
benefits to all affected linguists who worked under the contract.
b. Ensure Conduit works with the DOL to ensure it properly paid fringe
benefits to linguists who worked on its other DEA regional linguist
contract number DJD-13-C-0003.
c. Ensure Conduit keeps adequate records in compliance
29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1) and work with Conduit to verify the correct
total of employee linguists and independent contractor linguists who
worked under the contract.
d. Work with Conduit to determine the proper price adjustments
Conduit should have received, remedy any excess costs paid to
Conduit for the improperly approved increases to G&A and profit, and
ensure Conduit consults with the DOL on the payment of health
insurance benefits to its linguists and the related payroll taxes
associated with such benefits.
e. Ensure that Conduit submits the necessary documentation to support
its requests for price adjustments.
f. Ensure the memorandum to the file for the price adjustments
includes the Contracting Officer’s methodology for determining how a
price adjustment is accurate and valid, and in accordance with the
DOL WD and the FAR.
g. Review the PACT User Guide and Department of Navy Desk Guide for
Service Contract Price Adjustments to identify best practices and use
them to develop DEA-specific guidance for use by contracting officials
administering DEA service contracts, including reviewing and
approving price adjustments.

8.

Ensure the Contracting Officer adequately reviews contractor rates to
ensure that the rates are fair and reasonable for any order issued to
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another linguist contractor, which could include using GSA FSS contracts to
meet the DEA’s needs.
9.

Work with Conduit to review its fixed billing rate calculations and ensure its
calculations are accurate.

10. Ensure Conduit notifies the DEA of staffing changes that affect
management and quality control of the contract.
11. Develop a methodology and procedures for solicitation development that
accurately describes the need to be filled through service contracting. This
may include a review of the contract terms for each location to determine
whether: (1) the minimum number of linguists are accurate, (2) the
minimum number of linguists reflect the actual need of the locations,
(3) the contract terms should allow for reimbursement of travel costs for
certain situations, and (4) there is a more efficient method to provide
linguist services to smaller locations.
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS
As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as
appropriate, internal controls significant within the context of our audit objectives.
A deficiency in an internal control exists when the design or operation of a control
does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions, to timely prevent or detect: (1) impairments to the
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, (2) misstatements in financial or
performance information, or (3) violations of laws and regulations. Our evaluation
of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA) administration of contract number
DJD-13-C-0004 awarded to Conduit Language Specialists, Inc. (Conduit) and
Conduit’s compliance with the contract requirements was not made for the purpose
of providing assurance on its internal control structure as a whole. The DEA’s and
Conduit’s management are responsible for the establishment and maintenance of
internal controls.
As noted in the Audit Results section of this report, we identified deficiencies
in the DEA’s internal controls. We determined that the DEA’s contract oversight
and monitoring were not adequate to sufficiently monitor contractor performance.
This determination was based on several problems including:


allowing linguists to work under the contract without proper language
proficiency certifications, valid background investigations, or signed
non-disclosure agreements;



incomplete contract deliverables;



inadequate Task Monitor training;



insufficient government quality assurance surveillance; and



inadequate guidance related to Service Contract Labor Standards (SCLS).

Several of these problems appear to be deficiencies with the DEA’s overall
contract oversight and monitoring. Therefore, we believe these issues may exist in
the DEA’s other seven regional linguist contracts. Because we are not expressing
an opinion on the DEA’s internal control structure as a whole, this statement is
intended solely for the information and use of the DEA. This restriction is not
intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE
WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
As required by the Government Auditing Standards we tested, as appropriate
given our audit scope and objectives, selected transactions, records, procedures,
and practices, to obtain reasonable assurance that the DEA’s and Conduit’s
management complied with federal laws and regulations for which non-compliance,
in our judgment, could have a material effect on the results of our audit. DEA’s and
Conduit’s management are responsible for ensuring compliance with applicable
federal laws and regulations. In planning our audit, we identified the following laws
and regulations that concerned the operations of the auditees and that were
significant within the context of the audit objectives:


Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)


FAR Subpart 46.4, Government Contract Quality Assurance



FAR Subpart 16.6, Time-and-Materials, Labor-Hour, and Letter
Contracts



FAR 52.222-43, Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract Labor
Standards – Price Adjustment



FAR Part 22.001, Definitions



FAR Part 22.1003-7, Questions concerning applicability of the Service
Contract Labor Standards statute



FAR Part 37, Service Contracting



Department of Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12, Policy for a
Common Identification Standard for Federal Employees and Contractors



Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 201-2, Personal
Identity Verification of Federal Employees and Contractors



29 Code of Federal Regulations § 4, Labor Standards for Federal Service
Contracts

Our audit included examining, on a test basis, the DEA’s and Conduit’s
compliance with the aforementioned laws and regulations that could have a
material effect on the DEA’s and Conduit’s operations. We interviewed auditee
personnel, assessed internal control procedures, and examined payroll records and
contract deliverables. As noted in the Audit Results section of this report, we
determined that the DEA did not adequately monitor the language and security
requirements of linguists and performed insufficient contract administration and
oversight which led to contractor performance issues. In addition, we determined
Conduit did not comply with the SCLS in distributing fringe benefits to some of its
linguists and in its calculation of price adjustments pursuant to updated wage
determinations.
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APPENDIX 1
OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Objective
The objective of this audit was to assess the DEA’s administration of and
Conduit’s performance in compliance with the contract terms and conditions in the
areas of: (1) contractor performance; (2) billings and payments; and (3) contract
management, oversight, and monitoring.
Scope and Methodology
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives.
This was an audit of DEA contract number DJD-13-C-0004, awarded to
Conduit for analytic linguist services for the mountain region. Our audit generally
covered, but was not limited to October 2012 through April 2017.
To ensure compliance with contract management, oversight, and monitoring,
we reviewed the DEA’s Contract Administration Plan for the contract. We examined
Conduit’s QA Plan to determine whether Conduit monitored the quality of linguist
services provided under the contract and whether the services provided matched
the contract requirement, but we did not review the plan the DEA incorporated into
the contract because the DEA did not include the full plan in the contract.
To assess contract performance, we interviewed Conduit personnel, including
field division supervisors and linguists, and Case Agents at DEA’s Denver and
Phoenix Field Divisions. We also surveyed 50 Case Agents (25 at each field
division) to identify how the agents used the linguist’s work and whether they had
any concerns regarding linguist performance.
Lastly, to ensure compliance with contract requirements regarding billing and
payments, we reviewed a sample of task orders and related invoices to assess the
accuracy of linguist hours charged by Conduit. We also reviewed Conduit’s fixed
billing rates to determine compliance with FAR requirements related to payment of
prevailing wages and benefits to personnel based on locality.
Review of Language Proficiency Testing and Security Requirements
The contract identified specific requirements for linguists including language
proficiency testing in the source language and English, favorable completion of a
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background investigation, and signing a non-disclosure agreement prior to working
under the contract. To assess Conduit’s compliance with these requirements for
linguists, we selected a sample of 30 linguists who worked on our sample of task
orders, the selection of which we explain below. We requested, but the DEA could
not provide, evidence of language proficiency testing results in the four basic
communication skills (listening, reading, writing, and speaking), notification of
favorable background investigation, and signed non-disclosure forms for all linguists
in our sample. As a result, we expanded our sample to include five more linguists
who had supervisory responsibilities and tested the same requirements for these
individuals.
Task Order and Invoice Review
When we began this audit in September 2016, the DEA had issued 1,977
task orders to Conduit for linguist services from December 2012 to
September 2016. These task orders represented obligations of approximately
$31 million. While the DEA issued a large number of task orders under the
contract, the average task order was valued at $15,483. Using professional
judgment, we selected a non-statistical sample of 15 task orders totaling $608,848.
Our judgmental sample included task orders from each year (2012 through 2016)
for the DEA’s Denver and Phoenix Field Divisions and included a range of low and
high dollar values. We employed this judgmental sampling design to identify a
smaller number of task orders that we could reasonably review and could expand if
necessary. We reviewed each task order and the related documentation which
included the requisition form from the field division identifying the services
required, any modifications, invoices, and closeout actions. A task order was valid
for 30 days. Under the task orders, Conduit submitted invoices to the DEA for
linguist services in 2 week increments. We reviewed each of the invoices for the
task orders in our sample, to verify the completeness and accuracy of the invoices
in accordance with contract requirements, the accuracy of the contractor’s
calculations, and the accuracy and completeness of the linguist hours billed under
each task order. Our sample selection methodology was not designed with the
intent of projecting our results to the population from which the samples were
selected.
We also reviewed three task orders we found the DEA issued to other linguist
contractors as a result of Conduit being unable to provide Arabic linguists.45 We
reviewed the task order documentation including estimates received by the DEA for
the Arabic linguists and the invoices. We totaled the hours billed (both regular and
overtime/holiday) by the other linguist contractor for the Arabic linguists and used
the applicable rates under the contract for regular and overtime/holiday hours for
Arabic linguists to calculate what the DEA would have paid for those services under
its contract with Conduit.

The DEA issued three task orders between two contractors; however, one of the task
orders was issued to a contractor, but the DEA later cancelled the task order since the contractor no
longer had the linguists available and a new task order was issued to the other contractor.
45
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Review of Compliance with the Service Contract Labor Standards
We assessed Conduit’s compliance with the SCLS to determine whether
linguists were classified properly and paid the requisite amounts of wages and
fringe benefits. To accomplish this, we initially requested a list of all linguists
(including both employees and independent contractors) who worked under the
contract, information on the cost of fringe benefits offered to linguists, and the U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL) Wage Determinations (WD) containing the minimum
wages and benefits. However, Conduit was unable to readily provide us complete
information including: a complete list of all linguists who worked under the
contract, a list of hours worked by each linguist per year under the contract. Thus
to identify the number of linguists who worked under the contract, we used a list of
linguists from the DEA’s Chronus system that was used by linguists to clock in and
out when working under the contract. However, Chronus was not fully operational
until March 2014, so the list we received mainly included linguists who worked from
2014 through 2017. We used the list of linguists from Chronus and compared it
against the list of independent contractors Conduit provided to determine our
estimate of the total number of employee and independent contractor linguists who
worked under the contract.
As a result of the incomplete documentation provided by Conduit, we
judgmentally selected from our sample of task orders from eight pay periods: one
pay period from 2012 and 2013, and two pay periods each from 2014, 2015, and
2016 to assess Conduit’s compliance with the SCLS. To accomplish this, we
obtained payroll records for linguist actual wages and fringe benefits. We
compared the wages earned by each linguist and the fringe benefit amounts paid to
a third party for linguists (i.e., health insurance) or paid as a cash payout, against
the wage and fringe benefit rates in the DOL WD. We also verified with Conduit
officials how linguists earned holidays and vacation and compared the amounts
against those in the DOL WD. Our sample selection methodology was not designed
with the intent of projecting our results to the population from which the samples
were selected.
We also assessed whether Conduit’s requests for price adjustments for the
contract were accurate and justified and whether the DEA properly reviewed,
approved, and verified Conduit’s requests for price adjustments. To accomplish
this, we obtained Conduit’s request for price adjustments sent to the DEA and the
DOL WDs containing the minimum wages and benefits. We reviewed Conduit’s
fixed billing rate calculations for each price adjustment it requested and compared
the linguist wage rates and fringe benefit rates to those in the WD revision for
which Conduit was requesting an adjustment. We also reviewed Conduit’s fixed
billing rate calculations to determine whether it included increases to overhead,
profit, and general and administration costs, which are prohibited by the FAR.
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APPENDIX 2
SCHEDULE OF DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS
Description

Amount

Unallowable Costs
Lack of Language Proficiency Testing Results
Lack of Favorably Adjudicated Background Investigations
Lack of Signed Non-Disclosure Agreements
Improper Travel Costs
Unreasonable Costs Paid for Arabic Linguists
Total Unallowable Costs

$2,493,784
505,717
661,885
924
33,421
$3,695,731

Gross Questioned Costs
Less Duplicate Questioned Costs47

$3,695,731
(807,697)

NET QUESTIONED COSTS

$2,888,034

Page

Questioned Costs:46

10
12
13
17
31

46
Questioned Costs are expenditures that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or
contractual requirements, or are not supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit, or
are unnecessary or unreasonable. Questioned costs may be remedied by offset, waiver, recovery of
funds, or the provision of supporting documentation.

Some costs were questioned for more than one reason. Net questioned costs exclude:
(1) the duplicate amount of $192,328 for linguists without valid background investigations, which was
included in the questioned costs for linguists without language proficiency testing results, (2) the
duplicate amount of $598,464 for linguists without non-disclosure forms, which was included in the
questioned costs for linguists without language proficiency testing results, and (3) the duplicate
amount of $16,905 for a linguist without a non-disclosure form, which was included in the questioned
costs for linguists without valid background investigations.
47
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APPENDIX 3
OIG MANAGEMENT ADVISORY MEMORANDUM TO THE DEA ON
OVERSIGHT OF CONTRACTS FOR ANALYTIC LINGUIST
SERVICES

U,S, Department ofluatice

February 28, 2017
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY MEMORANDUM FOR:
CHUCK ROSENBERG
ACTING ADMINISTRATOR
NT ADMINISTRATION
DRUG
FORCE
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Notification of Concern~ Identified in the
Drug Enforcement Administration's Oversight
of Contracts for Analytic Linguist Services

The purpose of this memorWldum is to advise you of concerns that we
identified during the course of our ongoing audit of the Drug Enforcement
Administration's (DEAl contract number DJD-13-C-0004, awarded to Conduit
Language Specialists, Inc. (Conduit) for analytic linguist services for the
mountain region. We begWl our audit in September 2016 to assess the DEA's
administration of and Conduit's performance in accordance with the terms,
conditions, laws, and regulations applicable to this contract. Since that time,
we have identified concerns related to the language proficiency of linguists, the
DEA's and Conduit's quality assurance (QA) practices, and the DEA's ability to
adequately define its contract need .
We understand that the DEA is in the process of planning for new
analytic linguist services contracts. A1though our audit has not concluded,
this memorandum provides early notification of OUr concerns that we believe
are significant enough to warrant the DEA's immediate attention Wld
consideration in its new contract planning.
The DEA awarded time and materials contract number DJO-1 3-C-0004
to Conduit in October 2012 for a nalytic linguist se rvices such as transcription,
translation, and interpretation. The DEA also awarded seven other regional
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analytic linguist services contracts. The majority of the contracts are
scheduled to end in October 2017. J

Deficiencies with Linguist Language Proficiency Testing & Security Requirements
The contract states that language proficiency testing in the source
language(s) and English is requir ed for all analytic linguists (linguists) in the
four basic communications skills (listening, reading, writing, and speaking).
Evidence of language proficiency testing with acceptable results from
organizations listed in the contract is required to be submitted to the DEA Task
Monitor for all linguists prior to working on the contract. We found that DEA
Task Monitors were not aware of this requirement and have never asked for
these results. Indeed, Conduit has never provided results to DEA for linguists
on this contract.
We examined an initial sample of 30 out of 490 linguists on the contract
and determined that 28 of the 30 linguists did not have the required testing
completed prior to working on the contract. As a reSUlt, Conduit billed the
DEA an estimated $2,238,077 for linguists without valid language proficiency
test results.:! Compounding the deficiencies with language proficiency testing,
we also identified a linguist without a valid background investigation and two
linguists who did not have approved waivers to work on the contract while their
background investigations were in process. Furthermore, we identified 13
linguists that had not signed non-disclosure agreements prior to working on
the contract. 3
After we asked DEA officials about test results, which DEA could not
provide, the Contracting Officer, with no further explanation, signed waivers in
December 2016 and January 2017 for the writing portion of the tests for
125 linguists. However, the DEA stated that an inordinate amount of waivers
may be indicative of substandard performance. The contract indicated waivers
are to be submitted and approved along with a jUstification on an individual
basis. According to DEA officials, the justification for all of t he issued waivers
I The OEA awarded Conduit two or the regional contracts; contract numbers
OJO-13-C-0004 and DJD-13-C-0003. One or the eight contracts is scheduled to end in
November 2018.
2 This calculation was based on the approximate total hours worked for the se
28 linguists and the average cost per hour for each linguist for both divisions for Spanish and
common languages from the base period of the contract. We have not completed our analysis
to determine the exact amount Conduit billed the DEA for the 28 linguists. Therefore, the
amount presented in this management advisory memorandum is subject to change.
J We also note that the non-disclosure agreements that we reviewed did not contain the
language set forth in 5 U.S.C. § 2302{b)(13) prohibiting their applicat ion to limit whistleb lower
disclos ures.
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completing a Monthly QA Checklist as required by their QA plan. The Monthly
QA Checklist contains
con tains 40 quality points that can be trac
trackked,
ed , m easured, and
changed to meet target goals set by the DEA related to security, translation
accuracy, timeliness, personnel availability, and linguist responsibilities.
Additionally, Conduit has some QA positions that remain un-filled.
Due to tthe absence of a government QA plan and the deficiencies in
Conduit's monitoring, the DEA again cannot ensure it is receiving the required
level of service it is paying for and raises concerns regarding the validity and
accuracy of linguist work, on which the DEA relies when developing cases.
cases.ss

Definition of Contract Need
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We found the DEA's development of requirements for contract number
DJD-13-C-0004 did not include a complete methodology to support the
contract need. Since the DEA has begun planning for the next linguist
contracts, we believe it is imperative the DEA ensure its methodology for
determining its needs for linguists is adequately defined and supported. This
would help ensure contractors can appropriately price and estimate personnel
requirements, as well as improve the efficiency of background investigations.
We are continuing our audit of the DEA linguist services contract
number DJD-13-C-0004 awarded to Conduit. We will include in our final
report any actions the DEA takes based on the concerns ralsed in this
memorandum. While we did not review the other contract the DEA awarded to
Conduit for linguist services - contract number DJD-13-C-0003 - for the
northwest coast region, the concerns we identified are potentially occurring on
that contract, as well.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss the information in the
memorandum, please contact me at (202) 514-3435, or Jason R. Malmstrom,
Assistant Inspector General for Audit, a t (202) 616-4633.
cc: Gary Barnett
Counsel to the
Deputy Attorney General
Scott Schools
Associate Deputy Attorney General
Janice O. Swygert
Audit Liaison
Drug Enforcement Administration
Richard P. Theis
Assistant Director
Audit Liaison Group
Internal Review and Evaluation Office
Justice Management Division
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APPENDIX 4
THE DEA’S RESPONSE TO THE OIG’S MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
MEMORANDUM
U. S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Admi nistration

wH'w.dea.gov

Washington. D.C. 20537

APR 05 2017

MEMORAND UM
TO:

Jason R. Malmstorm
Assistant Inspector Genera l for Audit
Ornec of the Inspector General

SChaefer ~L. -~
,

FROM :

Mary B.
ChiefCol11pliance r Ie
Ollicc of Compliance

SUBJECT :

DEA Response for the 0 10 Management AdvisOI), Memorandum : "NOIUicali(}1I o{
Concerns Idenl{fied in 'he Drug fl?/iJrcemel1l Admill;,\'fI'CllinJ1 's Ol'el'sighl oj"
Contracfslor Analytic Lil1)!lIisl Services"

The Drug Enforce ment Administration (DEI\) provides this I11cl11orandul1110 add ress the Office
orthe Inspector General's (010) concerns identified duri ng the course o r their ongoing audit or the
Drug Enforcement Admi ni stration's (DEA) contract number OJD-1 3-C-0004. a contract awarded to
Conduit Language Specialists. Inc. (Cond uit ) for anal ytic lingui st services ror the Mountain Region
on October 3 1. 20 12. DEA understands that since initiati ng this audit in Septem ber 20 16. the OIG
has identi lied concerns related to lang uage proficiency of linguists. the DEA ' s and Conduit' s qualit)
ass urance (QA) practices. and the DEA 's abi lity to ad equately deline its contract need. In view of
OIG's t:onccrns. the DEA has taken immediate action and is committing further attention and
consideration tov.ards address ing the idcnti lied issues.
The DEA awa rded a total o r eightlndclinitc Deli very/Indefin ite Quantity. Time and Ma tcrial s
contracts in 20 12 and 20 13 for regional linguist services which included the subj ect contract with
Conduit. The acti ons taken by DEA to address these adm inistrati ve detai ls wi ll be imp lemcntcd for
all eight contracts. as needed. and in the upcoming solicitation fo r follow-on mvards.
For the regiona l li nguist program. one Contracting Oflicer"s Representati ve (COR). and twent)
olle (2 1) Task Monitors (TMs) are each delegated (i n writing) specific contract administration duties
by the Contracting Officer. including the monitoring of contractor perfonllancc. In the past. onl y the
COR lVas required to successfully complete Federa l Acqui sition Certificati on (FAe) training (DEA
has an establi shed policy that all CO Rs I11Ust completi! the required traini ng to be designated and
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sched ules a backgrou nd investi gation (BI) with the Nationa l Background In vestigations Bureau
(NB IB ). In accordance with Department of Justice Order 1700.01. at that time. IS m3) grant a
··waiver·· that approves access for the prospective lingui st pcnding a review or the 1"1.111 NI3IB BI. In
the instances in whi ch IS gra nts a wa iver. IS notilies the CO R for lingui st contracts and the Jield
Di vision Security Onicer (DSO) where the lingui st will work . A fter the NO lI) 131 is completed and
submitted. IS reviews it and l1lak~ s a ··lin ar· access detemlination. Ifdcrogatory in for mat ion was
dcveloped regarding a lingu ist who was granted a wa iver. IS attempts to mitigatc the concerns or
withdraws the waiver and disqualilies the linguist. IS noti fies the COR and the DSO o r thm
dctcmlination. Irthe 0] docs nol re nect derogatory information. or such information is mitigated. IS
grants full approva l for access and notifies the COR and the DSO. Each DSO is aware that they mil)
not utili ze lingui sts until IS grants a "aiver or lina l approval. In addi tion. IS rcv iews derogalOf)
inlbrmation developed alter approval and sc hedules fivc-year periodic reinvestigat ions with NBIB.
It should be nOied. befere April201-l, DSOs in 21 fie ld divisions managed the lingui st
··programs" in each of their areas of responsibility_ including com lllun ication with the linguist
companies and tracki ng lingui st \\ork hours and availability. Due to logisti c and coml11unication
challenges related to thi s decentralized approach. and the pressure DSOs were under to provide
support to their field oflices. lingui sts \\ere occas ionally put to work. at the field level. without
appropriate veuing and approva l by IS. In Apri l 20 14. the COR cClllralized the program by taking
over management of all lingui st "regional" contracts. In 20 16. eac h regional contract \\as modifi ed
to iden ti fy the CO R as the so le point of contact for all securit), packages and lingu ist -related
inlorm3tion. The COR now centrally coordin ates the vctting process and manages lingui st work
hou rs and avai lab ility. The COR a lso works directl y with the linguist cOl11pan il!$ to ~ n s ure they meet
requirements of the co ntract. in particular the minimum-lingui st-per-o!lice requi rement. In 20 17. the
COR began providing each co ntract company a \\cekly status report lelting them kno\\ where thei r
linguists arc in the process and whether they a rc avai labk 10 work . Due to the CORs involvemenl
and ellorts. DEA now cons istently tracks all security packages from the date rece ived to approval or
disquali lication: time. attendance. and locat ion orall approved lingui sts: waiver expirations and due
dates ler period ic rein vesti gat ions.

In spite of these improvements. there is more that "c can do. As highlighted by the OIG' s
re\'ie\\ thus far. the loca l DSO cutTe ntl) maintains the J D1-\s. Based on this re\ ic". thi: COR has
begun the process orvcrirying NDAs arc in place for a lil illguists on all contracts and \\illmaintain a
copy 01" the NDA as part of the approval package maintained on eac h linguist.
As part of its efforts. IS recen tly conducted an audit or all lingui sts who \vorked under this
cont ract in the Ph oen ix and Denver divisions fro m September I, 2016 through Januar) 2017 and
dClcnllincd they had eac h been approved by IS before they received access to DEA informmion.
The changes implemented by the CO R aller taking responsibi lity for. and thereby l:cntralizing
and Illakingconsisteili. all DEA reg ion311ingu ist con tracts ensures DEA will not utilize linguists
until IS has approved them access to DEA inlo rm atioll and facilities and thl!Y have signed a non
disclosure agree ment. As part o f the process. the COR conti nuousl) comll1uni cntes with each DSO
to ensure they arc educated regarding the contract requirements and onl y utili;rc thorough ly n tlcd
and approved lingu ists.
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Lack or GOl'emme"t Qualil!! AssllflI"ce SlIrw!i(((IIIU PIlIn om//nsufficient COlltrllctor
Mtmitorim!

'I'he current Quality Assurance Plan proposed by the contractor and ultimately accepted by the
DEA appears to be too broad and extensive to ellcct ivel) ad mini ster in il timely manner. In light of
recent changes including the process ing of sec urity packages. newly required training. and general
DEA intemal linguist program centralization. the originally implemented Quality Assuram;e Plan
contains areas which have been identili ed as potential areas ofimprovemcnt. Therefore. the DEA
intends to negotiate a revised quality control plan and QuaEty Assurance Surveillance Plan (QASP)
with the contractor. The nc\\ QASP will specif) critical. measurable criteria that are ve rifiable b)
the govemmenl on a Irequent. periodic basis. The Contrac ting OITiccr \\ill implement the final Plan
and require contractor submissions for CORffM review/\crification and CO approval.
Additionally. the ~ontractor will be required to provide the number and ski lllevcl o r quality
assurance staO' proposed and accepted by the govern ment ...vhen the contract is awardcd.

Definition of COlltract Need
In the year the so licitation \\as isslIed for the contract under rcvic\\. the requiring office provided
their government estimate based on historical data and alllicipated future nceds. That data was
eval uated . discussed. rcaffinned and found acceptable as a best estimate prior to so liciting proposals.
The data collected was based on the numbers oflinguisls performing the work. shifts. \\oorh.stations.
etc . provided by the domcstic fi eld divi sions. The centralization of the linguist program by the COR
has resulted in improvements in tracking critical program data. For the new follow-on procuremcnt
of linguist services. the Contracting Omccr witl require Fidd Divisions to more adequately
document their rationale lor arriving at the independent government estimate.
The DEA intended to obtain and attempted to require that the contractor maintain a regional pool
of qualified lingui sts (compliant with co ntract requirement s) that could respond at a moment's notice
(Q government n:quircl11cnts at the rates specified in the con tract. Further. the so licitat ion required
ofTerors to propose fully burdened labor rates to include all indirect costs. estimated tra\el. and profit
in order to reduce/clim inatc the governmcnt's administrative responsibi lity for processing cxcessi\'e
numbers of lra\oci vouchers. HO\\> cvcr. in practice. the nature oflhe business has not readily lent
itself to maintaining such pre-priced linguist pools. In most cases. the linguists shift frequentl) to
other jobs undcr other contracts as \\cll as other agencics. This movement. or the lack of an existing
1'00101' qualified lingui sts. is a challenge fo r the contractor as well as the govenlmenl.
It is imporHUlt to note that the O IG audit did not identity delici encics in the vendor' s final \!,oork
producl.l1or has the Office or Acquisition & Relocation Managemcnt been notitied by the Division
orpoor vendor performance. Instead. the O IG report has foclIscd on whether the contractor lo llowcd
the proscriptive plan as outlined in the con tract.

Ultimately. however. mission is paranll1unt. T he program's need for thc service is demonstrated
oy the ve ndor when the final produci c lTecti vely enables DEA agents 10 build soli d investigative
cases. not when the vendor has fulfilled each administrative input. When effectively cralled.
administrative inputs can help ensure \-\-o rk is being dOlle correctly. To that end. the gO\ ern ment is
rcsolved to collaborate with stakeholders to design eflective procedures - starting \\ ilh the QASP -
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which can be maintained witho ut diminishing the foclis on the quality o f the final work product.
Thank you lor the opportunity to address the conce rn s fOllnd thus far in Ih is aud it. If you have
any questions regarding thi s response. please con tact the Audit Li aison Team. at 202-307 -8 200.
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THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION’S
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT
U. S. D,cpartment of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administrati on

www.dea.gov

Washing.ton. D.C. 20537

OCT I 2 2017

MEMORAND UM
TO:

Jason R. Malm strom

Assistant Inspector Gt.:ncra l
For Audi{
FROM:

~/ ~

Mary B. Schaefer

-

i

Chief Compliance Ofricer
OlTicc of Compliance
SUBJECT:

DEA Respo nse to the DIG Formal Draft Report: "Audi t of the Drug Enforccm~nt
Administration's Regional Ling ui st Scnices Contract A\\arded to Conduit Language
Specialist. Inc,"

The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) has re\ ic\\cd the Department of Justice (DOH
Ofllcc of the Inspector Generar s (O IG). Audit Oi\ ision. repon entitled "/-Judir of III('

Drll~

E'!forn:mel1f Adlllil1iSlrtllion '!i Regiollal Lill)!,lIixl SelTices COnfraCf Almrded It) ('(Jllt/llil Lal1gllagt!
$ju!c.:ill/i,\ f. /IIC, ' DEA ack nowledges and is appreciativc of the ro le the O IG phl)CU in iclentilyi ng
areas of \\·eakness to ass ist DEA in improving contrac t adm inistrat ion and oversight of the linguist

contracts.
As a result of its review. the O IG de term ined thai work was being perforllled under thi s contract
\\ ithoul cons istclll oversight and rnnin tenancc of requi red underlying pa pcrworJ.... DEJ\
acknowledges these gaps and is instituting measures to better ensure Ihal cont rac t requi rcments are
mel and O\crsight is provided. The O IG expressed concern regarding the maintenance ot',alid
language proJicienc)' results. DEJ\ ackllO\' Jcdgcs thi s failure. That said. DEA docs 110t usc
language proficiency test as its so le mcans of assessing the quality or a lingui st' s \\ork. Rather. the
dail) rcview by super. isors in field tli, ision ollices serves as a constant monitor 0' er the ,\-ork of
DEA 's contract linguists. Thi s daily oversight. coupled \\ ith incrensi ng level s of rc\ ie\\ as an
intercept moves from an on-the -spo t translation to n full transcription. helps to protect evidence and
ensure accuracy.
DIG made eleven recommendations in thi s re port. Db \ provides the following responses 10 the
ten recommendation s Cl-Il) made to Dl:.A :
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Recommcndation 2. Rcmedy $3,695,73 1 in nN unallowable costs assoc iat ed with:

a. $2,.t93.78.t paid to lin guists without \'illid langllllge proficicncy testin g results.
b. $505,7 17 paid for linguists lIml :1 Region:.1 11rogram Managcr without valid b"ckground
in\'estigation s.
c. $()61 ,885 paid for lin guists without signed non-disclosure agreements on file Ilri or to
working under the contnlCt.
d. S92.t in travel costs for incorrect mileilge. mileage .md per diem nltes, and costs not
associa ted with official business tnlvcl.
e. S33 •.t21 in unrcaso n:,ble costs the OEA paid to another linguist contnll' tor for Arabic
linguists due to th c Contnlcting Officer's inadequate review of contractor nltes and f:lilurc to
ensure the rOites wcre f'lir and reaso nable.
DEA RE SPONSE
DEA concurs with the recol11lncndmion. The Ollicc of Acquisition and Relocation Managemcnt
(FA) \\ill revic\\ the net unallowable cost 01'53.695.73110 identify all potential remedics
a\ ailablc. If unallowable costs can be remedied in accordance with equitable contrac t procedures
and policies. DEA \\i ll endc3\or 10 purslIe them.

Il,ecommendation 3. Ensure corrcctivc actions arc hlkcn to address d eficienci es related tn
lan gml gc proficiency ltnd security requirements for linguists:
il. Es tab lish procedures to ensure tlHlt lin gui sts working under:l ilEA linguist confnlct
ha ve the prop er language proficiency test result s; evaluate the existing langu.age
p"oficiency testing to determine whether otht'r testin g is better suited to OI ssess th e skills
needed by lin gui sts to perform the work undcr the contract; lind de"elop guidance for
what situ:ltions warnlnt I:tngu:'tgc proficiency waivers.
b. Ensure that all linguists s ign a non -disclosure agreement prior to working on Ih e
contract and consider including thc hmgmlge identified in 5 U.S.c. § 2302(b)(I3 ) in all non·
disclosure agreemt.' nts.
c, Formalize procedures to ensur(' that :'t lliin guisl's who work und er Ih (' conlnlct ha\'('
fal'or:tb ly adjudicated background in "es ti g~ltion s :tnd ensure that waivcrs arc tracked to
co nfirm that no 1:'IJlses occur while ba ckground investig:.ltion s arc in prot·ess.
d . lleveJop procedures to inform Conduil about security dcvcl opments including
of w:ljvcrs and the stOilu s of lin~uist h:lckground investigation s.

i ss u ~tncC

e. Ensure that linguists working under I)EA lin guist contracts arc iss ued PIV c:lrds thai
meet the requiremenls defined in FIPS Public:'ltion 201-2 and HS PO-12.
f. Develop procedures to ensurt.' th~'t the Contract I'e rsonnel Report s Conduit is rC(luired
to se nd to th e I> EA OIre rC\'iewed, (nicked, and maintainl'd in accord:alll'e with 1-IS PI)-12
and the conlntct terms and l'onditions.
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ilEA RESPONSE

DEA concurs with the recommendatio n. The Special Operatio ns Di visio n (SOD) has a lready
taken actions to address deliciencics rc bted to language profl ciellcy and security requirements
for Iin gui sts. In rebruaT)' 20 17. SOD began tracking language pro fi c iency test resul ts. linguist
background investi gati o ns and waivers. and has also started mo nitorin g non-di sclosure
ag reement s. Further. SO D has imple mented procedures to communicate sec uri!) dc\·clopments
with Co nduit. FA has a lso developed procedures to confi rm that the Contract Personnel Reports
are rcvie\\ed. tracked. an d maintained proper!) by DEA.

TO furth er address deficiencies. DEA will update its policy to mandate a revic\\

or

all task orders
to e nsure that tra vel costs arc documented and appro\ cd in accordance \\ ilh Federal Tra\ cI
Regulat ions. and coord inate wi th FA to de\dop po li cies and procedures in wh ich PI V cards arc
issued to lingui sts fr0111 the fi eld divi sions.

Recommendation 4. Ensurc corrective .. ctions are t .. ken to address we~lkncsscs related 10 co ntract
administration and oversight:
a. Ensure tholt the Contnlet Administration I'Jan is enforced in its enliret)' .lOli ensure the
completion of the Contnlcl Administnltion Checklists liS identified in thl' phlTl.
b. Review all task orders issued under the contract where the L>EA p:'lid tnH'l' l costs to ensun'
the Iravel costs were properly reimbursed.
c. Review the COR Designation Lettcr and revise as neCeSSlU) to ensure the C Oil's
responsibilities :.lre properly documented.
d. E"aluate \\ hether more than one COil for the eigh. regional linguists contracts wuuld n 's ult
in better management and oversight. develop policies and procedul'cs to ensure the CO R
performs the responsibilities as delegMed , and ensure other responsibilities assigned to SOD
for the linguist program arc documented :lntl follo\\ed.
e. Ensure that Conduit submits fin:..1 invoiccs in accordance with the contract terms and
conditions, including notifying the COR when II task order is complcted for the contmct.
f. Ensure thai Conduit develops and implements an autonwted task order en II)' :IOU tnleking
system as required by the contract.
g. Ensure th ... the TMs and COil complete the three Federal AC<luisition Courses required hy
th(' I)O.J for allle\'cls of FAC -COR :tnd provide documentation to support ('omplc!ion of these
courses.
h. Ensure that TMs completc document:ltion as required by the conlnlct and the I)EA
Contract Administration PI:ln anel comOlunic~ltC' re~ularly with the COil ~tnd the Co ntr:lcting
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Officer, which includes notifying the Co ntracting Officer prior to any change in the TM
i,ss ignment s.
i. Ensure the Co nln,elin g Officer comilletes .. performance :Issess menl reporl in C PARS for
Ih(' current y('ar of the contract and cumpleles a fim,1 performun ce assess ment report in
C PARS upon completion orthe contnlct n('X1 ycar.
j. Oe\'elop procedures to ensure that Ihe Co nlnlcling Officl'r completes Ihe performance
assessm('nt rep orl in C I)ARS regardless of" heth er a notifie,lIion is received from C P A I~S .

k. Ensure that C ustomer SlItisf,letion Survcys lire provided to ,IOd completed by Case Agenls,
and arc collcl'tcd h~r TMs on a monthl) bllsis.
I. Coordinate with Conduit 10 ensure Case Agenls complete and submit End of Case
Sunrc)'s 10 the I)EA and Co nduit to pnH'ide fecdback lind id entify ,lOy .Ircas of
improvement.

m. Develop conlrols for conlntet management to ensure contract requiremcnts arc met and
applicable laws and regulations arc followcd .
n. Require Co nduit to submit Adminislnltive Reports that contain all the dat a required
.Ind deve lop procedures to ensure delivcnlhlcs arc s ubmitted and revicwed for accurllc)
ltnd completeness in accordance with the co ntract term s and conditions.
OEA RESI' ONSF:

DEA concurs with the recommendations li sted in recommendation s 4a through ~n . Sincc the
issua nce of D IG's drn.ft report. DEA contrac ting orticc has held \\eck ly mcetings \\ ith th~ Oflice
of Compli ance lO exmninc the underlyi ng issues identilied. As a result. DEA is currentl y
preparing a mitigat ion stratcgy that includes updates to policy. training. and oversight. As thi s
strateg) is implemented. DEA wi ll prO\'ide the OIG Wi lh updates on cach of these mailers as thc)
relate to the Cond uit Linguist Services contract and these recomlllcndations.
Recommend"tion 5: Ensure correcthre

~Ictions

lire taken to address contract quality

~I ss uranc c :

a. Deve lop its 0\\ n QASP for Ihe contrlu.:t to llssess Ihe quality ami tim el iness of se n rices
performed hy the conlr:lcior.
b. Develop a QA program and procedures for rc viewin g and
ensure the work is rcli:lble. cunsislcnl, and ~u:curlltc.

\' ~llidllling

lin guisl work 10

c. ESblblish procedures to enslire the C OR ,lOd TM review Co nduit' s QA pl"n on a regular
basis, including an y lIpdlltes 01' re\·isions, ilnd cnsun' that Conduit is compleling QA
resllonsibilitics in accord:Ulce" ith its plan.
d. Ensure thai the TMs notify Ihe Co nlmeting Officer whenevcr Co nduit is unable to
s;ltisfy it task order requirement and th:,1 the Co ntracting Officer "'"force the contract
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iss ues of non-compli.mce, including document ing the non 

e. Determine wheth er other method s should b,-' used to obt"in lin guists for languages it
requires that 'Ire not the main I<lIlguages required hy the eontr;Ict, :'lI1d dc,'elop policy :'1I1t1
procedures for obtaining linguists flucnl in those languages if contractors arc unable to
m"etlanguage n 'quirements, such as utilizing the FBI's NVTC, 10 reduct.' the risk of Ihe
DEA's requiremt.'nts not heing mel.
I) EA RES PONSE
DEA concurs with the recommendation. DcA \\ ill \\ urh. to develop a Qualit) Ass urancl.'
Surveil lance Plan (QASP) to address COniraC I qua lity. and assess Ihc quali t), and timeliness of
services perfonlled b) the cont rac tor based on Ihe lenllS and condil ions orlhc contract.
Procedures \\ill be es tablished to cn sure Conduit's

OA

plan is rc\ic\\cd on ~ regular basis. DEA

COIl<':urS that the Con tracting Oflicer shou ld be 110lilied b) the Program OtTil:c \\hen the Agem:y
is a\\arc or non-compliance. Howeve r. DEA believes thatlhe notilication should be submitted
through the COR in stead of the TM . DEA \\ ill review o ther mcthods and procedures ror
idcnti(ying w hich lingui sts to support "hard 10 li nd" languages. and \\ ill develop policy and
procedures lor obtaining such sen ices. Upon complelion of these tasks. DEA \vill provide O IG
s upport ing doc lllllen tation to re n ecl its effort s.

Recommendation 6. Ensure Co nduit consults with the DEA TMs and Case Agents prior to
changin g lin guist ass ignmcnts, i1nll puts in place IlrOcedures to limit these d1 ~,"ge s i1~ much as
possible to prcvcnt disru ption of law ('nforccl1lcnt investigations ilnl! ensure ('untinuity of
services.
ilEA RESI'ONSE
DEA concurs \\ ith the recommendat ion. Conduit rind SOD have been in c0l1l111uniciltion
regard ing changes in lingui st assignments. Procedures regarding these changes \\ ill be identified
and incorporated to preve nt di sruption oflu\\ enforcement investigations.

Rccommendalion 7. Ensure corrcctivc :lctions :Ire I,tken to addn:ss

compli~lnC('

with th e SCLS:

a. Ensure Co nduil works wilh the DOL to ":l1culalc the fringe benefits Co nduit should
have pl1id to linguists in accordance wilh (he SCLS :tnd DOL \VI) number 2012-0012 :lnd
ensun' that Co nduit plt)'S Ihose hencfil s t(l:lll ilffccted lin guists who wor kcd under the
contract.
b. Ensure C unduit works wilh th e nOL to cnsurc it properly paid frin ge benefils 10
linguists who worked on its utlH.'r il EA n'~ion:,llinguist contr;Icl number OJO-I3-C-0003.
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Ensure Co nduit keeps ,Idequale record s in compliance 29 C.F.il.. § 4 .6(~)( 1 ) ~lOd work
with Co nduit to vrrify the corr(~ cl tot:11 of employee linguists and independent co ntract or
lin guist s who worked under the contract.

C.

d . \Vork with Co nduit 10 determine the prope r price adjustmcnts Co nduit should h.we
recch'ed, remedy any excess costs paid 10 Co nduit for the improperly approved illerellses
to G&A ami profit, and remed)' ~ln y llccomp:In.\'ing cost's paid to Co nduit for linguists wh o
did nol recein fringe bl'nefit e1lsh llayo uts.

c. Ensure that Co nduit submits the neccss .. ry documentation to suppo rt its requests for
price ~Idju s tm e nts.
f. Ensure the memorandum to the file for the prke adju st ment s includ es th e Co nlr~leting
Officer's methodology for det ermining how .1 price adjustment is accurate .lOd nllid, and
in accordance with the DOL \VO ,lOd the FAR.
g. H.eview th e I)ACT Use r Guide llOd Ocp'lrtmenl of Na,,)' Desk Guide for Sen'ice Co ntra ct
Price Adjustments to identify best Ilraclices ,lOd usc them to d{'\'clol) OEA-s pccific
guidance for usc by contnlcting offici:lls lItiminislcring ilEA sen'icc conlnels. includin g
reviewing and ;Ipproving price :tdjuslments.
DE A RES PONSE

DEA concurs wit h the overall inlcllI of"the recol11l11t:ndmio n. but requests a lllodiJicatiol1 to 7a-c.
OEA has no enforceme nt mechani sm to ensure that Conduit makes proper paj mcnlS to
"individual employees" or to ensure proper payments ,\-cre made to "affec ted employees" as
required by the Department of Labor (DOL). Wage and Ilour Divi sion. D IG recommendations
7a and 7b are outside DEA 's area or authority. DcA can. ho\\c\'cr. make th is request of Conduit
and report back to the D IG on \\ hat Conduit provides. With respec t to 7e. DEA can remind

Conduit o rlhe 29 CFR reporting requirement. but cannot itsclr"vcrif} "the correctness" o f
Conduit's report. The 29 eFR requires the contractor to ani) "provide" thcse documents to
authorized representati,cs ,\ ithin the DOL Wage and Il our Dj, ision.
In respo nse to the remainder of thi s recommendation to address compliance with SCLS. DEA
has already completed a modili calio n to rc--adjust prices. DEA the tola l of improperl) paid costs
and \\ ill remedy those excess costs in accordance \\ ith the estab li shed procedures to rcmcd)
unallowable COSts. DEA is pro viding training. to its contracting stalT regarding the Service
Contract Act and relc-vant rrice adj ustment s. Once the training is completed. DI::{\ will pro"ide
O IG a copy of the training dOClLme lltal iol1. Lastly. DEA wit l revie\\ the PACT User Guide and
the Department or Navy Desk Guide for Serv ice Contract Price Adjustme nts for administering
DEA serv ice co ntrac ts and apprm ing price adjustments.
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Recomm endation 8. Ensure the Conlrilctin g Offi(.'cr adequately reviews contractor nltes to
ensure th:lt th e rat es ure fair and H' OIsonablc for any order iss ued to :rn oth er lin guist
co nt ractor , whi ch co uld in clud e usin g GSA FSS co ntracts to mect th e DEA's needs.
» EA RES PONSE

DEA concurs \\ ith the recommendat ion. The Co ntrac ting O llicc r \" il l re\ iew the co ntractor
ra les to detenn ine if they arc fa ir and reasonable in accordance \\ ilh applicable FA R regu lations
an d the GSA FSS co nt rac ts. Upon completi on of th e re\ iew. DEI\. will pro\' idl' DIG the
documented n:sult s.

Re(.' ommendati on 9. Work with Condo it to rC\'iew its fixed billin g nll e calcul ations an d ensure
its c:llcuhlti ons arc acc urate and only include stitffcd positi ons.
» EA RES PONSE
DE-A concurs wi th the recommendation. The CO R \\ ill review the con tract fi xed bi lli ng rate
calc ulat io ns to ensure the contractor's ca lcul ations are accurate and o nl) incl ude staffed
posi ti ons. Once com pleted. DEA wi ll prov ide O IG the doc umented resul ts.

Recomm endation 10. Ensure Co nduit notifies the OEA or staffin g chan ges th llt affec t
mana ge ment and quality co ntrol of the co ntrac t.
I)E A Il ES PONS E
DEA concurs \\i lh the recommendation. The CO R \\ ill ensure that the con tract language
req uires that Cond uit noti fy the CO R when staffi ng changes occ ur that ma) ani..~ t manilgelllcn t
and control of the contract.

Recommend ation II. Develop .. mcth odology imd procedures for so li cih.tion develop ment th at
acc urately desc ribes th e need to be fill ed through serv ice contractin g. T his may in cl ud e a
rcview of th e contr:tct term s for ea ch loca tion to determine wh eth er : ( I ) the mi nimum number
of lin gui sts arc HCcuratc, (2) the minimum number of linguists reflect the ;,eIO:I) nced of the
locn tiuns. (3) the co nln, cl tcrm s should .. lIow for rl' imhurscmenl of travel cos ts for ce rt ain
si tu ations. a nd (-I ) th ere is a more effi cient method 10 provide lin guists se n ·ic('s 10 s mall er
loc:ltions.
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DF-A R ESPON SE

DE" concurs \\ith the recommendation. DEA \\ill revic\\ its current mcthodolog) lIsed 10
delcmline the lingui st needs for each location. DEA \\ ill determint' \\ hcther impro vements are
\\arralllcd in the form of contract tcnn s or bettcr education and communication regarding the
me thodo logy and its application. DEi\ will shan: the results orthis assessmen t and any actions
taken .
"' hank )Oll lor the opportunit) to respond and address the O IG's concerns. If you hu\c any
question s regarding thi s responsc. please contact DEA's Audit Liai son Team at 202·307·8200.
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CONDUIT LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS, INC.
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT
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conduit
LANGUAGE

SPECIALISTS

October 04, 2017
David Sheeren
Regional Audit Manager
Denver Regional Audit Office
Office of the Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice
1120 Lincoln Street, Suite 1500
Denver, CO 80203
RE: Department of Justice (DOl) Office of the Inspector General's (OIG) audit of the Drug
Enforcement Administration's (DEA) contract number DJD-13-C-004, awarded to Conduit
Language Specialists, Inc.

Dear Mr. Sheeren:
Please find a copy of our responses to the working draft of the subject audit. Usually we welcome audits
since they provide us with helpful management consulting expertise and assist us to improve our
mission performance. However, we were very confused with this audit and the method that it was
conducted. We have tried to categorize our generic concerns:

1)

Treating rare occurrences as a common practice: Reading through the audit, we would
appear to rarely accomplish anything correctly. But to provide some perspective, here are the
summary statistics for the activity on the contract from Nov 2012 to date:
Cases that we have supported = 129
Task Orders we have supported = 954
Labor hours to support these cases = 850,339.75 billed hours
Labor hours spent supporting US AttomeyslTestimony = 1,176.5 hours
All efforts perfonmed with a satisfactory rating from DEA

Yet looking through the audit, none of these statistics is addressed and there is no grasp of
the scope ofthe activities being performed and managed jointly by the DEA and Conduit
Language Specialists. Any problem or mistake, no matter how small, is a matter of concern.
But in perspective, most of the operational complaints deal with a few tasks orders and a
couple of negative comments. On a percentage basis, that is well less than t% of the
operational activities. Make no mistake; we are not perfect by any means. Yet reading the
write up and how these few issues are characterized, one would imagine that the success of
the entire DEA program was at risk.
DRAFT AUDIT REPORT UMITED OFFICIAb liSE
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2)

Misstatements/Mischaracterizations: Throughout the audit, we commonly ran into the
problem where the auditors wanted a specific custom report that we would have difficulty
supplying in expeditious timeframe. Even though the data did exist and could be retrieved in
the format that was desired, this inability for instant reports was later characterized into an
inability to supply the data at all or that we did not collect the data. We brought up this point
repeatedly during the initial feedback session. To their credit, the auditors removed most of
these mischaracterizations. However, some remain and they are identified in the following
sections;

3)

MisunderstandinglMisapplication of Contract T&Cs/IRS/FAR regulations: There are
numerous instances where erroneous conclusions arise due to misunderstanding of the FAR
and Government contract principles, selective partial reading of regulations, or
misapplication of regulations to situations that do not exist. We have tried to point out these

errors in the detailed responses that follow;
4)

Conllating causes and responsibilities: There are instances where Conduit is included in the
blame for not performing functions that are reserved for DEA to perform. The obvious
example is the signing by the linguist of the Reporting Responsibilities-NonDisclosure
Agreement form. However, there are also numerous operational impacts caused by the
security clearance process and the associated policy of rapid decertification of linguists that
do not continuously work for DEA; and,

5)

Reluctance and unwillingness to update statement/conclusions despite evidence to the
contrary: When issues were identified, we provided documentation that should have
addressed the concern. Sometimes we have provided documentation many times. Yet some
of these findings continue cite "facts" that have been proven to be untrue with documentation
and other evidence. Again, we have pointed out these instances in our detailed responses.

This audit is also unusual since the organization of the issues and finding are not always clear and, in
many cases, are repetitive with variations. We have tried to identify those issues, assertions and
misstatements of facts by identifying the location ofthe sections of the draft audit report and restating it
in full text. Our references are keyed to the Draft Audit Report (undated) that was released on
September 20, 2017. However, the Finding number designations are arbitrary on our part since none
exist in the draft audit report.
Sincerely,

Victoria Villegas-Myers
Diana Autenrieth
President
VP / General Manager
Conduit Language Specialists, Inc. Conduit Language Specialists, Inc.
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Finding #Ll) Linguist Proficiency [page 7. J,d paragraph!
The Audit claims ... DEA allowed linguists to work under the contract wilhout valid language
proficiency results. completed background investigations. or signed non-disclosure forms. [Intro page i]
.. . We reviewed documentation for 35 out of 490 linguists and determined that 29 did not have valid
language proficiency results, 4 did not have completed background investigations or waivers, and 13
did not have signed non-disclosure agreements prior to starting work on the contracl. [Intro page i &
Page 7 paragraph 3J
This statement is misleading since it does not specifY that they are referring to specific "third party"
certifications and those that were assigned at the start of the contract at the beginning of the startup
transition period. All linguists assigned to the contract efforts had passed previous linguist proficiency

testing exams.

Finding #L2) Linguist Proficiency [page 7. J,d paragraph!
The Audit state that ... Conduit billed and the DEA paid an estimated $2 493 784 fOr the 29 linguists
without valid language certifications. Therefore we question the $2.493, 784 as unallowable. According
to DEA officials, because the DEA accepted the services provided by Conduil related to these 29
linguists it is their position that the DEA in essence waived the contract requirement related to language
proficiency. However, the DEA did not provide us with any documentation supporting that the DEA was
aware of the non-compliance with the contract requirements when it accepted and paid for the services.
Therefore, we do not believe that the DEA has shown that iI received what it contracted and paidfor
and we question the $2,493,784 as unallowable.
AND Linguist Proficiency Wavier [page 11 Jrd paragraph]
Therefore, we recommend the DEA remedy the $2,493,784 paid for linguists without valid language
proficiency testing results. We also recommend the DEA establish procedures to ensure that linguists
working under a DEA linguist contract have the proper language proficiency test results; evaluate the
existing language proficiency testing to determine whether other testing is better suited 10 assess the
skills needed by linguists to perform the work under the contract; and develop guidance for what
situations warrant language proficiency waivers.

Currently all third-party certifications have been completed for all linguists performing on contract.
Leaving aside the correction made in previous paragraphs regarding this issue, the auditors attempt to
disallow costs because they feel that the DEA did not receive the contracted services. However, this
audit ignores the fact that this requirement is just one of many requirements and that the quality of the
services received is determined by the Contracting Officer and hislher Technical Representatives. The
work product is characterized by a variety ofimportant factors and metrics (e.g., timeliness, accuracy,
data analysis, investigative deconfliction, and et.a!.) that is specified in many other parts ofthe contract.
To insist that the DEA Contracting Officer, DEA Agents and Technical Representatives! Task Monitors
were unable to judge the quality of the work product discredits the expert government officials that
understand this type of investigation.
DRAFT AUDIT REPORT blMITED 9FFIClAb {;81l
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Furthermore, our specialized in-house testing has proven successful at identifying those qualified
individuals and has been informally accepted by DEA. As of this inquiry, and to the best of our
knowledge, the accuracy of our linguist transcripts, summaries and data analysis has held up
successfully under 850,339.75 labor hours (an excess of 129 investigations and 1, 176.5 hours of Court
testimony) and court scrutiny.
Relying only on third party academic proficiency certification as the only standard of individual
linguistic capability for Title III investigations and as a standard of insuring accuracy for translations in
this realm, would only undermine the mission of DEA and any agency that utilizes this form of

investigation.

Finding #L3) Linguist Proficiency [page 7, footnote 81
The Audit claims that Conduit provided an inaccurate and incomplete listing of linguists who worked
under the contracl, Conduit explained that a list of linguists who worked under the contract was not
readily available and developing the list would be very labor intensive.

This statement is incorrect and mischaracterizes what was stated to the Auditors. Precisely, we
informed the Auditors that this data was recorded in the Payroll and Timecard system and cleared list of
linguists. For this we would have to generate a special report to provide contract specific year-to-date
totals for each linguist and would take more time. Somehow this was interpreted that we could not
provide the data.

Finding #L4) Linguist Proficiency Ipage 7, old footnote 10, new footnote 91
The auditors claim that ... This calculation was based on the approximate total hours workedfor these

29 linguists and the average cost per hour for each linguist. The average cost per hour was based on
costs for both field divisions for Spanish and common languages from all years of the contracl. Due to
limitations related to price adjustments, which we discuss in the Service Contract Requirements and
COn/raclor Payments section of this report. we could not determine the exact amount Conduit billed
DEAfor these 29 linguists.
This finding is not logical since each invoice lists the billing rate for the linguists covered under that
invoice. Additionally, these billing rates are easily retrieved from the contract CLIN rates. For linguists
that worked for more than one contract pricing period, the billing rate for each period is easily available
(on each invoice and also on the contract) as is the number of hours worked during that time frame.

Finding #L5) Linguist Proficiency Waivers [page 8. 2nd paragraph]
This audit claims that ... this disregardfor contract requirements affects the credibilifY. and reliability of

linguist work, which increases the risk ofnegatively impacting DEA investigations. I We believe it is
important that the DEA exercises appropriate controls over linguists to ensure the credibility and
prosecutions reliability of the language translalions and transcriptions used by the DEA.
DRAFT AUDIT REPORT - LIMITED OFFICI.... L lJSE
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Footnote 1/: We did not review, as pari of this audit, how Irans/ations and transcriptions are used in
connection with legal proceedings. However, in our judgment, any negative impact to investigations
could also increase the risk to legal proceedings.
This statement and finding is mis leading and it implies that there are no other controls or quality checks
on the linguist work products other than this single once every five year proficiency test, and that it is
the only quality criteria. Such an emphasis on this singular aspect of linguist capability over simplifies
and it ignores the number of reviews and other quality checks that all work products are subjected to.
Furthennore, the statement regarding jeopardizing legal proceeding is widely speculative and not based
on any real data. It ignores the reality of the past perfonnance, of all the thousands of transcripts and
other associated legal paperwork and hours of testimony, none of which to our knowledge have been
successfully challenged in court to date.

Finding #L6) Linguist Proficiency Waivers (page 9. 3 n1 and 41h naragraphs)
According to Conduit officials, its language proficiency testing provider as identified in the contract
only tests proper grammar and language skills. However, knowledge 0/slang, street vernacular,
colloquialism, and idiomatic expressions is critical to work as a linguist under the contract. According
!Q..ConduitJiuses two tests to evaluate linguists grammar and language skills in these areas: Conduit 's
_
certification tests linguists in the skills oflistening, writing, reading, comprehension, translation,
computer knowledge, slang-colloquialism, typing, and speaking prior to being hired and (2) ConduiJ's
International Organization/or Standardization (ISO) Transcript/Summary proficiency assessment re
tests the linguists in listening, writing, accuracy, comprehension, translation, and slang-colloquialism
on an annual basis. However, the DEA has not reviewed or approved either test. AddiJionally, Conduit
uses these two tests to assess proficiency in Spanish only. Conduit uses a pro/essional organization from
the list included in the contract to test languages other than Spanish.

While the contract required language proficiency results/rom a professional organization, ~'uch as those
listed in the contract, we believe the DEA should review Conduit 's tests to determine whether they
should be used to test Spanish linguists. The DEA should also address whether using other testing would
be better suited to assess the skills linguists need to work under the contract.
Conduit is more than happy to provide the details. methodology and independent reviews of our Spanish
linguist testing process to the DEA for review. We feel confident that the standards above those
required on third party tests will meet with DEA approval.

Finding #L7) Linguist Security (page 12. 2 nd paragraph)
We reviewed documentation from DEA Security Programs/or our sample 0/35 linguists that we
previously discussed and/ound that:
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The Regional Program Manager (who also worked as a linguist) never had a completed
background investigation prior to working or during the years he worked under the
contract. from 2012 to 2014;
The Denver Field Division Supervisor (who also worked as a linguist) never had a
completed background investigation until 4 years after she started working under the
contract; and
Two linguists, in addition to not having the required language proficiency testing, had
approved waivers that lapsed while their background investigations were in process but
they continued working under the contract.
Conduit has repeatedly explained that these statements are untrue. Please refer to our most recent email
of September 7,2017 which again provided documentation that Conduit followed protocol. This section
implies we knowingly placed individuals on assignment without clearance verification or authorization.
In all cases any linguist had to receive security approval to work on the contract and no linguist was
placed on contract without that approval. Linguists cannot even be badged and enter the wireroom
without their approvals being current and in the system.
Our most recent email on this topic is included as a reminder and for the purposes of privacy the
individual names have been omitted and replaced by their work title (all changes are in red):

Thank you,.,

As mentioned in our exit conference, prior to DEA Regional Divisions of2012 and SOD centralizing the
security process, all waivers and clearances were handled at each separate division.
Perhaps this is why proof or validation was not found for either Regional Program Manager or Supervisor
# I who date back to 2004. In the past approvals came via phone call from each division or email from
divisional security officers or specialists.
1 had an original DEA waiver date of 1211112004 out of the Denver
is the Security Officer for Denver and he might have more infonnation on
,1e'.ra'1Oe5 . Although, our previous Task Monitor.
who has long since
back i? 2004. Here i s . contact
1
~.
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to our record has a DEA notification date of 8/512004. While
another DEA clearance in 2007. I have enclosed a note
Division attesting to this. If you require more
I have included communications
DEA personnel granting Regional Program Manager

Regional Program
working applied
from Security

information
between Security Officer's

access to DEA wire-rooms. As you will note from communications requesting access, the mention of
Regional Program Manager clearance or access not being valid was never brought to our attention and we

were given the green Iight to proceed.
Linguist #1 We have a notification date of waiver on July 29, 2015. I have included a copy of
notification from

for your perusal. This individual was not assigned to wire-room until

September of2015.
Linguist #2: We have a notification date of waiver of June 22, 2015. I have included a copy of
notification for your perusal. This individual was not assigned to wire room until September of2015.
I hope these communications highlight the fact that Conduit consistently foJlows security protocols
established by our customers. In our call you were kind to mention that this section of report was directed

toDEA.
Our impression is that your report implies Conduit knowingly placed uncleared individuals on
assignment.
Again. I hope these facts set before you remove any doubt, and you are able to clarify this your report.

Respectfully,
- Diana

Finding #L8) Linguist Non-Disclosure Certifications Ipage 13. 4th paragraphl
Wefound that 13 ofthe 35 linguists in our sample did not have signed non-disclosure agreements onflle
prior to working under the contract.
AND Linguist Non-Disclosure Certifications [page 14. lst paragraphl
... we remain concerned by the DEA 's disregard for contract requirements and we do not believe that
the DEA has shown that it received what it contracted and paid/or. Therefore, we question the
$661,885 as unallowable and recommend the DEA remedy the $661,885 in unallowable costs/or
linguists without signed non-disclosure agreements onfile prior to working under the contracl.
This entire finding is based upon an improper understanding ofthe contract and DEA procedures. As
Conduit has repeatedly explained to the auditors (and the Auditors concurred with) we have been
explicitly informed that this administration of signing of 487's non-disclosure agreements is a duty that
falls on DEA and is not a duty that Conduit has control over. This seems to be due to the requirement
that the signing witness to this form must be DEA agent or authorized personnel ofthe government and
not the contractor.
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As continned in the previously submitted email below:

From:

'I!I••~~I!I~

@usdo;.gov>

Subject: ApprovallDEA-487
Date: February 22,2017 at 3:57:26 PM EST

To: '

@usdo;.gov>

~c: Conduit Security 0.{!iii'c.e.r,
• • • • • • •ifui.rrM!U[Q£
•
@usdoi.gov>

1just got off the phone with. and wanted clarify the Approval and DEA-487 requirements.
When a linguist reports to work, either the wire room Agent, DSO or any DEA Representative should
sign the DEA Approvalform (entering the EOD date) and have the linguist sign the DEA-487 (DEA Rep
needs to witness that form). This should happen right before the linguist begins work. There is no
reason to do it in advance or have the linguist make a special trip to sign the forms. The Approval
should have the same date as the DEA-487. Those documents, once completed should be sent to SOD.

Ifyou have any questions,feel free to call me.
Thank you,
• • •, . . ._" Program Analyst
Special Operations Division, OSOS

This is also con tinned in the contract language:
Prior to the commencement ofany work/or DEA, the con/raelor's emp/oyee(s) shall declare in writing
(utilizingform DEA-487, Reporting Responsibilities/NonDisclosure Agreement, described above in
Paragraph E-1a) that he or she intends to be governed by and comply with Federal laws prohibiting the
disclosure of information obtained during the course of their workfor DEA. The declaration will be
witnessed and accepted by a duly authorized DEA representative (generally the COTRlTM or a DEA
Security Officer) on behalf of the Administrator, DEA. [EXHIBIT J-E-8, DEA-2852.204-84 PUBLIC
TRUST POSITIONS, Section I.G.2.]

Finding #CORl) COR Duties and Responsibilities [page 18. 1" paragraphl
Wltile-;1iscussing the COR's role and responsibilities, the auditors stated that We examined all 47
invoices related to a sample of 15 task orders totaling $608,848, out of 1,977 task orders totaling
approximately $31 million. Wefound 4 of the 47 invoices included travel expenses. We determined that
Conduit improperly hilled some travel expenses, yet all of these invoices lVere still approved by the
DEA. Based on this review, we identified $924 of unallowable tral?e/ costs due to incorrect mileage and
mileage rales, incorrect per diem rates, and costs not associated with official business travel. Thus, we
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recommend the DEA remedy the $924 in unallowable travel costs for incorrect mileage, mileage and
per diem rates, and costs not associated with official business travel. We also recommend the DEA
review all task orders issued under the contracl where the DEA reimbursed Conduit for travel casts to
ensure the travel costs were properly reimbursed.

Conduit was never notified or advised of the specifics of any improperly billed travel expense nor were

we asked to correct invoices or reimburse DEA for unallowable travel expenses. We cannot comment
on this claim until we know which invoices are in question and what issues are involved.

Finding #C3) Uomet Contract Requirements [page 18, 3'" paragraph]
." wefound thai Conduit did not notifY the COR when a task order was completed
Conduit notified the Field Division TMs when the task orders were complete, in accordance with
instructions from DEA. Conduit also responds to the modification to close each completed task order
and for every task order that is received. The
Monthly Administrative Report (with all task order activity for the month that includes all closed task
, Assistant Administrative Offieer_
orders) is sent to Contract Specialists
. . . . ., RegionaICORmailbox@usdoj.gov and Task Monitor • • • • •

.Iii!i!i_i.iijiii.iiliiiii"i!i!lijiil,!iiiilil

Finding #C4) Unmet Contract Requirements Ipage 18,3" paragraph!
We also found that Conduit did not submit final invoices in accordance with the contract, which stated
that the final invoice must be marked "Information Copy - Final Invoice. "
The clause associated with this requirement is DEA-2852.242-72 FINAL INVOICE AND RELEASE
OF RESIDUAL FUNDS (MAY 2012). This requirement applies to the end of the entire contract
during contract cioseout. Completion invoices for each task order are marked" FINAL INVOICE FOR
TASK ORDER XXX" since August of20! 6.

Finding #C5) Unmet Contract Requirements [page 18,3" paragraph I
... the contract required that Conduit have an automated task order entry and tracking system with the
capability to capture and track the status ofsubsequent task orders. Conduit did not have this system in
place.
Conduit has had this automated tracking system in place since December 20 15. On a recent email
attached between Conduit's Administrative expeditor and COR
• we were given the
officially go ahead from DEA to deliver reports using more features from upgraded system.
Email to COR
to Conduit Administrative Manager; Conduit Monthly DEA
Administrative Reports Question; date September 52017
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Finding #C6) Contract Reports and Deliverables [Page 23. 2" paragraphl
However, we found the DEA has never comp/eled any contractor performance assessment reports/or
the contract.

We are confused since the current online status regarding these reports shows them as being completed
[h ttps:/Icpars.cpars.gov Icparslapp/statusreportl ist_ input.acti on#] :
Contract
Number
DJDI3C0004
OJD 13C0004
OJD 13C0004
OJD 13C0004
OJD 13C0004

Contract
Status
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT
CURRENT

Contract
Due Date
02126/2018
02/26/2018
02126/2018
02/26/2018
02126/2018

Period of Performance
10/3112012 - 10/3012013
10/31/2013 - 10/30/2014
10/3112014 - 10/30/2015
10/3112015 - 10/30/2016
10/3 112016 - 10/2912017

Status
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Initiated

Date
Completed
0210712014
04/1412017
04/17/2017
04/1412017

nla

Finding nC7) Contract Reports and Deliverables [page 23. last paragraph]
We recommend the DEA ensure that Customer Satisfaction Surveys are provided to and completed by
the Case Agents, and are collected by the TMs on a monthly basis. We also recommend the DEA
coordinate with Conduit to ensure Case Agents complete and submit End a/Case Surveys to the DEA
and Conduit to provide foedback and identifY any areas of improvement.
Conduit fully agrees with this need and always attempts to receive post perfonnance feedback from the
Agents. While Agents may not complete the fonnal reviews, we do attempt to elicit any feedback from
the Agent. Usually this feedback is verbal because the Agent does not have to take the time to complete
the survey paperwork.

Finding nC8) Contract Reports and Deliverables [Page 24. Last paragraph]
We reviewed an Administrative Report submitted by Conduit andJound itJollowed the sample report
included in the contract. As a result, Conduit's report was also missing required information. The report
we reviewed did not contain expenditures and hours per linguist by task order for the month reported, a
summary of the total number oj hours worked during the month per language, a year-to-date running
total, a brieJ description of the work perJormed during the reporting month for each task order, or any
recruitment by Conduit or changes in Conduit's policies.
Conduit should have validated that the sample report on the contract met all the reporting requirements.
This validation will be completed in the future.

Since this has been brought to our attention, here is the precise status of the items mentioned as missing
from the report:
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I) Expenditures and hours per linguist by task order for Ihe month reporled;
Added starting with Sep 10, 2017 report
2) A summary of the lolal number ofhours worked during the month per language;
This has always been included in the report
3) A year-la-dale running lotal;
Added starting with Sep 10, 2017 report
4) A brief description oflhe work performed during the reporting monthfor each lask order;
Added starting with Sep 10, 2017 report
5) Any recruitment by Conduil;
This has always been included in the report. We will add a statement that no changes have
occurred when there is no activity.
6) Any changes in Conduit's policies.
This has always been included in the report. We will add a statement that no changes have
occurred when there is no activity.

Finding #C9) Contract Reports and Deliverables [Page 25, 1" paragraph]
We asked Conduil about Ihe missing informationfrom the financial slalement seclion andfor a list of
linguisls who worked under the conlract and Ihe hours worked by each individual, but Conduit did not
provide this data. Conduit officials explained that ils systems do not Irack thaI information and,
therefore, it is not readily available. According 10 FAR 52.222-41, Service Conlract Labor Standards
(SCLS), contractors performing work subject to the SCLS are to keep and maintain a recordfor each
employee. subject to the SCLS, including daily and weekly hours worked by each employee for 3 years
from the completion of the work.

This statement is incorrect and mischaracterizes what was stated to the Auditors. Precisely. we
infonned the Auditors that this data was recorded in the Payroll and Timecard system. The invoices for
each task order invoice has attached a copy of the timecard data for that task order for the applicable
period of the invoice. We would have to generate a special report to provide contract specific year-to
date totals for each linguist. We supplied data, payroll records and explanation of how to understand the
payroll data. There is no basis for the claim that this data was not provided.

Finding #QAt) Contract Ouality Control [Introduction [Page iiJ and Contract Ouality Control
[Page 25, last paragraph and Page 26, 2" paragraph]
Quality Assurance - Despite the DEA 's responsibility for QA. the DEA placed sole responsibility for QA
on Conduit. Although required by the contract, Conduit officials
acknowledged that Ihey had not followed or enforced Conduit's QA plan to ensure adequate QA
throughout all areas of contracl performance. [Intro page iiJ
... we determined the DEA relied solely on Conduit to perform all QA under the contract andfailed to
ensure Conduit adequately performed QA in accordance with its QA Plan. Consequently, substandard
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linguist work could negatively impact the success of/he DEA 's mission to hring to justice individuals
and organizations involved in the manufacture or distribution of control/ed substances destined/or or in
the United States. [Page 25. last paragraph]

... we determined that the DEA did not develop a government QASP for the contract and performed
limited QAfor the contract. According to their delegation leller, TMs were responsible for establishing
a surveil/ance plan thaI would ensure receipt ofthe quality and quantity ofservices required by the
contracl. DEA 's Contract Administration Plan/or the contract a/so staled thaI TMs were responsible
for reviewing and accepting work products; receiving. inspecting, or approving interpreting session
notes; and delivery oftranslations and transcriptions. Additionally, the TMs could have arrangedfor
validation of original translation work on an as-needed basis. We found no evidence that the TMs
compleled any of these items, including reviewing Irans/alions. [page 26, 2 nd paragraph]
The actual QC process is a function of Conduit Quality Assurance Plan as now and as it has been in the
past. Multiple reviews are performed internally after the linguist completes the transcription of call.
While Agents are not a part of this process, and the DEA did not create a matching quality assurance
surveillance plan, the quality control activates were still perfonned. Currently the Quality Control
Reporting Checklist is current and delivered monthly.
We must restate and reemphasize that the statement regarding jeopardizing legal proceeding is widely
speculative and not based on any data. It ignores the reality of the past perfonnance. of all the thousands
oftranscripts and other associated legal paperwork and testimony, none of them have been successfully
challenged in court.

Finding #QAl) Contract Quality ControllPage 28. 3'" paragraph!
When we spoke with Conduit officials in November 2016 about QAfor the contract they told us they had
not been enforcing Conduit's plan and were in the process 0/ reviewing and revising the plan with the
goal of having a revised version completed by April 201 7, even though the contract expires in October
2017.
This statement is factually incorrect. Conduit has been enforcing and applying the plan. However,
certain scheduled checklists that were somewhat redundant had been omitted to reduce administrative
burdens. These changes were not made to the plan that was incorporated into the contract, mainly
because of the difficulty of changing the contract when the Quality Control Plan was included in full
text and the plans themselves run into hundreds of pages. We would recommend that in the future,
compliance documents be incorporated by reference so that the contract could be easily updated as the
plans evolve to meet changing program requirements. Currently all checklists have been reinstated and
plan updated as of August 2016.

Finding #QA3) Contract Quality ControllPage 29. 2'· paragraph!
... the Regional Program Manager worked almost 400 hours as a linguist, in addition to working as the
Regional Program Manager. Conduit officials could not provide an adequate justification/or why the
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Regional Program Manager a/so worked as a linguist when he had several significant responsibilities
relaled 10 contract administration.
All Conduit supervisors and Managers are also fully qualified TITLE III Analytical linguists. As such,
they may be required to fill in and perform work as a linguist in unplanned or emergency situations.

Finding #QA4) Contract Ouality Control IPage 29, 4" paragraph!
Conduit never backfilled the vacancy for the Regional Program Manager position. According to
Conduit officials, Conduit divided the responsibilities of the Regional Program Manager among existing
management employees.
The initial statement is untrue since this "position" and functionality was assumed by the VP/General
Manager and two additional managers were added to perform this management function. The fact that
the single person was replaced by 2 plus people means that the position was never vacant and was
actually overstaffed compared to the initial estimates.

Finding #QA5) Contract Quality Control IPage 29, 4" paragraph)
However, it did not provide evidence to demonstrate that the duties of the Regional Program Manager
position were being completed.
First, this question was never raised during the audit. Secondly, the auditors never requested the
Division Supervisor Job description that replaced the one Program Manager position to compare
contractual duties, so they were unable to compare the job responsibilities of these positions.
If the auditors have specific factual examples of Program Manager duties that were not being performed
due to this management change, we would be happy to address them.

Finding #QA6) Contract Ouality Control [Page 29, 4" paragraphl
Further, we found Conduit kept the Regional Program Manager position in its calculation offixed
billing rates even though the position was vacant; thus, Conduit's fIXed billing rales included costs
associated with the position. These cos!s were included in the invoices suhmiued to the DEA and were
reflected in the price adjustments Conduit received under the contract. We discuss this issue in more
detail under the Service Contracl Requirements and Contractor Payments section later in this report.
The audit attempts to claim that we should not have billed the existing FFP rate since we never "back

filled" a "vacancy" ofthe Program Manager. First, this claim is factually incorrect, as stated above in
the previous related responses.

Second, in this audit there seems to be is a misunderstanding of the mechanics ofa FFP contract rate.
The actual amount that Conduit had to spend to perform the Program Management tasks for the program
management function has no bearing upon the bid FFP hourly rate and its billing. This rate is billed for
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every delivered linguist hour, and the initial FFP pricing included an estimated amount of program
management costs. The fact that Conduit ended up spending much more than estimated to perform the
program management function does not mean that the FFP contract billing rate is adjusted after the fact.
Rather the FFP rate is remains unchanged. This would be true even if Conduit was able to perform the
program management functions with less than the estimated costs.
There also seems to be a misunderstanding of what the contract requires and the purpose of the FFP Rate
Pricing that was submitted as part of the SAFO price proposal during the competition period. The
SAFO pricing exists solely to explain the proposed FFP hourly rate for evaluation in the source
selection. It is not a staffing plan -let alone one that is a compliance document. It is the best estimate
that Conduit has at the time regarding the anticipated requirements for the functions that are specified in
the Contract T&Cs and the PWS. How the Contractor meets these requirements are up to the Contractor
as long as the requirements of the contract PWS and Contract T&Cs are met. Since the pricing rates
were done as part of a Best Value procurement, these rate could have been proposed without detailed
pricing justification. Obviously our source selection evaluation score would suffer, but these would
have still been a valid bid rate. Finally, even if the BAFO pricing was treated as a compliance
document, it would be superseded by the superior requirements specified in the Contract T&Cs and the
Statement of Work (PWS).
In this specific contract, Conduit's estimate of the hours required for Program Management were low
and we did not correctly anticipate the impact of the geographical separation between the Mountain and
Phoenix Field Division locations, nor the implementation of new systems and procedures (e.g., the
CHRONUS timecard system and new security procedures/requirements). As such, additional labor was
added, in the fonn of four other local managers (two Division Managers and two Coordinator) who were
supervised by the VP/General Manager. Since the contract was a FFP hourly rate, the associated costs
associated with these additional personnel were absorbed as a loss by Conduit. In Summary:
CONTRACT

PERIOD

PAY PERIODS

PROPOSED

NET

ACTUAL

••

TOTALS

These additional labor costs were absorbed by Conduit and not billed to the Government. This is
consistent with the contractual nature of a FFP/ LH contract. If this contract was a cost reimbursement
based contract, then Conduit would have updated its billing rate to include these additional managers
and the increased actual costs. According to the Auditor's logic, Conduit should now submit a claim for
the added program management costs incurred by Conduit, much as if this was a cost reimbursement
contract.
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Finding CP#I) Contractor Performance !Intro. Page iiJ and [Page 31. last paragraph through
Page 341
We determined that Conduit was unable, on three different occasions, to fully meet the DEA's
requirement for two languages, Arabic and Bosnian. [Introduction, page ii]
We requested and the DEA provided the 12 task orders issued in support ofthe case where, according to
the Case Agent, Conduit was unable to provide Arabic linguists. We found that the DEA issued 3 of the
12 task orders to 2 other linguist contractors beetntse. According to Conduit officials, Conduit could not
provide the number offavorably atijudicated Arabic linguists needed by the DEAfor the field divisions
under the contract.... . [Page 32, 2" paragraph]
The Phoenix TM also noted that Conduit was not able to provide Bosnian (a variant of Serbo-Croatian)
linguists to support a case. According to Conduit officials, Conduit had a Bosnian linguist available,
but/he linguist did not have a current background investigation. [Page 33, last paragraph]

Most of this section is redacted, but deals with a situation where cleared non-local linguists were not
available due to Government Non-Performance. Since the details are redacted, we cannot respond to the
specific details of the finding.

Finding CP#2) Contractor Performance !lntro. Page iiJ and Conduit's Scheduling of Linguists
{Page 36. lSI and 2 nd retained paragraph]
We found that Conduit replaced linguists classified as independent contractors with linguists classified
as employees without first consulting with DEA TMs or DEA Special Agents. These replacement
linguists were new to the case and did not have the aggregate, historical knowledge of the analysis
previously performed on the case. Such transfers may risk disrupting andjeopardizing impacting
ongoing investigations and prosecutions [intro page ii]

Conduil classified linguists as either employees or independent contractors. According to Conduit
officia/s, staffing ofiinguists is based on multiple ractors. Linguists we interviewed-explained that
Conduit gives preforence to their employee linguists over their independent contractors to work on task
orders [Page36. I" retained oaragraph]
We interviewed and surveyed Case Agents from the Denver and Phoenix Field Divisions andfound

agents encountered issues with Conduit replacing linguists on their cases, sometimes only to ensure
that employee linguists were working 40 hours per week. While not every agent had this concern,
those that did explained that replacing linguists can create unnecessary [emphasis added] riskfor
their cases. [Page 36, 2nd retained paragraph]
Use of the word "unnecessary" implies this is at our whim. As stated before we understand the mission
and any interruption is unproductive for all concerned. When a substitution is unavoidable, any linguist
that is replaced is supplied a "Case Log" to minimize any disruption and be brought up to speed quickly.
A Conduit developed "case logs" is a summary of all current case events that are used for quick
reference to any agent or linguist that has to be updated quickly."
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These related statements are a conflation of mUltiple issues and is factually not correct in many aspects:
I) Personnel assignments are always coordinated with the TM and appropriate SOD and site
security personnel;
2) Many times Agents have "name requests" for their favorite linguists. We try to accommodate
these requests, but many times we were required to assign a different individual. Some of the
Agents have trouble understanding that this contract is not a "personal services" contract and that
Conduit has the authority (barring security issues) to manage its workforce. Regardless, Conduit
makes every effort to keep staffing for cases intact;
3) We do our best never to substitute a linguist on a case with a new linguist. However, we have to
add new linguist when more wiretaps are authorized on a case. Additionally, when a local
linguist becomes available and there are TDY linguists, often the TM will require that we
substitute linguists to avoid TDY expenses. Finally, linguists do get ill andlor change their career
plans.
The fact is 1099 linguists are typically those that handle exotic languages -- while W-2 employees are
mainly Spanish Linguists. It is rare that they would not be involved on the same cases together.
As has been explained previously to the auditors, staffing is very complex and based on multiple factors.
We use our Best Practices to help our supervisors in the event we have or need to make a change. These
changes can be based on linguist availability, local availability of linguists, agents requesting

reassignments, logistics, activity of new lines, case activation etc., and seldom has to do with ensuring
employee a 40·hour week. Replacement is only a last resort and minimum disruption is our goal at
Conduit.

Finding SCA#l) Vacation and Holiday Pay IPage 38. 2"d paragraphl
Conduit's policy did not address paid vacation/or employees with over 15 years.
This issue has been corrected. Our old standard was based upon the Foreign Language Translator WRD
(#1987-0989) requirements which were used on prior DEA contracts and all other non-DoJ Title !ll
linguist contracts.
Please note that we currently do not have any employees that have 15 years or more of seniority. No
employee will be eligible for the new SCA mandated vacation of 4 weeks at 15+ years of seniority until
2019.

Finding SCA#2) Vacation and Holiday Pay [page 38. 2"d paragraphl
... we found that, to receive a paid holiday. Conduit required employee linguists to work 32 hours during
the week of the holiday, as well as work the day prior to and the day after a paid holiday. 29 C.F.R. §
4.174 states that unless specified otherwise in a DOL WD, an employee who performs any work during
the workweek in which a named holiday occurs is entitled to the paid holiday. The paid holiday cannot
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be denied because the employee did not work the day before or the day after the holiday, unless such
qualifications are specifically included in the DOL WD.

This is the requirement for full-time employees. The requirement for part-time employees is ditTerent,
specifically:
Holiday obligations to temporary and part-time employees who work an irregular schedule of
hours may be discharged by paying such employees a proportion of the holiday benefits due full
time employees based on the number of hours the temporary and part-time employee worked in
the workweek prior to the workweek in which the holiday occurs. [DoL Field Operations
Handbook (FOH), Sect 14j05(b)]
We have modified our holiday policy to fully conform to these requirements and will provide an updated
statement of accrued benefits to all present and past employees. We will also confirm with the DoL that
these calculations have been performed correctly.
Finding SCA#3) Vacation and Holiday Pay [Page 39. lst paragraph!
Further, Conduit's independent contractor linguists do not earn any vacation, which is not in
compliance with DOL WD Number 2012-0012.

We have reviewed the past records of 1099 part-time employees and identified those that would have
enough service to qualify for vacation benefits. All current and past employees will receive an updated
statement of accrued benefits.

Finding SCA#4) Vacation and Holiday Pay [Page 39.1" paragraph!
Additionally, independent contractors were only paidfor holidays atl.S times the wage rate if they
worked the holiday, rather than 2 times the wage rate or another day off, as required. According to 29
C.F.R. § 4.174, an employee who is eligible to receive payment for a holiday must receive the
appropriate amount ofpay up to 8 hours

We have modified our holiday policy to fully conform to these requirements and will provide an updated
statement of accrued benefits to all present and past employees. We will also in the process of
confirming with the DoL that these calculations have been performed correctly.

Finding SCA#S) Employee Records [Page 39. 2"' paragraph!
Conduit did not provide us with a complete and accurate list of all the linguists who worked under the
contract. Conduit officials explained that a list oflinguists who worked under the contract was not
readily available and developing a list would be very labor intensive.
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Employee records that contain information regarding "correct work classification, rate of wages paid
and fringe benefits provided, rate of fringe benefit payments in lieu thereor' are contained in the HR
Department's records. This data, along with "total daily and weekly compensation of each employee" is
also contained in the payroll system. The auditors wanted this data sorted specific to this contract. As
explained previously, payroll records and invoices are indexed by the DEA's I-Number and Task Order
assignments. Please reference the series of emails sent between the dates of March 20, 2017 to April 41h,
2017. These provided the Auditors with payroll records showing all requested information: rate of
wages paid, fringe benefits provided and how they were paid, total hours worked, et.al .. This
information was provided as requested.
Finding SCA#6) Payroll Taxes on Fringe Benefits [Page 41. Table 21
Conduit's labor hour rate calculation applied payroll taxes to the total amount a/wages andfringe
benefit costs paid for linguists. However, only independent contractor linguists received cash payouts
for their fringe benefits. According to Conduit officialsJringe benefits for employee linguists are paid
to a third party for health insurance. According to the Internal Revenue Service Publication J58,
employer paid health insurance for employees is not considered wages and is exempt from federal
withholding, social security and Medicare, andfederal unemployment taxes. Therefore, health
insurance paid/or employee linguists is nol subject to the same taxes as wages or fringe benefit cash
payouts, and Conduit's labor hour rate calculation improperly applied payroll taxes to the health
insurance payments for employee linguists.

With regard to OIG audit finding that fringe benefit payments for health insurance, the auditor's
reliance on IRS Pub lsB, Employer's Tax Guide to Fringe Benefits, is misplaced. The Fringe Benefit
Exclusion Rules set forth in section 2 of IRS Pub lsB excludes certain benefits from a recipient's pay. As
stated in IRS Pub lsB, "This exclusion applies to contributions you make to an accident or health plan
for an employee ..... (emphasis added). "You" as used in this clause is referring to the employer. In the
case at hand, the health insurance payments made to the third party are not made from the
employer's funds for the employees, but rather withheld from and paid on behalf of the employees.
When an individual becomes an employee of Conduit Language SpeCialists, Inc. (Conduit), their
agreement sets forth their rate of pay per hour plus their health and welfare fringe benefit rate per
hour. Compensation, as set forth in paragraph (c) of the Service Contract Act of 1965, as Amended (Jan
2006) includes monetary wages and fringe benefits. Therefore, compensation for such employees is
the total of these two amounts. The health and welfare fringe benefit portion of their compensation is
then withheld and paid over on their behalfto the third party administrator of Conduit's benefit plans,
The Contractors Plan. These monies are then utilized for benefits of the employee or are put in a
reserve account for future use and tracked on a per employee basis. Since these benefits make up the
employee's compensation and the expenditures are not covered under a section 125, cafeteria plan,
the benefit payments are properly included in taxable wages of employees.
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Finding SCA#7) Combined Overhead versus G&AIPage 42. Footnote 381
The contract specifically stated that fixed billing rates were to include wages (including apportioned
supervisory and management labor), overhead. G&A. and profit. According to Conduit officials
Conduit used a combined overhead pool. which is reflected as G&A in its fixed billing rate calculations.
This confusion results from the limited familiarity with combined O/H cost pools (common in small and
moderate sized businesses) and the inadvertent us of the title "G&A" versus the usua' ''O/H'' designator
in some of the BAFO pricing sheets.
Conduit uses a combined OIH cost pool approach. which includes all indirect costs except for IR&D and
over unallowable indirect costs. This is because Conduit does not historically have enough
program/function specific indirect costs to justify accounting for these indirect costs in separate
program/functional specific O/ H cost pools. While not covered by the Cost Accounting Standards
(CAS) due to our small size, we propose costs in the same manner as we collect them (consistent with
CAS 401 and 402).

Finding SCA#8) Program Management Labor Billings (Page 43. 1Sf paragraph)

However, as mentioned earlier in this report, the Regional Program Manager left after almost 2 years
and Conduit neither backfilled the vacant position nor notified the DEA of this change. According to
Conduit officials, Conduit divided the responsibilities ofthe Regional Program Manager amongst
existing management employees. Nevertheless, Conduit continued to apply a portion ofthe labor costs
Jor the Regional Program Manager 10 ilsfixed billing rate calculations even though the posilion was not
filled for 3 oul of5 years of Ihe conlracl.
This is a repeat of the prior finding and has already been answered in detail. Conduit has repeatedly
explained that this statement is not accurate. but it is still being repeatedly stated in the audit report.

Finding SCA#9) Price Adjustments [Page 42. last paragraph. Page 43.

lSI

Paragraph)

We determined Conduit 'sfixed billing rales were inflated because Conduit inappropriately
calculated its labor hour rales using a total o~ hours, which, as we previously explained,
included holiday and vacation hours that Conduit did not pay to all of its linguists. Conduit also
included apportioned supervisory and management labor costs in itsflXed billing rates/or each
con/ract item, except for those for travel. According to Conduit, the Regional Program Manager
was responsible for overseeing administrative duties for the Phoenix and Denver Field Divisions
and acting as the Operations Manager. However, as menlioned earlier in this report, the Regional
Program Manager left after almost 2 years and Conduit neither backfilled Ihe vacant position nor
notified the DEA ofthis change. According to Conduit offiCials, Conduit divided the responsibilities
of the Regional Program Manager amongst existing management employees. Nevertheless, Conduit
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continued to apply a portion oJthe labor costsJor the Regional Program Manager to itsflXed
itsjixed billing
rate calculations even though the position was not
filledJor 3 out of5 years of
oj the contract.
contracl.
notjilledJor

There are a lot of issues mixed together in this long paragraph:
I) The issue of pricing in vacation time has already been addressed above. Since all employees
(including 1I 099s) will or have receive appropriate vacation pay, this finding as been corrected;

2) Reassignment of "existing" management personnel to fulfill the management function did not
increase the FFP rate nor the number of hours billed. In effect, these costs -- which came out
of our indirect overhead pool- subsidized the efforts that benefited the DEA directly without
additional costs to the DEA contract.
position
3) The misstatement that the Program Manager positi
on was unfilled and therefore should not
have been included in our billing rate has also been addressed on multiple fronts: First the
underlying premise that the position was not backfilled is not true; the BAFO pricing estimate
is not a staffing plan nor a compliance document; and the nature ofFFP LH contracts
precluded us from adjusting the rate based upon changes in personnel- and if we were allowed
to adjust the FFP rates to reflect actual labor expended (as in a cost reimbursement type
contract), then our rates would have dramatically increased.

Finding SCA#IO) SCA Price Adjustment Methodology Table 5. Page 44. Footnote al

The audit has correctly pointed out that there is a prescribed method for calculating the SCA
seA price
adjustments and that our past methodology has not been complaint with this method. While we feel that
the prior method of repricing the original BAFO model with the original pricing rates & factors was the
most equitable for the DEA, we have already converted to the methodology specified in the audit.

Finding SCA#ll) SCA Price Adjustments [Table 6, Page 461

There are a number of issues combined with these '"allowed" rates. Since we do not have access to the
calculations that were used to develop these revised rates, we cannot precisely pinpoint the issues that
make the these rates diverge from our calculations. However, we can surmise some areas where we
disagree with the assumptions and methodologies used to develop these "allowed rates."
rates,"
I) Overtime Rates: No adjustment for orr rates are included in the "allowed price" calculations.
We surmise that this position comes from the reading of the statement in the DoL PACT User
Guide that states "OT premium is not [emphasis in the original] allowable within the price
adjustment calculation. OT premium is not required by the SCA
SCA,, but instead is a requirement of
the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act or the Fair Labor Standards Act and is
therefore not permitted under FAR 52.222-43/44, 32." However, further reading of the same
section of the DoL PACT manual states that "This statement should not be confused to mean that
a contractor is not entitled to price adjustment on aT
OT hours. OT hours are entitled to wage
adjustment at the straight time rate; nol
not al
at the OT
or rale
rate [emphasis in the original]." It is obvious
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that this adjustment has not been made in the "allowed rate" calculations.
[https:llwww.wdol.gov/pactlpact-user-guide.pdf, page 27, paragraph t]
f]
2) State Labor Taxes: [t
It appears probable that these calculations did not include all of the various
State level labor taxes and/or did not include them at the correct rate. Each state covered in the
CLIN pricing (Colorado and Arizona) have a variety of labor taxes. We suspect that the bulk of
eLIN
the difference is centered onthe
on the non application of Workman Camp taxes to the incremental

increase in the base wage rates.
3) Paid Sick Leave Benefit: Future adjustments will also have to take into consideration the
implementation of the Paid Sick leave benefit that has been added by Arizona [i.e., Effective July
1,2017, rate of I hour paid sick leave per 30llAW Far 52.222-43(d)(2)&(e)] and the associated
Federal paid sick leave mandate that will apply with the current implementation of WRD
Revision 9 to any "new work" efforts.

Finding SCA#12) SCA Price Adjustments [Page 47, 2" and 3'"
3" paragraphs]
The types of documentation useful when reviewing a price adjustment request include: actual wage
records, documents supporting accompanying costs (such as payroll/axes and workers compensation
costs), and documents supporting fringe benefit costs. Again, cash payouts for fringe benefits are subject
to the various payroll taxes. However, employer payments to fringe benefit plans are not subject to
payroll taxes. Thus, documentation to support the allowability ofany accompanying payroll taxes for
fringe benefit increoses
increases is essential.

We found that DEA Contracting Officials only reviewed Conduit's adjusted fIXed billing rate
as payroll or
calculations. Conduit did not provide, and the DEA did not request, relevant data such os
fringe benefits payout information
information,, which is critical for the DEA to validate and verifY whether Conduit
should have received the price adjustment. Conduit's request for a price adjustment also did not identify
the breakdown of employee linguists and independent contractor linguists paid under the contract. Since
independent contractor linguists receive their fringe benefits as a cash payout, this impact the amount of
payroll taxes Conduit could include in their price adjustment. As a result, we could not calculate the
correct price adjustment amount Conduit should have received or the dollar value of the overpayment.

This data was actually considered when reviewing price adjustments. However, the analysis that
required was minor due to the circumstances surrounding the implementation of the Analytical Wage
Rate determinations and the general Title [[[
III Linguist labor market.
I) The introduction of the new Analytical Linguist Wage rate determination was so significantly

above the normal market wages for Title !lllinguists
llllinguists that the new minimum WRD wage rate was
almost universally adopted as the new labor baseline. No contractor that we knew of, and
certainly not Conduit, was willing to pay a surcharge above the new WRD minimum rate since it
already resulted in an overnight 35% increase in the base wages. Any subsequent increase in the
WRD wage rate was 100% above what was previously paid to the linguists.
DRAFf AUDIT REPORT - LIMITED OFFICIAL
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2) As shown above, the H&W payments are subject to payroll taxes. Since this is true regardless of
the 1099/w-22 employee status, a breakout between these labor types was not required for
pricing of the WRD and DoL AAM H&W rate increases.

Finding CR#l) Contract Requirements [Page 50 to page 531

Since this portion of the audit is almost totally redacted, we cannot comment on these findings.
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APPENDIX 7
CONDUIT LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS, INC.
LETTER TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE INSPECTOR GENERAL
URGENT - TIME SENSITIVE
November 9.2017
Inspector Genera! Michael E. Horowitz
U.S. Department of Justice
Office of the Inspector General
950 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.
Suite 4706
Washington. DC 10530-0001

R£: DOJ DIG Draft Report involving Conduit Language Specialists
Dear Inspector General Horowitz,
We are writing you under the advice of a former Senior Executive of the
Council of the lnspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE)

who is confident you would want to be infonned of our Company's
anxieties. We are taking this unusual step in sending our request directly
to you as the Inspector General because of the urgency of our request.
OUf immediate concerns are regarding the DO] OIG draft audit
involving OUf company and its potential findings, conclusions and
therefore recommendations which are not supportable based on the
actual evidence available which has been supplied to the auditors. We
are asking that prior to releasing this audit in final form, that we may
speak directly with you or a member of your senior statf regarding our
serious concerns that some of the audit findings are fac tually inaccurate.
We send this letter appreciating your office operates under the
Government Accountability Office (GAO), Government Auditing
Standards, generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS).
Within GAGAS, Chapter six (6) " Field Work Standards for Performance
Aud its" - 6.03 "Reasonable Assurance" - In performance audilS that

comply with GAGAS. auditors obtain reasonable assurance that
evidence is sufficient and appropriate to support the auditor's findings
and conclusions in relation fO the audit objectives," with the belief that
this standard was not complied with at this time.
We have made several attempts to work with your audit team over the
last several weeks. both verbally and in "''fiting, along with repeatedly
providing proof of documentation to address the inaccurate findings
related to OUT company. We are however concerned that our
documentation will continue to be ignored or dismissed and that the
audit findings will be inaccurately reponed in the final ve rsion. We have
repeatedly tried to work with the audit team to resolve these
discrepancies between the audit report and the documentation, but we
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remain uncertain that our responses were fully reviewed or that they had
any impact on correcting the inaccurate statements/findings made in the
draft audit repon.
In looking at prior topic related audits released by your office, they are
factual, not containing opinions or unsupported speculation, nor do they
contain long narrations that attempt to prove a predetermined opinion.
They are professional, direct, factual, and to the point. We are asking for
the same quality of work and reporting with this audit.
As the Inspector General for the 001 and the current Chair of the CIGIE,
\ve have been informed, and we believe, that you take your reports
seriously and would not want to publish an inaccurate audit report.
Based on the Quality Standards for Federal Office ofInspectors General
referred to as the "Silver Book" Under Section "V - Maintaining Quality
Assurance,~\ each OIG shall establish and maintain a quality assurance
program to ensure that work performed adheres to established OIG
policies and procedures; meets established standards of perfonnance,
including applicable professional standards; and is carried out
economically, efficiently, and effectively. It further states that because
OIGs evaluate how well agency programs and operations are
functioning, they have a special responsibility to ensure that their own
operations are as effective as possible.
We are trying to be heard before this audit report is released as it could
be damaging to both my company and your office's reputation.
Therefore, we ask once again for an opportunity to speak with you or a
member of your senior staff. If we are not granted this request, we are
hopefu! that there be an independent quality assurance review conducted
of the work perfonned prior to the report's final release.

Autenrieth, President
Conduit Language Specialists

CC: Assistant Inspector General Audit Division, Mr. Jason R.
Malmstrom
Denver Regional Manager Mr. David M. Sheeren
Assistant Regional Audit Manager .
•
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APPENDIX 8
CONDUIT LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS, INC.
NOVEMBER 2017 RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 48
November 28. 17
Yvonne L. Garcia
Counsel to the Inspector Gcneral
U.S. Departmcnt of .Justice f1icc of the Inspector Gcneral
950 Pennsylvania Avc.. N.W., Suite 4706
Dear Yvonne.

Per our previous discu sion. \.Ie have n!\ iewed the most recent
versions of the audit report. Our comments are included in the
atwehed document. rhe color key is:
Red :
' hangcs markcd by 01 J from thc prior version
Orange: hanges from the prior version that arc not mru'kcd :
Yell! w--bright: 0 1 I marked scnsitive information
Yell! w--light: Additional scnsitive information that should
be redacted
Blue: omments rcgarding the inaccuracies in the audit rcport.
Iherc are a fcw is ucs and concerns that we ha\e thm
to makc clear:

lVe

need

I) Wc listed a series of live generic issues we saw
concerning the conduct of the audit and the audit report.
These conccrns have not really becn fully address and
remain in the audit rcport.
2) rhe recommcndalit)l1 for disall wancc of billed eO. ts i.
a se rious remedy and is always asso iatcd with a
deficiency in the Contra tor' s contract performance,
u ually r r a defective or substandard supply or service.
sc of this rcmedy lor instances where the Governmcnt
is at fault ror the problem is totally i111proper.
3) Corrections werc someti111cs m~ldc only in onc section
oflhe docllment and not replicated in the other sections
lhat repeated th t same previous information. Please
insure that the aLitlit is UI Icost intcrnally consistent.
4) There sccms to be a heavy reliance by the auditors in
their rationale 1'01' the lindings n the assumption that
the prop sal was a compl iancc document rmhcr than an
evaluation document. The loct that clausc 11.6
incorporates the proposal into the contract by fI:rercnce
docs n t mukc it a compliance docu111ent that
super edcs the other terms or the contract. Nor locs it
limit the cOl1lraClOr" options to change plans to 111eet
the contract rcquirt!l11cnts. In contra t, the draft Quality

48

Attachments to this response were not included in this final report.
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Control plan was later 1!1corporated into Ihe contract
aHer appro\ al of Ihe Gmemmem. and thus became a
formal complianc(- document. This overall slalus oflhe
proposal as an e\ alUalion documenl was contemplated
from the start b) the instructions contained in the
Request for Proposal (RFP). The RFP (under Section
L) also was very clear that "Evaluation is performed to
determine the Olieror's underst;mding of the work to be
performed. approach. potential for completing the \\ork
liS specified in the solicitation. cost/price relllism Bnd
Ti.-lIsonablcness. and ranking with competing Olferors."
[Section :viJ. Our projXlsal did thaI. and all the various
Bssumptions and examples \\erc our best elion at
showing the DEA evaluators that we understood the
RFP requi re ments and could appropriately respond to
their m:eds -- given the (acts und uvailable kno\\ ledge
that existed at the tinle of the proposal.
5) Leaving a~ide the correction made in previous
paragraphs regarding thi5 issue. the auditors attempt to
disaJlo\\ eosls bttausc the) feclillat the DEA did not
receive the contracted scn'ices. However. this audit
ignores the fact that any requirement cited is just one of
many requirements for Linguist delivcrables under the
contract and that the quality of the sen-ices received is
determined by the Contracting Otlicer and hislher
Teehnielll Rcpres..:ntatives. The \~ork product is
characterized by a \ arict) of imJXlnant factors and
met rics (e.g .. timcliness. accurae) . data analysis.
invcstigative deconflictio n. and et.al.) that is specificd
in many OIher pans of tile contract. To insist that lhc
DEA Contmeting Officer. DEA Agents and [eehnieal
Represcntatives. Task Monitors wcre unablc to judge
the quality of the work product discredits the expert
Government ollieials that understand this t) pe of Title
I[I invcstigation. Funhennore. our specialized in-house
testing has proven successful at idcntif)ing those
qualified iudi\ idua[s and has been in/oonall) accepted
b) DEA . As of this inquif). and to the best of our
knowledge. the accuracy of our linguist transcripts.
summaries and data analysis has held up successfully
under court scrutiny. Rdying anI) on third part>
aeadcmic proficiency ee'1ification liS thc onl) standard
of individual linguistic capability for Title []I
investigations and as a standard of insuring accuracy for
translations in this realm. is simplistic and would only
underminc the mission of DEA by obviating the goals
oflhc PWS.
6)

\Ve find it confusing the statement neM the end of our
last teleconference \\here il was mentioned (in
reference to the incorrect fi nding rcgarding "Final
Vouchers") that this \\ould remain in the audit despite
the auditors agreeing that it \\ as an incorrect application
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01 the contract clause. \\h~ \\ould this be published as
a finding \\ hen it is known to be incorrt-ct?

In general, \\c do not \\OIT) about these incorn.-ct issues
being cited in an audit rcpon except that. in this casco thcre arc
plans to publieally release this repon. This is despite being
\\3mcd repeatedly about factual errors and misstatements
contained in the rcpon.
Finally. since you arc planning on releasing our prior wrillen
rcspon:.<:. please male sure that all scnsiti\c infonnation.
especiall) PH infonlllltion such as names. arc redacted from all
documcnts thai arc made public.

--,

Respect!"

~Ubrlli\1e .

r

\
Diana Autenrieth. President
Conduit Language S[Xcia[isls

Enclosed: Attached files
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APPENDIX 9
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the Justice Management
Division (JMD), Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), and Conduit Language
Specialists, Inc. (Conduit). The DEA’s and Conduit’s responses are incorporated in
Appendix 5, Appendix 6, Appendix 7, and Appendix 8, of this final report. JMD
elected not to provide a formal response. Conduit did not explicitly agree or
disagree with many of our recommendations, but provided comments that were
relevant to some of our recommendations. We describe and, where appropriate,
reply to these responses in the applicable recommendations below. In response to
our audit report, the DEA concurred with our recommendations and discussed the
actions it will implement in response to our findings. As a result, the status of the
audit report is resolved. The following provides the OIG analysis of the response
and summary of actions necessary to close the report.
Observations and Clarifications
Conduit provided its initial response to the draft report in October 2017. On
November 9, 2017, Conduit submitted a letter to the DOJ Inspector General asking
to speak with him or senior staff and making numerous criticisms of the audit
report, which, as we explain below, we believe to be unfounded. To address
Conduit’s concerns, a teleconference between Conduit officials and the OIG audit
and senior staff was held on November 21, 2017. On November 28, 2017, Conduit
submitted a second response with additional comments to the draft report.49 We
carefully reviewed Conduit’s October and November 2017 responses and supporting
documentation, and we made minor adjustments to the report when warranted.
Nevertheless, our overall conclusions and recommendations generally remained the
same.
In its November 9, 2017, letter to the DOJ Inspector General, Conduit
claimed that the OIG had not complied with the government auditing standard that
requires auditors to obtain reasonable assurance that evidence supports their
findings and conclusion. This criticism is unfounded. As stated throughout our
report and in this appendix, our findings are based on the FAR, C.F.R., and contract
requirements. This information, in addition to the other evidence gathered
throughout the audit, provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
recommendations, which are entirely consistent with government auditing
standards.
Conduit also claimed in its November 9, 2017, letter, that the OIG ignored
documentation provided by Conduit, which Conduit suggests resulted in audit
49

For Conduit’s additional responses, see Appendices 7 and 8.
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findings that were inaccurate and not in compliance with Quality Standards of the
Federal Office of Inspectors General. Contrary to Conduit’s claim, the OIG provided
Conduit numerous opportunities to provide additional documentation; reviewed and
considered the documentation that Conduit did provide; and, where appropriate,
made adjustments to our report. However, in general, the documentation Conduit
provided was not sufficient to adjust our audit findings and did not generally impact
our overall conclusions or recommendations.
Additionally, we disagree with Conduit’s claim, in its November 28, 2017,
response, that disallowance of billed costs for contract non-compliance is improper.
According to 2 C.F.R. § 200.84, Questioned Cost, questioned costs are expenditures
that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements; are not
supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit; or are unnecessary
or unreasonable. We used this criteria when conducting our audit and questioned
the costs in this report in accordance with this guidance. This includes questioning
costs related to the linguists without valid language proficiency results, completed
background investigations, or signed non-disclosure forms as required by the terms
and conditions of the contract.
Lastly, Conduit stated in its November 28, 2017, letter that we relied heavily
on the assumption that its proposal was a compliance document rather than an
evaluation document. We disagree. We did not receive or review Conduit’s
proposal as part of this audit. We conducted our audit using the contract and
subsequent contract modifications along with documentation included in the DEA’s
contract file.
Analysis of the DEA’s and Conduit’s Responses
In the cover letter to its initial response found in Appendix 6, Conduit makes
several inaccurate assertions that generally concern the OIG audit and do not
specifically address our recommendations. We respond to those statements first.
Our discussion of the DEA’s and Conduit’s October 2017 responses to the
recommendations and Conduit’s November 2017 correspondence follows.
First, Conduit’s initial cover letter stated that Conduit was “very confused”
with this audit and “the method that it was conducted.” However, we began the
audit by providing an initiation memo to Conduit and conducting an entrance
conference where we unambiguously communicated our audit objectives and
process. Moreover, throughout the audit, as we do with all OIG audits, we
communicated with Conduit officials either by phone, email, or in-person, including
briefing them on our preliminary audit results in June 2017. At no point during the
engagement did Conduit inform the OIG that it was confused about the audit or
identify areas of concern regarding our audit methodology.
Second, Conduit’s initial cover letter asserted that the OIG did not address
certain statistics, such as total cases supported, orders supported, or labor hours
spent to support the cases presented in our report, and that the OIG did not grasp
the scope of activities performed and managed by the DEA and Conduit. Conduit’s
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Conduit’s letter ignores the fact that, throughout our audit report, we detail the
total number of task orders the DEA has issued under the contract during our audit,
and the sample of task orders we judgmentally selected to test compliance with
contract requirements. Moreover, the Introduction section of the report highlights
the variety of tasks and the types of languages required by the contract. As for the
broad statistics cited by Conduit in its letter, they were not relevant to our audit
findings and their consideration would have had no effect on our results.
Third, Conduit’s initial cover letter contended that “[a]ny problem or mistake
[identified by the OIG], no matter how small, is a matter of concern” and that the
OIG’s findings relate to “a few task orders” and “a couple of negative comments.”
To the contrary, the issues we identified in the report are significant, were not
isolated, and were ones that, as we discuss in the report, may impact the DEA’s
ability to conduct its mission effectively.
Fourth, Conduit’s initial cover letter stated that, throughout the audit, it
commonly ran into the problem where OIG auditors wanted a specific custom report
that Conduit would have difficulty supplying in an expeditious timeframe. However,
as we note in our report, and here again, our concern was not only the speed with
which Conduit could provide us requested information, but also that in some
instances Conduit provided information that was incomplete or inaccurate.
Specifically, we were unable to identify an accurate list of linguists who worked
under the contract based on the data Conduit provided. Without this list of
linguists, for information necessary to determine contract compliance, we had to
use data from the DEA to identify a list of linguists who worked under the contract.
Because our requests for information were based on the FAR, the C.F.R., or
contract requirements, we are still concerned that the required data is not readily
available in complete and accurate form in Conduit’s accounting and management
systems.
Fifth, Conduit’s initial cover letter claims that the OIG has misunderstood and
misrepresented the FAR. We disagree and have responded to Conduit’s specific
arguments about the FAR as it relates to our analysis of each recommendation
below.
Sixth, Conduit’s initial and subsequent letters expressed concern that the
report in certain instances blamed Conduit for not performing functions that are
reserved for the DEA to perform, specifically relating to non-disclosure agreements
and security background investigations. In our report, we clearly state that the
DEA is responsible for ensuring that non-disclosure agreements and security
background investigation contract requirements are enforced and completed.
Nevertheless, Conduit also had a contractual responsibility to provide the DEA with
linguists compliant with the contract terms and conditions in these areas.
Finally, Conduit’s initial cover letter claimed that the OIG was reluctant and
unwilling to update statements or conclusions in the report despite evidence to the
contrary. We, however, did the opposite. Consistent with our audit practice, we
had frequent discussions with Conduit officials throughout the audit, including after
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a draft of this report was provided to them, and we carefully considered each
concern raised by Conduit. In fact, where the OIG determined that Conduit
presented information that warranted a change or adjustment to the final version of
this report to ensure that it was both fair and accurate, the OIG did so. Where the
OIG determined that no changes were warranted or necessary, we did not make
the requested changes.
Recommendations for JMD:
1. Develop guidance on resources and training available to ensure
compliance and accurate enforcement of the SCLS on DOJ service
contracts.
Resolved. While JMD elected to not provide formal comments to the draft
report, JMD concurred with our recommendation.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation to
support the guidance developed on resources and training available to ensure
compliance and accurate enforcement of the SCLS on DOJ service contracts.
Recommendations for the DEA:
2. Remedy $3,695,731 in allowable costs associated with:
a. $2,493,784 paid to linguists without valid language proficiency
testing results.
b. $505,717 paid for linguists and a Regional Program Manager
without valid background investigations.
c. $661,885 paid for linguists without signed non-disclosure
agreements on file prior to working under the contract.
d. $924 in travel costs for incorrect mileage, mileage and per
diem rates, and costs not associated with official business
travel.
e. $33,421 in unreasonable costs the DEA paid to another linguist
contractor for Arabic linguists due to the Contracting Officer’s
inadequate review of contractor rates and failure to ensure the
rates were fair and reasonable.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that it will review the unallowable cost of $3,695,731 to identify
all potential remedies available. If unallowable costs can be remedied in
accordance with equitable contract procedures and policies, DEA will
endeavor to pursue them.
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Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart a in its responses. In its
initial response, Conduit stated that language proficiency is one of many
contract requirements and the quality of services is determined by the
Contracting Officer and her technical representatives. In its November 9,
2017, letter to the Inspector General, Conduit stated that its in-house testing
has proven successful at identifying qualified individuals and has been
informally accepted by the DEA, and the work of its linguists has held up to
court scrutiny. However, the contract states that minimum acceptable
language proficiency standards must be certified by either U.S. Government
Agencies, a Federal Court Interpreters Certification Program, State Courts, or
from a list of professional interpreter associations, as identified in the
contract. The contract further states that language proficiency testing by
colleges, universities, and additional institutions may be accepted based upon
the DEA’s verification of an entity’s credentials to conduct such tests.
Conduit has not provided documentation with its responses to support that
the DEA has approved and verified Conduit’s credentials to conduct this
testing in accordance with the contract requirements. Conduit’s November 9,
2017, letter also states that relying on the third party academic proficiency
certification as the only standard of individual linguistic capability for Title III
investigations, and as a standard of ensuring accuracy for translations in this
realm, is simplistic and would only undermine the mission of the DEA by
obviating the goals of the performance work statement. However, we
maintain our position that completion of the language proficiency testing by a
provider in accordance with the contract is an important contract
requirement that Conduit did not properly fulfill as the DEA has not approved
and verified Conduit’s credentials to conduct this testing. In its initial
response, Conduit also stated all linguists assigned to the contract had
passed previous linguist proficiency testing exams. However, it is irrelevant
to discuss previous testing, which was neither provided to the DEA, nor
verified, since it was outside the scope of this audit. Additionally, our audit
report did not question the DEA’s ability to judge the quality of linguist work
product; rather, as explained above, our report identified non-compliance
with contract terms and conditions.
We requested and reviewed any language proficiency testing results that
would have covered the contract period, including waivers approved by the
DEA for some of the testing. In its initial response, Conduit stated that all
linguists have passed third party tests. In its November 2017 response,
Conduit stated that the waivers approved by the DEA covered all portions of
the testing. Conduit did not provide any evidence to support these
statements with any of its responses to the draft report. Further, the
waivers DEA approved clearly stated they were for the writing portion of the
testing only. Consequently, we maintain our position that the linguists did
not have the required language proficiency test results to fulfill the contract
requirement prior to working on the contract.
Related to our analysis of language proficiency, in its initial response, Conduit
disagreed with a footnote in our draft audit report regarding the potential
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impact of translation and transcription work on legal proceedings. Because
we did not review, as part of this audit, how translations and transcriptions
are used in connection with legal proceedings, we eliminated reference to the
portion of the footnote, in the final report, that addressed the impact of
investigations on legal proceedings.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart b in its initial response.
Conduit stated that it received notifications of waivers or completed
background investigations from the DEA. Conduit officials provided
additional documentation after the exit conference related to security
background investigations. However, this information did not resolve our
concerns. Based on the documentation, Conduit received approval from the
DEA via email for the linguists to work on the contract. However, the email
correspondence was not sufficient evidence to support that the linguists in
our sample, prior to working on the contract, had received favorablyadjudicated background investigations or approved waivers while the
investigation was in process. The DEA was unable to provide this
documentation; therefore, as we explain in the report, the DEA did not
ensure that linguists met the specific security requirements of the contract
before allowing them to work on the contract. In its November 2017
response, Conduit stated that the contract non-compliance was not Conduit’s
fault. Our report states that the DEA did not ensure that linguists met the
security requirements. Regardless of fault, this was a contract requirement
that was not fully met.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart c in its initial response.
Conduit explained that the non-disclosure agreement requires the signing
witness to be a government official, not a contractor. Therefore, the DEA
was responsible for ensuring non-disclosure agreements were completed. As
we explained previously, the DEA is ultimately responsible for ensuring that
this requirement is enforced and completed. However, Conduit should be
verifying that its linguists have signed the agreements prior to working on
the contract, as Conduit also had a responsibility to provide linguists
non-disclosure agreements to be compliant with contract terms and
conditions. In its November 2017 response, Conduit stated the contract
non-compliance was not Conduit’s fault. Again, our report highlighted that
the DEA had a responsibility to ensure that non-disclosure agreements were
completed. Regardless of fault, this was a contract requirement that was not
fully met.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subparts d and e in its initial
response. Conduit explained it was unaware of the improper billing and
unreasonable costs, and therefore could not comment. During our status
briefing in June 2017, we provided Conduit details related to the
unreasonable costs. Conduit was also provided a working draft report to
review and provide comment. Specific to subpart e, Conduit stated that
cleared non-local linguists were not available due to “Government
Non-Performance.” However, Conduit did not provide any documentation to
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support this statement with its initial response. For subpart d, after receiving
Conduit’s initial response, we provided Conduit specific details regarding the
unallowable travel costs to facilitate the resolution of the unallowable costs
with the DEA.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the
questioned costs have been adequately remedied.
3. Ensure corrective actions are taken to address deficiencies related to
language proficiency and security requirements for linguists:
a. Establish procedures to ensure that linguists working under a
DEA linguist contract have the proper language proficiency
test results; evaluate the existing language proficiency
testing to determine whether other testing is better suited to
assess the skills needed by linguists to perform the work
under the contract; and develop guidance for what situations
warrant language proficiency waivers.
b. Ensure that all linguists sign a non-disclosure agreement prior
to working on the contract and consider including the
language identified in 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(13) in all
non-disclosure agreements.
c. Formalize procedures to ensure that all linguists who work
under the contract have favorably adjudicated background
investigations and ensure that waivers are tracked to confirm
that no lapses occur while background investigations are in
process.
d. Develop procedures to inform Conduit about security
developments including issuance of waivers and the status of
linguist background investigations.
e. Ensure that linguists working under DEA linguist contracts are
issued PIV cards that meet the requirements defined in FIPS
Publication 201-2 and HSPD-12.
f. Develop procedures to ensure that the Contract Personnel
Reports Conduit is required to send to the DEA are reviewed,
tracked, and maintained in accordance with HSPD-12 and the
contract terms and conditions.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that Special Operations Division (SOD) has already taken actions
to address deficiencies related to language proficiency test results, linguist
background investigations and waivers, and has also started monitoring
non-disclosure agreements. The DEA provided updated procedures related
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to language proficiency, security, and non-disclosure agreements, and we
consider subparts b and c to be closed. Further, SOD has implemented
procedures to communicate security developments with Conduit. The DEA
Office of Acquisition and Relocation has also developed procedures to confirm
that the Contract Personnel Reports are reviewed, tracked, and maintained
properly by the DEA.
To further address deficiencies, the DEA will update its policy to mandate a
review of all task orders to ensure that travel costs are documented and
approved in accordance with Federal Travel Regulations, and coordinate with
the Office of Acquisition and Relocation to develop policies and procedures in
which PIV cards are issued to linguists from the field divisions.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart a in its initial response.
Conduit maintains that its in-house testing is successful at identifying
qualified individuals, and relying only on third party academic proficiency
certification would undermine the DEA’s mission. Conduit also stated that
the in-house testing has been informally accepted by the DEA. As detailed in
our report, this contract requires the use of approved third-party testing
organizations. We requested documentation to support that the in-house
testing has been approved by the DEA, and no documentation has been
provided to date.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart b in its initial response.
Conduit stated that the administration of signing of non-disclosure
agreements is a duty of the DEA because a DEA agent or authorized
personnel of the government must witness the signing of these forms.
However, Conduit should verify linguists have signed the agreements prior to
working on the contract.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subparts c and d in its initial
response. Conduit stated that it received notifications of waivers or
background investigations from the DEA. These were email notifications,
which were not sufficient to demonstrate that the linguists in our sample,
prior to working on the contract, had received favorably-adjudicated
background investigations or approved waivers while the investigation was in
process.
Conduit did not address subparts e, and f in any of its responses.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence of the
updated policies and procedures related to travel expenses, linguist PIV
cards, and contractor personnel reports. In addition, the DEA should provide
its evaluation of the current language proficiency requirements to determine
if alternative requirements would better assess necessary linguist skills.
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4. Ensure corrective actions are taken to address weaknesses related to
contract administration and oversight:
a. Ensure that the Contract Administration Plan is enforced in its
entirety and ensure the completion of the Contract
Administration Checklists as identified in the plan.
b. Review all task orders issued under the contract where the DEA
paid travel costs to ensure the travel costs were properly
reimbursed.
c. Review the COR Designation Letter and revise as necessary to
ensure the COR’s responsibilities are properly documented.
d. Evaluate whether more than one COR for the eight regional
linguists contracts would result in better management and
oversight, develop policies and procedures to ensure the COR
performs the responsibilities as delegated, and ensure other
responsibilities assigned to SOD for the linguist program are
documented and followed.
e. Ensure that Conduit notifies the COR when a task order for the
contract is completed.
f. Ensure that Conduit developed and implemented an automated
task order entry and tracking system as required by the
contract.
g. Ensure that the TMs and COR complete the three Federal
Acquisition Courses required by the DOJ for all levels of
FAC-COR and provide documentation to support completion of
these courses.
h. Ensure that TMs complete documentation as required by the
contract and the DEA Contract Administration Plan and
communicate regularly with the COR and the Contracting
Officer, which includes notifying the Contracting Officer prior to
any change in the TM assignments.
i. Ensure the Contracting Officer completes a performance
assessment report in CPARS for the current year of the contract
and completes a final performance assessment report in CPARS
upon completion of the contract next year.
j. Develop procedures to ensure that the Contracting Officer
completes the performance assessment report in CPARS
regardless of whether a notification is received from CPARS.
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k. Ensure that Customer Satisfaction Surveys are provided to and
completed by Case Agents, and are collected by TMs on a
monthly basis.
l. Coordinate with Conduit to ensure Case Agents complete and
submit End of Case Surveys to the DEA and Conduit to provide
feedback and identify any areas of improvement.
m. Develop controls for contract management to ensure contract
requirements are met and applicable laws and regulations are
followed.
n. Require Conduit to submit Administrative Reports that contain
all the data required and develop procedures to ensure
deliverables are submitted and reviewed for accuracy and
completeness in accordance with the contract terms and
conditions.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that since the issuance of OIG’s draft report, the DEA
contracting office has held weekly meetings with the Office of Compliance to
examine the underlying issues identified. As a result, the DEA is currently
preparing a mitigation strategy that includes updates to policy, training, and
oversight. As this strategy is implemented, the DEA will provide the OIG
with updates on each of these matters as they relate to the Conduit Linguist
Services contract and these recommendations. For subpart 4h and 4k, the
DEA provided documentation to support guidance the COR provided to the
TMs regarding completing the documentation required by the Contract
Administration Plan such as the Customer Satisfaction Survey, Contractor
Performance Assessment Reports, and the Contract Administration Report.
However, the DEA did not provide any instructions or guidance related to
notifying the Contracting Officer prior to any change in TM assignments or
specifically identify in the guidance from the COR that the TM should
document and maintain the Customer Satisfaction Surveys completed by the
Case Agents, which the TM uses to complete an overall Customer Satisfaction
Survey that is sent to COR on monthly basis.
Conduit did not comment on subparts a, c, d, g, h, and m in any of its
responses to the draft report.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart b in its initial response.
Conduit explained it was unaware of the improper billing, and therefore could
not comment. After receiving Conduit’s initial response, we provided Conduit
specific details regarding the unallowable travel costs to facilitate the
resolution of the unallowable costs with the DEA. Since the DEA approved
and paid these costs to Conduit, it is the responsibility of the DEA to work
with Conduit to resolve these costs, which we indicated in our
recommendation for these costs.
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Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart e in its initial response.
We agree with Conduit’s comment in its initial response that the DEA
2852.242 contract clause applies to the final invoice for the contract. As a
result, we removed the part of the recommendation regarding the final
invoice from the final report. With respect to the requirement that the COR
be notified upon task order completion, in its November 2017 response,
Conduit stated that the DEA directed Conduit to provide this information to
the TM. However, Conduit did not provide documentation of these
instructions or documentation to support the DEA’s modification of this
contract requirement with its response.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart f in its initial response. As
stated in the report, in November 2016, when we initially asked Conduit
officials about this requirement, they explained that Conduit was testing a
pilot of a fully automated task order system, but the system was not fully
operational. In its initial response, Conduit officials updated their answer by
explaining that this system has been in place since December 2015.
However, Conduit did not provide any documentation to support its use of
this system. In Conduit’s November 28, 2017 response, Conduit stated there
is confusion between its automated task order system and the combining of
this system to its payroll system; Conduit claims the combining of the two
systems was the pilot of the fully automated system. Conduit maintains that
its automated task order system was operational in 2015 and stated it
provided screenshots of its system with its response. However, this
documentation was not submitted with any of its responses. Further, the
contract stated this system shall facilitate the entry, tracking, updating, and
status checking of task orders, including invoice and payment information.
Conduit has not provided any documentation with its responses to support
that its system has the capabilities required by the contract. While Conduit
stated in its response that the system was operational in 2015, which is
3 years after the contract was awarded, Conduit has not provided any
documentation with its responses to support when the system was
operational.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subparts i and j in its initial
response. Conduit provided a screenshot of the CPARS system, in its initial
response, which showed that the Contractor Performance Assessment Report
for the base year October 31, 2012, to October 30, 2013, was completed on
February 7, 2014. It also showed Contractor Performance Assessment
Reports for the option years between October 31, 2013, and October 30,
2016, were all completed in April 2017 after we requested the reports from
the DEA during our audit. While Conduit provided this information, we
requested the Contractor Performance Assessment Reports from the DEA. As
stated in our report, DEA officials explained that the contract was mistakenly
archived in CPARS and CPARS did not generate any email requests to the
appropriate personnel to submit the assessment reports. The DEA has not
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submitted any documentation to support that contractor performance
assessment reports were completed.
Conduit agreed with subparts k and l in its initial response. Conduit stated
that it attempts to receive post-performance feedback.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart n in its initial response.
Conduit stated that it should have verified that the sample report contained
all of the reporting requirements. Conduit stated that it has added the
missing information to its Monthly Administrative Reports as of
September 10, 2017. Conduit also stated that the information we identified
that was missing from the financial statement portion of the Administrative
Report was included in the payroll records Conduit provided during the audit.
However, the payroll records provided by Conduit included data for all its
linguists including those who worked on other contracts that were not part of
this audit. We could not use this data to identify an accurate list of the
linguists who worked under the contract or the hours worked by each
individual. Although required by the contract, the payroll data also did not
identify the languages translated by each linguist. Conduit acknowledged in
its initial response that to provide contract-specific year-to-date totals for
each linguist would have required Conduit to generate a special report.
However, the contract required this information to be included in each
Administrative Report submitted to the DEA each month, so the information
should have been readily available. Conduit did not provide the special
report it references in its initial response, so we are still unable to verify
whether Conduit can readily produce this information.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that each of
these matters are addressed based on the DEA’s mitigation strategy that
includes updates to policy, training, and oversight.
5. Ensure corrective actions are taken to address contract quality
assurance:
a. Develop its own QASP for the contract to assess the quality and
timeliness of services performed by the contractor.
b. Develop a QA program and procedures for reviewing and
validating linguist work to ensure the work is reliable,
consistent, and accurate.
c. Establish procedures to ensure the COR and TM review
Conduit’s QA plan on a regular basis, including any updates or
revisions, and ensure that Conduit is completing QA
responsibilities in accordance with its plan.
d. Ensure that the TMs notify the Contracting Officer whenever
Conduit is unable to satisfy a task order requirement and that
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the Contracting Officer enforce the contract requirements and
address any issues of non-compliance, including documenting
the non-compliance in CPARS.
e. Determine whether other methods should be used to obtain
linguists for languages it requires that are not the main
languages required by the contract, and develop policy and
procedures for obtaining linguists fluent in those languages if
contractors are unable to meet language requirements, such as
utilizing the NVTC, to reduce the risk of the DEA’s requirements
not being met.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that it will work to develop a Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan
(QASP) to address contract quality, and assess the quality and timeliness of
services performed by the contractor based on the terms and conditions of
the contract. Procedures will be established to ensure Conduit’s QA plan is
reviewed on a regular basis. The DEA concurred that the Contracting Officer
should be notified by the Program Office when the Agency is aware of
non-compliance. However, the DEA believes that the notification should be
submitted through the COR instead of the TM. The DEA will review other
methods and procedures for identifying linguists to support “hard to find”
languages, and will develop policy and procedures for obtaining such
services. Upon completion of these tasks, the DEA will provide OIG
supporting documentation to reflect its efforts.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subparts a, b, and c in its initial
response. Conduit stated in its initial response that, although the DEA did
not create a QASP, the quality control activities were still being performed.
Conduit stated in its initial response that our statement relating to Conduit
not enforcing the QA plan was factually inaccurate. We disagree. During our
audit, we found, and Conduit confirmed, checklists and other documentation
from the QA plan that were not being completed. Neither Conduit nor the
DEA provided any evidence of a verbal agreement to deviate from the
checklists required by the QA plan. Furthermore, Conduit stated in its initial
response, the use of the checklists had been reinstated. Conduit submitted
documentation with its November 2017 response which supported that
Conduit had reinstated the checklists starting in November 2016, after the
initiation of our audit. Conduit also made changes to personnel with QA
responsibilities during the contract, but did not update its plan or receive
approval from the DEA to make these changes. In its November 2017
response, Conduit stated that it had been enforcing its QA plan, but it had
not been completing the checklists. However, we believe that enforcing the
plan included completing all the requirements identified in its plan.
Therefore, Conduit’s response validates that it was not enforcing its QA plan
and our statement is accurate.
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Conduit did not respond to subparts d and e in its initial response. In
comments submitted to the draft report with its November 2017 response,
Conduit stated that, for languages not listed in the Required Languages
section of the contract, linguists needed to be qualified linguistically, but
were not required to have been “cleared” prior to working on the contract.
We disagree. The Foreign Language Requirements section of the contract
stated that the contractor shall provide, on an as needed basis, qualified
linguists in languages other than the languages found in the Required
Languages section of the contract, Section J, Exhibit 5. The contract further
requires that Conduit employees not be assigned to perform services until
Conduit has been notified in writing that the individual has been approved by
DEA security personnel. Additionally, the DEA stated in its response to the
Management Advisory Memorandum, in Appendix 4, that each Division
Security Officer is aware that they may not utilize a linguist until DEA
Security Programs grants a waiver or final approval of a linguist’s background
investigation. This further reiterates the importance of the contract
requirement of a completed background investigation or approved waiver for
every linguist.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the DEA
has developed an adequate QASP and policies and procedures related to
reviewing the contractor’s QA plan. In addition, we will need to receive
evidence that policies and procedures have been created related to obtaining
less common languages including a requirement that the Contracting Officer
be informed of contract non-compliance.
6. Ensure Conduit consults with the DEA TMs and Case Agents prior to
changing linguist assignments, and puts in place procedures to limit
these changes as much as possible to prevent disruption of law
enforcement investigations and ensure continuity of services.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that Conduit and SOD have been in communication regarding
changes in linguist assignments. Procedures regarding these changes will be
identified and incorporated to prevent disruption of law enforcement
investigations.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with this recommendation in its initial
response. In its initial response to the draft report, Conduit reiterated that
staffing is very complex and is based on multiple factors including linguist
availability, agents requesting reassignments, logistics, activity of new wires,
and case activation. Conduit also stated replacement of linguists is only done
when unavoidable, and it has measures in place to minimize the disruption
by allowing the linguist to be updated quickly regarding the investigation.
While Conduit explained that replacement of linguists is a last resort, we
believe that increased coordination with the DEA and formal procedures will
help fulfill Conduit’s goal of minimal disruption to a case. In addition,
Conduit stated that its independent contractors are typically those that
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handle exotic languages, while its employees are mainly Spanish linguists;
and therefore, would not work on the same cases. However, Conduit did not
provide any documentation to support this statement with its responses.
Based on data provided by the DEA, we determined in our audit
approximately half of its linguists are independent contractors.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence of updated
procedures related to staffing changes.
7. Ensure corrective actions are taken to address compliance with the
SCLS:
a. Ensure Conduit works with the DOL to calculate the fringe
benefits Conduit should have paid to linguists in accordance
with the SCLS and DOL WD number 2012-0012 and ensure
that Conduit pays those benefits to all affected linguists who
worked under the contract.
b. Ensure Conduit works with the DOL to ensure it properly
paid fringe benefits to linguists who worked on its other DEA
regional linguist contract number DJD-13-C-0003.
c. Ensure Conduit keeps adequate records in compliance
29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1) and work with Conduit to verify the
correct total of employee linguists and independent
contractor linguists who worked under the contract.
d. Work with Conduit to determine the proper price
adjustments Conduit should have received, remedy any
excess costs paid to Conduit for the improperly approved
increases to G&A and profit, and ensure Conduit consults
with the DOL on the payment of health insurance benefits to
its linguists and the related payroll taxes associated with
such benefits.
e. Ensure that Conduit submits the necessary documentation
to support its requests for price adjustments.
f. Ensure the memorandum to the file for the price
adjustments includes the Contracting Officer’s methodology
for determining how a price adjustment is accurate and
valid, and in accordance with the DOL WD and the FAR.
g. Review the PACT User Guide and Department of Navy Desk
Guide for Service Contract Price Adjustments to identify best
practices and use them to develop DEA-specific guidance for
use by contracting officials administering DEA service
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contracts, including reviewing and approving price
adjustments.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with the overall intent of the recommendation,
but requested a modification to subparts 7a-c. The DEA states that
recommendation subparts 7a and 7b are outside the DEA’s area of authority.
The DEA can, however, make this request of Conduit and report back to the
OIG on what Conduit provides. With respect to subpart 7c, the DEA stated it
can remind Conduit of the 29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1) reporting requirement, but
cannot itself verify the correctness of Conduit’s reporting. The DEA further
stated that 29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1) requires the contractor to only provide
these documents to authorized representatives within the Department of
Labor Wage and Hour Division. We understand that the DEA is not
responsible for enforcing that Conduit makes proper payments to individual
employees or ensure proper payments were made to affected employees.
The intent of the recommendation subparts 7a and 7b is for the DEA to
ensure that Conduit works to resolve the concerns we identified related to
SCLS compliance with the Department of Labor and provide support to show
that Conduit worked with the Department of Labor to resolve the concerns.
We also agree that the DEA is not responsible for enforcing Conduit’s
compliance with 29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1); however, the information that
Conduit is required to maintain in compliance with the C.F.R. includes
information for the linguists who worked under the DEA contract. As we
identified in the report, we were unable to determine the accurate number of
linguists who worked under the contract based on the records Conduit
provided to us. Additionally, the contract requirements include submitting a
report which include year-to-date totals of linguist hours per language. In
order to accurately report this information, Conduit needs to keep adequate
records. Thus, we recommended that the DEA ensure Conduit keeps
adequate records in order to verify the number of linguists working under the
contract. This would also help facilitate Conduit’s compliance with 29 C.F.R.
§ 4.6(g)(1) in addition to the DEA’s reminder to Conduit of the 29 C.F.R.
§ 4.6(g)(1) reporting requirement.
In response to the remainder of the recommendation, subparts 7d-g, the
DEA stated it has already completed a modification to re-adjust prices and
will remedy the excess costs with the established procedure to remedy
unallowable costs. The DEA stated it is providing training to its contracting
staff regarding the SCLS and relevant price adjustments. Once the training
is completed the DEA will provide a copy of the training documentation.
Lastly, the DEA stated it will review the PACT User Guide and the Department
of Navy Desk Guide for Service Contract Price Adjustments for administering
DEA service contract and approving price adjustments. The DEA provided
documentation with its response to support the modification it issued to the
contract to re-adjust prices. For subpart e, the DEA did not specifically
identify action it will take to ensure that Conduit submits the necessary
documentation to support price adjustment requests and that the
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memorandum to the file for the price adjustments include the Contracting
Officer’s methodology for determining the price adjustment.
We acknowledge that the DEA reached out to the Department of Labor
requesting assistance or guidance as to how to properly calculate price
adjustments. However, the corrections the DEA has made to re-adjust the
contract prices are not sufficient to fully address the concerns we raised in
this report regarding the price adjustments made to the contract. While the
corrections the DEA made addressed the unallowable overhead or general
and administrative expenses and also questions regarding workman’s
compensation insurance, the corrections were only made to the last price
adjustment that the DEA incorporated into the contract for the final option
year period. As we highlighted in this report, Conduit received five price
adjustments under the contract and we believe the concerns we identified
affected each adjustment, which compounded each time there was a new
price adjustment. Thus, in order to adequately address our concerns and
determine the correct price adjustment and the total of improperly paid
costs, the DEA needs to review each price adjustment beginning with the first
adjustment. Additionally, the DEA did not address Conduit’s inclusion of
administrative costs and payroll taxes for fringe benefits paid on behalf of
employees to a third party administrator, which we discuss in further detail
below in response to Conduit’s comments.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subparts 7a and 7b in its initial
response. Conduit stated that it has modified its vacation and holiday
policies to comply with the Service Contract Labor Standards. Additionally,
Conduit stated it will provide updated statements of accrued benefits to all
past and present linguists, and confirm with the Department of Labor that it
performed these calculations correctly.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart 7c in its initial response.
Conduit stated that throughout the audit we requested specific custom
reports that Conduit would have difficulty supplying in an expeditious
timeframe. Conduit maintains that all of the data does exist, and could be
provided in the format requested, but the audit report characterized this as
an inability to supply or collect the data. We disagree. Specifically,
29 C.F.R. § 4.6(g)(1) requires contractors to maintain records for all
employees who work under a contract subject to the Service Contract Labor
Standards. While Conduit provided payroll records during the audit, its
records included data for all its linguists including those who worked under
different contracts than the one we reviewed for this audit. After discussions
with Conduit, we modified our draft audit report to reflect that the
information was not readily available. In addition, all of the data requested
throughout our audit was based on either FAR, C.F.R., or contract
requirements. Therefore, this data should have been readily available.
Conduit neither agreed not disagreed with subpart 7d in its initial response.
However, Conduit did agree in its initial response that there is a prescribed
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method for calculating price adjustments, and its past methodology was not
compliant with that method. Conduit stated it has converted to the
methodology specified in the audit report. Conduit also stated in its response
that the fringe benefits health insurance payments made to the third party
were not made from the employer’s funds for the employees, but rather
withheld from and paid on the employee’s behalf to Conduit’s third party
administrator for its benefit plans. Conduit stated that because these
benefits make up the employee’s compensation and the expenditures are not
covered under a section 125 cafeteria plan, the benefit payments are
properly included in taxable wage of employees.
As noted in our report, we question whether it is appropriate to apply payroll
taxes to health insurance payments for employee linguists. According to the
Department of Labor Prevailing Wage Resource Book 2010, an employer may
discharge his or her obligation to provide Service Contract Labor Standards
fringe benefits by paying the specified fringe benefit contributions to a
trustee or third person pursuant to a bona fide fund plan or trust on behalf of
covered employees. Examples are life or health insurance, pension plan or
retirement plans. Further, to be considered a bona fide fringe benefit for
purposes of the Service Contract Labor Standards, a fringe benefit plan must
constitute a legally enforceable obligation which meets specific criteria such
as the fringe benefit plan must be specified in writing to the affected
employees. During the audit, Conduit officials explained it uses a third party
contractor to administer employee fringe benefits, including a health
insurance plan, and provided documentation that was also provided to its
employees for the health insurance plan. This is in line with Department of
Labor guidance, which is why we recommended Conduit consult with
Department of Labor to ensure fringe benefits are properly paid.
Furthermore, we examined the website for the third party administrator used
by Conduit, which highlights that every dollar paid by a contractor, like
Conduit, that is used to provide bona fide fringe benefits, such as the health
insurance plan offered to its employees, is exempt from payroll taxes such as
Social Security and Medicare taxes, both federal and state unemployment
insurance, general liability insurance, and in most states, workers
compensation insurance. We also note Internal Revenue Service Publication
15B, which states that employer-paid health insurance for employees is not
considered wages and is exempt from federal withholding.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed with subpart 7e in its initial response.
In its initial response to the draft report, Conduit stated that actual wage
records, documents supporting accompanying costs and fringe benefit costs
were considered when reviewing price adjustments. However, the analysis
required was minor due to the circumstances surrounding the
implementation of the Wage Determination and the general Title III linguist
labor market. Conduit identified in its initial response that the Wage
Determination was so significantly above the normal market wages for Title
III linguists that the Wage Determination became the universally adopted
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labor rate for linguists. Additionally, it believed that all health and welfare
costs were subject to payroll taxes, and therefore a break out between
employees and independent contractors was unnecessary. We disagree.
Because of the different effect independent contractor and employee
classifications have on the calculation of the price adjustments, it is
necessary for Conduit to provide wage records for DEA’s review of price
adjustments.
Conduit did not respond to subparts f and g in any of its responses.
Lastly, Conduit made several comments in its initial response, regarding
Table 6 Conduit’s Fixed Billing Rates with Approved Price Adjustments.
Conduit stated there are a number of issues combined with these allowed
rates, but since it did not have access to the calculations that were used to
develop these revised rates it cannot precisely pinpoint the issues that make
these rates diverge from its calculations. We did not revise any of Conduit’s
rates. The rates we used in Table 6 are Conduit’s revised rates, which it
submitted and the DEA approved and incorporated into the contract via
modification, as a result of revisions to the Wage Determination and
exercising an option year. The red amounts in Table 6 represent the
differences between the rates and the only calculations we made in the table
were simple subtraction.
This recommendation and the related subparts can be closed when we
receive documentation from the DEA to support that: (1) Conduit worked
with the Department of Labor to resolve our concerns related to the payment
of fringe benefits to its linguists; (2) the DEA determined the proper price
adjustments that Conduit should have received and any accompanying costs
paid to Conduit for linguists who did not receive fringe benefit cash payouts
for each adjustment it incorporated into the contract; (3) the DEA verified
the number of linguists working under the contract; (4) Conduit submits the
necessary documentation to support its requests for price adjustments;
(5) the memorandum to the file for the price adjustment includes the
Contracting Officer’s methodology for determining how a price adjustment is
accurate and valid; (6) and the result of the DEA’s review of the PACT User
Guide and Department of Navy Desk Guide for Service Contract Price
Adjustments to identify best practices for use in developing DEA-specific
guidance for use by contracting officials administering DEA service contracts.
8. Ensure the Contracting Officer adequately reviews contractor rates to
ensure that the rates are fair and reasonable for any order issued to
another linguist contractor, which could include using GSA FSS
contracts to meet the DEA’s needs.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response the Contracting Officer will review the contractor rates to
determine if they are fair and reasonable in accordance with applicable FAR
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regulations and the GSA FSS contracts. Upon completion of the review, the
DEA will provide the OIG the documented results.
Conduit did not respond to recommendation 8 in any of its responses.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that a review
of the rates charged by contractors other than Conduit has been completed,
and the rates were determined to be fair and reasonable.
9. Work with Conduit to review its fixed billing rate calculations and
ensure its calculations are accurate.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response the COR will review the contract fixed billing rate calculations to
ensure the contractor’s calculations are accurate. Once completed, the DEA
will provide the OIG the documented results.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed in its initial response. Conduit stated in
its initial response that it modified its vacation and holiday policy to cover all
linguists. Conduit stated that reassigning the Regional Program Manager
duties to existing management personnel did not increase the billing rate nor
the number of hours billed. However, we maintain that the existing
management personnel’s salaries or wages were already included in the
billing rate either within the overhead rate or other apportioned costs.
Therefore, the apportioned Regional Program Manager costs inflated the
billing rate paid by the DEA.
Although Conduit officials told us that it divided the Regional Program
Manager duties amongst additional management or field division personnel in
different positions, it never updated its QA Plan to reflect these personnel
changes or that it delegated the responsibilities of the Regional Program
Manager to other personnel. Additionally, Conduit provided documentation
with its November 2017 response to support some of the Regional Program
Manager duties; however, the documentation did not support that all the
Regional Program Manager QA duties were being performed. We identified
tasks in Conduit’s QA Plan that were specifically assigned to the Regional
Program Manager, but were not completed, including the Monthly QA
Checklist. Conduit’s documentation supported that the Monthly QA Checklist
had not been completed until November 2016, after our audit began. As a
result, we believe the DEA did not receive the QA services it agreed to in the
contract.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that a review
of Conduit’s fixed billing rates has been completed and the rates are
accurate.
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10. Ensure Conduit notifies the DEA of staffing changes that affect
management and quality control of the contract.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response the COR will ensure that the contract language requires that
Conduit notify the COR when staffing changes occur that may affect
management and control of the contract.
Conduit neither agreed nor disagreed in its initial response. In its initial
response to the draft report, Conduit reiterated that the duties of the
Regional Program Manager were divided between existing management
personnel. However, this position was specifically identified in both Conduit’s
Transition and QA Plans as an individual with significant administrative and
QA responsibilities. Conduit’s Transition Plan specifically stated that the
Regional Program Manager was to serve as the Operations Manager and act
as the information link among Conduit management, field division personnel,
and DEA Agents.
The Regional Program Manager was responsible for all reporting
requirements including funding, tasking, personnel, security, and caseload
information and QA. According to both the contract and Conduit’s QA plan,
any revisions to Conduit’s QA plan, including who was responsible for
completing QA activities assigned to the Regional Program Manager, were
required to be approved in writing by the Contracting Officer prior to
implementation. Conduit did not submit any documentation with its
responses that indicated the DEA approved these changes.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that language
related to staffing changes has been added to the contract.
11. Develop a methodology and procedures for solicitation development
that accurately describes the need to be filled through service
contracting. This may include a review of the contract terms for each
location to determine whether: (1) the minimum number of linguists
are accurate, (2) the minimum number of linguists reflect the actual
need of the locations, (3) the contract terms should allow for
reimbursement of travel costs for certain situations, and (4) there is
a more efficient method to provide linguist services to smaller
locations.
Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated in
its response that it will review its current methodology used to determine the
linguist needs for each location. The DEA will determine whether
improvements are warranted in the form of contract terms or better
education and communication regarding the methodology and its application.
The DEA will share the results of this assessment and any actions taken.
Conduit did not respond to recommendation 11 in any of its responses.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence of updated
methodology or procedures related to identifying contract needs.
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The Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General (DOJ OIG) is a
statutorily created independent entity whose mission is to detect and deter
waste, fraud, abuse, and misconduct in the Department of Justice, and to
promote economy and efficiency in the Department’s operations.
To report allegations of waste, fraud, abuse, or misconduct regarding DOJ
programs, employees, contractors, grants, or contracts please visit or call the
DOJ OIG Hotline at oig.justice.gov/hotline or (800) 869-4499.
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